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Through our four years at
reOM we ha\'e experienced many different
types of education. From
those first two years of
smelling like lab, enduring lecture after lechlre to
the final two years of
rotations, picking up
clinical experience, we
have donated a large
amount of our time to
empowering our minds
for both the good of
ourselves and our future
patients. Memories of
clinics, singing in radiology, Evans hall lectures,
presenting to attendings,
caring for patients, and
hours upon hours of
study will fill our minds
as well as these pages.
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In the dictionary there are
two definitions for follies:
1. An act or instance of
foolishness, a costly
undertaking having an
absurd or ruinous outcome. and ...
2. An elaborate theatrical
revue consisting of music,
dance, and skits.
Luckily for reOM our
follies is more along the
lines of the second
definition but it is much
more than just a bunch of
skits. It is a time for
personal expression, and
sometimes an outlet - a
chance to take a jesting
poke back at the life of a
medical student. It is a
time to laugh and make
others laugh. Most of all it
is a tradition.

Profession will mean a lot
to each of us. We have all
accomplished a similar
professional goal but it is
more than just profession
that makes a person who
they are. Our families,
friends, activities, and
interests are important to
us and shape who and
what we are. School
might have decreased our
free time but with human
spirit as a driving force
we managed to keep our
outside life filled. May
you always remember to
live your life to the fullest.
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From Halloween parties
at the Phi Sig house to the
lo,'ely cheerleaders at
Alumni Field Rugby
games, our class has made
the most out of an opporhmity to masquerade as
another identity. This is
but a sample of the many
faces worn by our class.
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The enforcement of
reOM's dress code for
classes lasted about 21
seconds into orientation,
quickly yielding to jeans
and a t-srnrt. But everyone still likes to get
dressed up once in a
while. Each year several
events were held including the dinner-dance, the
sports banquet, senior
dinner, after boards party,
and classmates' weddings. Many thanks to all
the establishments that
put up with us and even
those that didn't.

...",
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One good thing about all
the exams and pressure
that we have endured is
that it gives you somethjng to celebrate. We
seem to have a handle on
this and often need no
reason. From Phl Sig to
The River Deck, from
Delaware Ave. to Main
Line, from Alumni Field
to Veteran's Stadium,
from the Atlantic City
Coast Line to The Vegas
Convention, from the
brand new Spectrum to
the now defunct
Goldfingers, we have left
our mark. Here's to the
good times we've shared.
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tha t all vve have done and
endured will prepare us
for whatever the future
delivers. Best of Luck to
the entire Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic
Medicine's graduating
Class of 1997.
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Ceee, I don' t know
what the hell that
is either!
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Jeff, hope this isn't a first date.
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a thousand words.
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I' ll just keep this
tape of Dr. Weinstein's voice for
later.
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/' 11 impress her
with my note.

This note sucks.
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Killer bees
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M.e. Steve
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Where's my hair?
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the Year
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Who you looking at?
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Doc,
fil. 1ovy long's thIS
exam
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Is that a spider?
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Judge Colleen
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I'm Batman
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First Year 1993-1994
First Term:
Gross Developmental
Anatomy
Histology
Physical Exan1ination Skills
Osteopathic Principles and
Practice

8/25/1993 - Orientation breaks in the peOM
class of 1997.
9/13/1993 - Mitch Marder stands on the bone
box in order to see group 29's cadaver.
10/14/1993 - Mundo knocks himself out running
into a tree at a Phi Sig Party.
lO/15/1993 - Todd Bezilla and Maria Szewczak
are engaged.

First Year 1993-1994
Second Term:
Molecular and Cellular Basis
of Medicine
Emergency Medicine
Human Sexuality
Ophthalmology
Osteopathic Principles and
Practice
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10/20/1993 - Mitch Marder does his impression
ofT-Rex in anatomy lab and immediately scares
Marc and Dan into befriending him.
2120/1994 - Keith Eicher and Paul a Page are
engaged.

4/1 11994 - Mitch Marder gets talked into being
in "a skit or two" for Follies 1994.

4/15/1994 - Kary Schroyer becomes a Father to
Kayla Marie.
4/15/1994 - Mitch Marder gets engaged to Shari
Victor.

4/16/1994 - Mundo catches credit card theifin
1ibarary and hog ties him in 30 seconds
4/19/1994 - Todd Bezilla and Maria Szewczak
are married.

7/9/1994 - Debbie McGee and Ken Fox are

II
:

manied.

7/30/1994 - Colette Grabill and Michael Hess
are mamed.

First Year 1993-1994
Third Term:

)

Internal Medicine
Pathology
Pharmacology
Physiology
Microbiology
Osteopathic Principles and
Practice
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Second Year 1994-1995
First Tern1:
Geriatrics
Internal Medicine
Obstetrics / Gynecology
Pathology
Physiology
Pharmacology
Urology
Osteopathic Principles and
Practice
Pediatrics
General Surgey I
9/311994 - Keith Eicher and paula Page are
married.
9/9/1994 - Victoria Bezilla is born to Todd and
Maria Bezilla.

Second Year 1994-1995
Second Term:
Neuroscience
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Pathology
Pharmacology
Psychiatry
Otorhinolaryngology
Osteopathic Principles and
Practice
Radiology
General Surgery II
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10/29/1994 - Corey Smith and Tammy
Bagenstose are married.
11/5/1994 - Angela Wright is crowned Miss
State Capitol PA.

11/13/1994 - Ken Wloczewski and his wife
Roxanne celebrate the birth of their second son ,
Jacob Nicholas.
2/9/1995 - Ken Wloczewski, Roy Tuller, Sean
McCall, Jeff Downing, and Ken West enjoy golf
outing at Myrtle Beach

2128/1995 - Joe Strauss and Bill Gould defeat
Dave Thimons and Keith Kappeler 25-24 in the
last game ever played on the PCOM court.
4/8/1995 - Michele Fadgen marries Joe
Candelore.

4122/1995 - Michele Calderoni and Adam Tobia
gave birth to their 1st child, Parker Thomas C.
Tobia.

Second Year 1994-1995
Third Term:
Surgery Elective
Anesthesiology
Dermatology
Internal Medicine
Medicine and Society
Occupational Medicine
Oncologic Sciences
Osteopathic Principles and
Practice
Rehabilitation Medicine
General Surgery III
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Third Year 1995-1996
Cardiology
Fan1ily Medicine Selective
OB/Gyn
Radiology
Elective
Internal Medicine

4/28/1995 - Follies unleashes Chris Salerno on
the world.

[ fll' h'ftUabc\\ln\\\ \~,
4/28/1995 - Follies 1995 is a huge success and
Mitch Marder realizes that comedy is not on
Board I.

Hl'~·i()n Strl1gg1e~~
.... From H(I('ord :10.7 oIntb ~~
V'font.,
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8/24/1995 - COUi1ney Elziabeth Fox is born to
Debbie and Ken Fox.

10/1 0/1995 - Michele Mattiacci and Rob
Paessler are mmTied.
1211511995 - Dr. Meals suprisingly announces
Dave Broyles and Melissa Pagano's engagement
during Radiology Rotation.

112/1996 - Record 30.7 inches of snow falls on
PCOM in blizzard of 1996.
2/1 0/1996 - Maria D. Carlantonio is married to
Eric Hobson.
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6/24/1995 - Scott Currie and Jennifer COl'well
are engaged.

9/11/1995 - Kary and Ken hit the driving range
before round up at Friends.

IlIro.,
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6/7/1995 - Class of 1997 finishes NBOME part
I.

J

II

I

2/2411 996 - Kevin O'Bri en and Leigh Ingram
are engaged.
4/29/1 996 - Steve Cytrynowicz and Laura Reich
get engaged.
4/29/1996 - Alexander Bezilla is born to Todd
and Maria Bezilla.
5/27/1996 - Bryan Collier and Liz Chi lton are
engaged.
617 /1996 - Dave Broyles and Melissa Pagano
are married.
6/29/1996 - Annamaria Calleo and Rob Cross
are married.
7/3/1996 - Brenda May and Vince DePaola are
engaged.
8/1 0/1996 - Mitch Marder manies Shari Victor.
8/17/1996 - Melissa Mutscheller and Dave
Thimons are married.
8/25/1996 - Meghan Brooks gets engaged to
John Rayner.
9/8/1996 - Mara Turbiner and Alan Felder are
married.
9/13/1996 - Mundo puts his head through a wall
to impress first years.

Third Year 1995-1996
Psychiatry
Surgery
O.M.M.
Family Medicine
Pediatrics
Anlbulatory Surgery

l
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Fourth Year 1996-1997
Ell1ergency Medicine
In ternal Medicine
Elective
Urban Clinic
Urban Clinic
Sub Internship

911611996 - Ken Wloczewski is awarded the
William Goldman Foundation Scholarship.
10/3111996 - Mundo dresses in his birthday suit
and wins 2nd prize at the Halloween party.
12/1/1996 - Dan and Shantih Taylor are married.
3112/1997 - Class of 1997 finishes NBOME part
II.
5/25/1997 - Class of 1997 graduates.
5/31/1997 - Steve Cytrynowicz and Laura Reich
get manied.
6/14/1997 - Scott Currie and Jennifer Corwell
are married.
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Fourth Year 1996-1997
Vacation
Surgery
Elective
Rural
Community Medicine
Elective
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PCOM

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Leonard H. Finkelstein, D.O.
PresIden t and ChIef E xecutove OffIcer

May, 1997

Dear Colleague:
My congratulatIons to you, PhliadelphIa College of Osteopathic Medlcine's 106th
graduatmg class. As a group, you have earned the respect of your faculty on thIs
campus as well as those off campus. You have served your college well and, more
Important, yourselves. Your performance during your chrucal rotatlOns has enhanced
the reputation of the osteopathic medlcal student and, thereby, also enhanced the
reputatIOn of PC OM and the osteopathic profession.
You are about to embark on the graduate phase of your osteopathic medical
educatIOn. Whether you stay and mtern in a PCOM program or leave for other
programs, YOl.l are part of our PCOM Family and we wish you well. Wherever you go
and whatever you do, you are always welcome to return and take advantage of what
our new and beautuul campus has to offer.
It IS my hope that each of you WIll achIeve your goals and enJoy the great
satlsfactlOn that thIS wonderful profeSSIOn, osteopathic memcme, provIdes.

Leonard H. Fmkelstem, D.O.,
M.Sc., F.A.C.O.S.
President

PCOM

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Kenneth J. Veit, D.O., M.B.A
Dean o f the College

Dear Colleagues:
•
Certain occasions will always be very special at PCOM. The first occurs during the
excitement of your initiation into the osteopathic profession.. A goal achieved is rapidly
replaced by the anxiety of the unknown and the impending start of medical schoo!. The
second occasion is graduation.
We wish you, the Class of 1997, all the congratulations that each of you so
rightfully deserve. You have again achieved a "milestone" in your career as an osteopathic
physician. The road to this achievement is laced with individual and heroic·stories. Each of
you experienced the hard work and sacrifice necessary in order to gain the right to be
called "doctor".
The adventure of this chosen path now starts anew, in perhaps a different
geographical area, with different people and with different expectations. Our hope and
prays and good wishes travel mth you. Your training will serve you well. Insecurities of
knowledge and experience will slowly and methodically be replaced by the "educated
physician". Our hope for this educated physician "is the ability to deal constructively and
creatively with uncertainty and ambiguity." Medicine always demands this from us no
matter how much we desire technical and scientific perfection. Our patients demand and
deserve as much from the art, as the science of medicine Enjoy your unique "gift" and use
it well.
As you travel your next road, please remember your Alma Mater. Continue to
nuture your relationships with your classmates and teachers. These relationships will
always serve you well. We will miss you, for each class brings unique energy and
enthusiasm to PCO:tvf.
Again best wishes and congratulations to each of you. May you be blessed with
good health and a sense of well being.

Lewis H . Abel, c.P.A.
Vice-Presidellt alld Cllie/
Operatillg Officer

John Angeloni, D.O.
Family Medicine

Wayne Arnold, D.O.
Cardiologtj

DeForio Barlow
Admissiolls

John Becher, D.O.
EmergenClj Medicine

Michael Becker, D.O.
Family Medicine
Student Health

Lawrence Belkoff, D.O.
Urology

Theodora K. Bernardini, D.O.
Internal Medicine Nephrologtj

David Bevan, D.O.
Illtemal Medicine Rheumatology

Ruth Borghaei, Ph.D.
Biocizemistnj

Scott Bralow, D.O.
Internal Medicine Nephrology

Cheryl Brannon, D.O.
In ternal Medicine

Rani Bright, M.B.BS
Microbiologtj

Bruno Bromke, Ph.D.
Microbiologtj

Oliver Bullock, D.O.
Cambria Street Health Clillic

Joseph W. Casee
Director of Fillallcial Aid

David M. Cavanaugh
Histologtj

Walter W. Ceglowski, Ph.D.
Microbiologtj and ImmwlOlogtj

Patrick Coughlin, Ph.D.
Anatomy

Hanco W. Craver, D.O.
Slirgenj
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Izola David, D.O.
Pediatrics

Domenic DeBias, D.O.
Physiology and Pharmacology

Paul DeJoseph, D.O.
Family Medicine

Jane Dumsha
Research Administration

Anne Egan, D.O.
Family Medicine

Walter Ehrenfeuchter, D.O.
Osteopathic Manipulative
Medicine

Larry Finkelstein, D.O.
Family Medicine
Pediatric Medicine

Leonard Finkelstein, D.O.
President and CEO
Urology

Emanuel FIiegelman, D.O.
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Hu mall Sexuality

Robert Fogel, D.O.
Pathology

Arthur Freeman, Ph.D.
Psychology

Jeffery Freeman, D.O.
Endocrinologl}

M.H. Friedman, Ph.D
Physiologl} and Plulnllacology

Kerin Fresa, Ph.D.
Microbiology

,\

Carol Fox, M.M.
Assistant Dean for Admissions
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Katherine Galluzi, D.O.
Family Practice
Geriatric Medicine

Mindy George Weinstein, Ph.D.
A natolllY

William Gilhool, D.O.
A natolllY, Gastroenterologtj

Howard Goldman, D.O.
Dermatology

Fred Goldstein, Ph.D.
Anesthesiology

Grzegorz Gorski, M.D., Ph.D.
Biochemistnj

Charlotte Greene
Physiology and Pizarmacologtj

Linda Haegle, M.D.
Hematologtj and Oncology

David Heilig, D.o.
Osteopathic Manipulation
Medicine

Henry Hitner, Ph.D.
Physiology and Pharmacology

Kenneth Hoellein, D.O.
Intemal Medicine
Geriatric Medicine

Saul Jeck, D.O.
Obstetrics alld Gynecologtj

Edward Jones, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Neplzrologtj

Richard Kanoff, D.O.
Neurosurgenj

Joseph Kenney, D.O.
Il1ternal Medicine
Cardiology

Bruce Kornberg, D.O.
Internal Medicine
Cardiology

Richard Kriebel, Ph.D.
Anatomy

Tage Kvist, Ph.D.
Anatomy

Pat Lannutti, D.O.
Intemal Medicine

Kenneth Knowles, D.O.
Internal Medicil1e
76
Nephrology

., I

Holly Leppert, D.O.
Internal Medicine

Stephen Levine, D.O.
Internal Medicine
Nephrology

David Loughran, D.O.
Internal Medicille
Infectious Disease

Joseph Lubeck, D.O.
Neurology

John Mariano
Emergency Medicin e

Burton Mark, D.O.
Psychiatry

Ted Mauer, D.O.
Otolaryngology

Allan McLeod, D.o.
Clinical Education

John J. McPhilemy, D.O.
Orthopedic Surgery

Robert Meals, D.O.
Radiology

Mark Miller, PhD.
Anatomy

Paul Miller, D.O.
Internal Medicine

Paul Missischia, D.O.
Ophthalmology

Eugene Mochan, D.O., Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for Primary Care
Biochemistry, Family Medicine

Alexander Nicholas, D.O.
Osteopathic Manipulative
Medicine

Evan Nicholas, D.O.
Osteopathic Manipulative
Medicine

William Nickey, D.O.
Intemal Medicine
Nephrology

Robert Niewenhuis, Ph.D.
AllatolllY

Samuel Manfrey, D.O.
Urology

-Ii

I

(
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Harry Morris, D.O., M.P.H.
Family Medicine
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Richard Notzold, Ph.D.
Anatomy

James Portlock, M.B.A.
Assistant to the Dean
Director of Minority Affairs

Dan Parenti, D.O.
Internal Medicin e

Robert Ravetz, D.O.
Psychiatry

Richard Passcucci, D.O.
Director of Medical Edllcation
Rheumatology

Elizabeth Pease, PhD.
Biochemistry

Hale T. PeHaII
Director of Aillmni Relations
and Development

Eva Placentra-Sesso, D.O.
Internal Medicine
Cardiology

Arthur Sesso, D.O.
General Sllrgery

Michael Shank, D.O.
Anatomy

Jerome Sulman, D.O.
Family Medicine / Osteopathic
Manipulative Medicine

Alan Silverberg, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Infectiolls Disease

John Simelaro, D.O.
Internal Medicine

Peggy Stewart, Ph.D.
Physiology mzd Pharmacology

Henry Street, D.O.
Family Medicine
Rllral Medicine

Phyllis Taylor, R. N.
Medical Hllmanities

Ruth Thorton, Ph.D.
Bioc/zenzistn)

Hank Tomkiewicz, M.A.
Director of Stlldent Affairs

Kenneth Veit, D.O., M.B.A.
Deal!
Family Medicine

I
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Internal Medicine
Pulmonary Medicine

Calvin Vermeire, D.O.
Family Medicine
RlIral Medicine

Rosemary Vickers, D.O.
Pediatrics

Admissions Office

Academic Services

Shanker Vyas, Ph.D.
Director of Library

Hansa Vyas, M.s.
Assistant Director of Library

Barbara Williams, D.O.
Family Practice

Financial Aid

Print Shop
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Michael Benninghoff
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Eric Cochran

Jeffrey Dare

B.A. - Temple University
"All men are great ill their dreams, reality just
narrows the competition. - no fear. "

B.s. - Ursinus College
"Bugs and mean people."

Amy Davis

Charles Heller

§'"laduatE.
~tudEnt~

Shawn Holden
B.5. - Ursinus College

vv~·

"!<,,..
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Ian Holgado

John Lawson

Vasilios Lazos

Neil Maskeri

B.A. - College of the Holy Cross

B.s. - Gannon University
"Throllghollt the course of olle's lifetime, O1ze gets
knocked dOW1Z from time to time. The successful
mall is the aile who gets back lip each time."
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Christine McGinley
B.s. - LaSalle University
"Evenjane Wa/lts to live on top of the mowltaill, bllt
all the happilless alld growth occllrs while you're
climbing it."

Michael Neff

Sandra Ranieri
B.s. - Philadelphia College of Pharm. and Sci.
"Thank you to all of my family and friends who
he/ped me get this far. Good luck to evenjone and
remember that everything happens for a reason. Olt,
and ... doesll't meal/I'm a secretanj."

..... ."

Kwanda Roberts
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Brett Steinberg
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First Year Graduate Student
Class 1996 -1997
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2000

Good Luck Class of 2000

'999

1999

Good Luck
Class of 1999

dlI{atch
Ackermiln

Archer
Ardura
Arost

Ashman
B<llum

Becker
B.!nz
B.!zilla
Bickert

Bohorquez

Bonafino
Brooks
Broyles
Burke

Allentown, PA

St Lukes
St Lukes
Geisinger
D~laware

County

Geisinger
Martin Army
Genesvs
Madag.n Army
De laware Va llev
Portsmouth Naval
UMDNJ
PCOM
PCOM
Delaware County
Brookdale

Burkholder Suburban GenTeal
Burkholder Suburban Genrea}
Albert Einstein
Byers
Calico-Cross Delaware Valley
Cammock
StJosephs
DelOlware Valley
Campbell
PCOM
Candelore
Cap parella Rhode Isl and
Carabello
PCOM
Lutheran
Cervi
Chiccarine Delaware County
Porstmouth Naval
Chon
Delaware Valley
Cochran
StFrancis
Cole
Conemaugh Valley
Collier
Crago
Delawa re Valley
Curreri
VlvIDNJ
Currie
Community General
Cytrynowicz St Lukes
Dakshaw
PCOM
Walker Reed Army
Davis
Dennler
PCOM
DiCarlantonio
PCOM
DiMascio
PCOM
StLukes
DiNapoli
Florida
Downing
Geisinger
Doyle
Dubovich
Metro Hea lth
Eichenlaub PCOM
Eid,er
Altoona
Ekwunife
PCOM
Evans
St Lukes
Fatz
PCOM
Fignar
Millcreek
Firoutzale
Long Island Jewish
Fitch
PCOM
Delaware Valley
Fox
Fuoco
PCOM
Gable
CH ICOM
Gallagher
PCOM
Gardner
PCOM
Gauthier
Maimonides
Darna ll Am1y
Gel perin
StFrancis
Gerger
Gemhardt Wilkes General
Gessler
UMDNj
Gilbert
St Lukes
Gilchrist
Shenango Valley
Ginder
Lancaster
PCOM
Ginsberg
Cottron
StFrancis
Gould
St Lukes
Grandrimo Harrisburg
Greenstein Univ of Conneticut
PCOM
Greipp
Groom
Delaware County
Warren
Gross
Haas
San Diego Naval
Hartung
StFrancis
Haus
Atia nti cCity
Healy
Delaware County
Hebbe
St Michaels
Henwood
Kennedy
Hepner
Shenango Valley
Hess
San Diego Naval
Hin ckley
Doctors
Johnson (K) St Josephs
Johnson (5) PCOM
Kakaty-Monzo PCOM
Kappeler
Suncoast
Kames
Lancaster
Kasirsky
StBamabas
Kelleman
St Lukes
Kemic
Suburban General
PCOM
Kimzey
Klynowsky Nesbitt
Knopsnider Delaware County
Kochuba
PCOM
Kocinski
PCOM
Kozak
Delaware VaBey
Kubek
BassetStFrancis
Delawa re Valley
Laganella
Lambert
Porstmouth Naval
Langer
Delaware County
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A llentown, PA
Danville, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Danville, PA
Ft Benning, GA
Flint,MI
Tacoma, VvA
L,nghome, PA
Portsmouth, V A

Stratford,NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Dre,,1 Hill, PA
Brooklyn, NY
Norristown, PA
Norristown, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Langhorne, PA
Pltiladelphia, PA
Langhorne, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Providence, Rl
Philadelphia, rA
Brooklyn, NY
Drexel Hill, PA
Portsmouth, VA
Langhorne, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Johns town, PA
Langhorne, PA
Stratford,NJ
Harrisburg, PA
Allentm'\fn, PA
Philadelphia, P A
Washington, DC
Philadelphi a, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Allentown, PA
Orlando, FL
Danville, PA
Erie, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Altoona, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Allentown, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Erie, PA
Long Island, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Lan ghorne, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Olympia Fields, IL
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Brooklyn,NY
Ft Hood, TX
Pittsburgh, PA
Kings ton, PA
Stratford, NJ
Allentown, PA
Farrel, PA
Lancaster, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Allentown, PA
Harrisburg, PA
Farmington, CT
Philadelphia, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Phillipsburg, NJ
San Diego, CA
Pi ttsburgh, PA
AtlanticCity,NJ
Drexel Hill, PA
Newark, NJ
Stratford , NJ
Farrell, PA
San Diego, CA
Columbu s,OH
Philadel phia, Pa
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Largo, FL
Lancaster. PA
Bronx, NY
Allentow n, PA
Norristown, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Kingston, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Langhorne, PA
Utica,NY
Langhorne, PA
Porstmouth, VA
Drexel Hill, P A

.....Due to time constraints, information may be incorrect and tt'vised copy will appear in the supplement.

Lewis(N)
Lewis(S)

St Josephs
Geisinger
Delaware Coun ty
Lozowski
Union
Lumley
rCOM
Mack
PCOM
Madrak
Kennedy
Mallis
PCOM
Malone
St Joscphs
Manning
PCOM
Mansberger Geisinger
Marder
Suburban Cenreal
MJrineIli
St Lukes
Masci
PCOM
Massa ra
UMDNJ
Matejicka
Lehigh Valley
May
Po rstmouth, Naval
McCall
Alle ntow n
McCann
Memorial
McElhaugh PCOM
McFadden A lbert Ein stein
McGonigle Delaware County
McMichael Botsford Genera l
McNamara Harrisburg
McQuillin
PCOM
Mirarchi
PCOM
Monta ga no UMDNJ
Mo tter
Delaware County
Moyer
Univ of Med/Dent
Nebolon
Delaware County
Nguyen (0) PCOM
Nguyen (P) Botsford Gene ral
O'Brien
PCOM
O'Connor
Suburban Genreal
O'Neil
Geisinger
Orlowski
StFra ncis
Osuji
PCOM
Otto
PCOM
Paessler
PCOM
Suburban Genrea l
Pagano
Peardon
UMDNJ
Pelleehia
PCOM
Pe nnino
Harrisburg
Pe terlin
PCOM
Pe truso
Suburba n Genreal
Pineo
St Lukes
Prats
Harrisburg
Priest
Eastern Maine
Probst
Harri sburg
Rebo
PCOM
Reed
LlMDNJ
Reich
Su burba n Genreal
Reid y
Botsford Genera l
Richardson StBarnabas
Robbins
PCOM
Roth
Lehi gh Va lley
Harri sburg
Ru synyk
Salerno
PCOM
Schmidt
Delaware Vaney
Schreier
Altoona
Schroyer
Shenango Valley
Schuenman Garden City
Sciullo
Shenango Valley
Scott
Wilson Region
Shah
PCOM
Shi pton
Delawa re Coun ty
Siegel
PCOM
Delaware Valley
Sirken
Smith
St Josephs
Snyder
Altoona
Eastern Maine
Somerset
Suburba n Genreal
Stanger
Sta pely
Suburban Gen rea l
Stevens
Delawa re Coun ty
Bethesda Naval
Strauss
Stretanski
Grand view
Sulman
PCOM
Po rs tm outh, Naval
Suls
West Penn
Swa uger
Sylvester
Prince George
Albert Einstein
Taylor
Thimons ( 0) Beaver County
Thimons (Ml West Penn
peOM
Tho mas
Trecoce
PCOM
Truman
Delawa re Valley
Delaware County
Tuller
Twardzik
Vniv of Conneticut
Van Eken
Delawa re Cou nty
Va n Sa nt
UM DNJ
Vo
PCOM
Walker
St Barnabas
Wasserman Suburban Genreal
Wildman
PCOM
Wisser
Suburban Gen rea l
Wloczewski Delaware County
Wood
PCOM
Botsford General
Wrig ht
Harrisburg
Za nga ri
Zernich
Doctors

Lisan

Philadelphia, PA
Danville, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Un ion, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Cherry HiII,NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelp hia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Danville, PA
Norristown, PA
Allentown, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Strat ford, NJ
Allentown, PA
Porstmo uth, VA
All entow n, PA
York, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Farmington Hills, MI
Harrisburg, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Stra tford, NJ
Drexel Hill, PA
Stratford,NJ
Dre"l Hill, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Farming ton Hills, MI
Philadelphia, PA
Norris town, PA
Danville, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Norris town, PA
Stratford, Nj
Philadelphia, PA
Harrisburgh, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Norris town, PA
Allentown, PA
Harrisburgh, PA
Bangor, ME
H arrisburgh, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Stratford, Nj
Norristow n, PA
Farmington Hills, MI
llronx, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Allentown, Pa
Harrisburg, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Langhorne, PA
Altoona, PA
Fa rrel, PA
Ga rden City, Ml
Farrel, PA
Johnson City
Philadelphia, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Langhorne, PA
Read ing, PA
Altoona,PA
Bangor, ME
No rristown, PA
Norristown, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Bethesda, M 0
Dayton,OH
Philade lphia, PA
Pors tmouth, VA
Pittsburgh, PA
Cheverly, MD
Philadelphia, PA
B.!aver, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
La nghorne, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Farmington, CT
Drexel Hill, PA
Stratford, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Bronx, NY
Norristown, PA
Philadelpru a, PA
Norris town, PA
Drexel H ill, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Farmington Hills, Mf
Harrisburg, PA
Columbus,OH

~ippocratic

<!&atb

7( s\u~ar bp !lipollo 'Illbpsitiall anb !lisdepios .lIb !!)p!!~ia allb :tPallac~a «lib all tiJ ~ @obs anb

;JJ <!f)obbcsscs, maliing tbcm lllP hlitncsscs, tbat 31 hli[[ fuUm accorbing to mp abHitp anb jubgc mcnt tbis oatb anb cobenant:
uro I)olb bim hlbo vas taugvt mc tI)is art cqual to mp parcnts anb to libc mp lifc in partncrsVip hlitl) bim, anb if I)c is in nccb of monel' to gibc Vim a svarc of minc, anb to rcgarb Uis
offspring as cqual to mp male brotl)crs itt malc lineage anb to tcad) tuem tbis art - if tucp
bcsire to Icarn it - hlitl)out fcc anb cobcnant; to gibc a sl)nrc of preccpts anb oral instruction
anb aU tuc otvcr learning to mp sons anb tuc 50115 of I)im hluo uas instrurtcb mc anb to
pupils hluo uabe signcb tuc cobcnant anb babc tal{e11 an oatI) accorbing to tl)c mcbiral lahl, but
to no onc else.
31 hliII applp bictctlc mcasurcs for tuc bencfit of tuc Sic[i accorbing to mp abWtp nnb jubgcmcnt; 31 will kecp tl)cm from uarm anb injustice.
31 hliII ncitucr gibc a beablp brug to anpbobp if askcb for it, nor hli[[ 31 maltc a suggestion to
tl)is effcct. ~imilarlp, 31 hliU not gibe to a hloman an abortibc remcbp. 31n puritp anb boItncss 31 hlill guarb mp lifc anb mp art.
31 hliII not use tue (mifc, not cbcn on suffcrs of tuc stone, but hliII hlitbbrahl in fabor as sud)
men as are engagcb in tuis hlOr[L
WI)atcbcr uouscs 31 map bisit, 31 hliU come for tue bencfit of tl)c sic[i, remaining frce of aU
intentional injusticc, of all misd)icf, nnb in particular of sexual relations hlitl) botu femalc
anb male person, bc tuep free or slabcs.
Wuat 31 map see or bcar in tl)e cottrsc of treatmcnt or cben outsibc tuc trcatmcnt in regarb to
tJ)C lifc of men, hlUirl) on no account one must spreab abroab, 31 hliH liCCP to mpse(f, I)olbing
sud) tuings suameful to be spoken about.
31f 31 fulfill tl)is oatb anb bo not biolate it, map it be granteb to me to e11jo!, (ffe anb art bcing
bonoreb hlitl) famc among all men for al[ time to comc; 31f 31 transgrcss it anb shlear falselp,
map tue oppositc of all tl)is bc mp lot.
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Q&steopatbtc Q&atb

)

bo berebr affirm mr iovaitr to tlje profe%l>ion ]I alii abo lit to enter.

3! mill be minbful almaps of 1111' grcat rcsponsibihtp to prescrue toe bealto anb life of
paticnts, to retain toeir confibel1Ce anb to respect boto as a Popsician anb a frienb moo mill
gallrb tbeir £iecrets mito scrllpttlos bonor anb hbeUtp, to perform faHofullp lltp professional
butics. uro cmplop onlp toose 111etoobs of treatmcnt consista11t mito goob jubgelllent anb
mdo mp skill anb abilitp, l,ceping in minb nature's lams anb tbe bobp's inberent capatitp for
recoucrp.
3! mill bc euer uigilant in aibng in toe genral melfare of tbe collUllunitp, sustaining its laws
anb instituions, not engaging in toose practices moico mill in anp wap bring soame or
biscrebit upon mpself or 1111' profession. 3! mill giue no brugs for beablp purposes to anp
person, toougb it map be askcb of mc.
3! will ellbeauor to work in accorb mito mp colleagues in a spirit of progressiue cooperation,
anb will neuer bp worb or act cast imputations upon toe111 of tbeir rigbtflll practices.
3! will look wHO respect anb esteem upon all toose moo tau got me mp art. uro mp college 3!
mill be lopal anb striue almaps for its best interests anb for tbe interests of tbe stubents woo
mill come after me. 3! will be euer alert to furtber application of basic biological trutos to toe
bealing arts anb to beuelop tI)e principles of osteopatop motcb were first initiateb bp £lnbrew
uraplor ~till.
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A. Jady Ackerlllan, D.O.
East Stroudsburg University, B.s.
East Stroudsburg, PA
"Wisdol/l is Ihe principII/thing: Iherefore gel wisdom: mid wilh aI/thy getting grt ltnderstalldillg."
Psalms 4:7

First mid forelllost, I thallk the Lord, my God, for abll1ldmlt blessillgs. I pray H
will always provide wisdom to work tlzrouglz large elznllellges, mid patience to
lzmldle small ones.
Cizuck , my loving lzllsballd, YOll are Illy comfort and inspiration. Your
(many) sacrifices mid encouragelllent lzave sem llS tlzrouglz; YOll are Illy miellOI'.
We did it together.lzollelj, alld I love yOll.
JOIzathml mid Janel, for every dish you washed, every eve1!illg spellt
wit/lOld me, mId each time you said, "It's okay, Mom, you stlldy," I tlzallk mId
love yOll. Purslle YOllr dreams, my ellildrell.
Motizer, YOll always said I cOllld do anythillg I set my mi11d to ... and
lzere I am. Your gllidallce mid steadfastlless lzave been the ultimate fOllndation.
love yOll, MOIII.
Dad, I cany YaH with me always. I hope you would be as proud of me
as I have always beel! of YaH. I miss you, Daddy.
Katie mid JaYllelleJl, with laughter mid tears, we've shared it all, as
sisters should.
Uncle Joe, my mentor, and Aunt Josie, my Godmotlzer, I love you botl
Thallk you PCOM faculty, plzysicians mid patients, without whom I could
not have lennzed. YOll are the heroes. I appreciate your gifts.

Andrevv Louis Archer, D .O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Macungie, PA
.All of us who attempt to heal the wOlillds of others will ourselt'es be wOllnded; it is, after ali, iI/here/It ill
tile relatiol1ship."
-Dr. David Hilfiker

M AND DAD: You have given me the two most important things parents
their child ... roots and wings. Thank you for all of your love and supcouldn't have done it without you!
: My best friend, my love, and now my bride. Thank you for joining me on
journey. Your encouragement, advice, and love gave me the strength to
chieve my goals. The future is ours! I love you.

)f

AND BARB: I couldn't ask for a better brother and sister-in-law. Thanks
the advice and listening ear!

.::.....:..Y'

JICHOLAS: You have filled my life with pride and joy.
YOll have brains ill YOllr head,

YOlllzave feet in your shoes.
YOll call steer YOllrself
allY direction YOll choose.
KID, YOU'LL MOVE MOUNTAINS!
-Dr. Seuss
;AMMIE AND GRANDADDY: To my grandmother who has shown me how to
e so strong. To my grandfather who is not here to celebrate this achievement, I
my love.
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Monica Isabel Ardura, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.s.
Sewaren, NJ
"Belir;<lc in yOIl/, heart thaI at every mOll/ent, something very wOllderfll1 is abollllo happell."

Mis queridos padres ...
Por cada momento feliz que hemos compartido juntos, y por esos notan-felices, por todo 10 que habeis hecho por mi durante toda mi vida,
vuestro constante sacrificio, apoyo, y carino - por esto y por mucho mas
os agradezco. Saber que os quiero con toda mi alma. Este dia es de los
tres!
A mi hermosa familia ...
Que siempre habeis estado a mi lado a pesar de la distancia, gracias pc
tenerme en vuestros pensamientos y por creer en mi en todo momento.
Por fin llegamos a esta meta juntos - ahora si que consulta abierta y gratis!
And to my wonderful friends ...
What we endured together shows our courage and deep within us we
are stronger than we know. Within each of you there are wings that have
served as part of my inspiration. "It is never easy reaching for dreams.
Strength and perserverence can sometimes be lonely friends ... but those
who dream walk in stardust." Thank you all for allowing me to travel thi
path beside you as your friend.

II

To laugh ofte1l mzd much;
to Will the respect of ilztelligent people
mzd the affection of c1zildren;
to earn the appreciation of /zonest critics
and e1ldure the betrayal of false friellds;
to appreciate beauty;
to find the best in others;
to leave the world a bit better;
whether by a healthy child,
a garden patch,
or a redeemed social condition;
to blOW even one life has breathed easier
because YOH have lived ...
... that is to have sllcceeded.
-Emerson
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Sylvia L. Arost, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Richboro, P A

Well, I guess I made it or else you would not be reading this.
four years ago I was in disbelief that I was going to be a doctor.
ow, I actually am a doctor. I guess the last 20 years of schooling have
paid off.
To my parents, who pushed me to continue the hundreds of
I felt like quitting .... Without your support, encouragement, and
'tionallove, I probably would not be here today. I truly am
to you both, and I love you very much.
To the rest of my family .... As far as brothers and sisters go, you
are alright. Your humor keeps me smiling even when times are

To my friends .... Thanks for all the memories and good times.
you all the best of luck in whatever you choose to do.
To the Class of 1997.... Congratulations! WE DID IT! Half of the
task has been accomplished. Now, the other half.... Life. Good luck to
everyone!

.--'

.
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Laura Elizabeth Ashlllan, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Johnstown, PA
"If you hal'e built cnstles iu the air, your work need 110t be lost: that is where they should be.
Now put th!' fOil Ilrin tio II S ullder thelll."
H.D. Thoreau

To my family: Words cannot begin to express my gratitude for the
unconditional love and support you have given me throughout my
whole life. I am so blessed to have such a wonderful family. Thank
you for everything!!
Rusty: Thank you for being there when I needed you the most. Your
friendship means the world to me and you will always hold a special
place In my heart. Good luck and best wishes in everything you do. I
will miss you.
Jerry, Christa, & Cleo: Thanks for being such terrific housemates and
friends. I will miss all of the experiences we've shared-playing tennis,
classes with the Nack, Christa's coming home from work with a smile,
happy man at the gate, and of course teasing the cat. I know you guys
will miss me- no matter what you say!
To all my friends: Thanks for all the fun times along with the medicine. All of the hours spent in the classroom and on rotations would
not have been the same without the support, encouragement, and
especially the laughter shared with such great friends.

Christina M. Balul11, D.O.
Moravian College, B.S.
Hellertown, PA
"We make Il living by what we get
We make a life by what we give"

t is difficult to put into words the gratitude I feel for the people in my
ife not in just these short ( all be them difficult) four years, but for all
he love and support for the many years before and the many years to
orne.
~o my family: Thank you for giving me the basis upon which I could
chieve a goal I've held since pre-school.
Dad: For making me strong
Mom: For always seeing the glass half full and living
accordingly, for teaching me, through example, the
meaning of strength, for instilling in me a sense of
responsibility, but most of all for being my friend.
Gram&Grandpop: For being an example and for always
being there not only for me but for the entire family.
Joe, Nathan, Marcus, & Rachel: For being my original
support system and my original and continual friends.
'0 my friends: Thanks for your support & understanding over the
ears
'0 Scott: Thank you for being a shoulder to lean on, for pushing me
)rward when I wanted to stand still, for listening not just hearing, for
eing my best friend.
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Karen R. Banks D.O.
I

Philadelphia College of Phannacy and Science, B.S.
Seymour, CT
"Make new friellds bllt keep ti,e old, all£' is silver alld the other is gold.
-Girl Scout song

This page is dedicated to all of those people who have helped me to realize my dream!! Thank Yo II , I love YOIl all ...

~~

I

I

MOM AND DAD: Without your unending love and support, I could never have gotten this far.
Thanks for always pushing me to follow my dreams. Yes, your money did payoff I think I've learned I
quite a few useful bits of information (like how to get ketchup out of the bottle).
'
HEIDI AND SHAWN: You've been the best sister and now brother-in-law a person could ever ask for. '
When are you coming back to the cement city? Thanks for being there when I've needed you. Best
wishes for a long and happy life together.
MY FAMILY: Gram, Grandpa, Aunt Rae, Uncle Bill, Uncle Larry, Barb, Cheryl. Josh and Jodi: Thanks
for the encouragement .You know you can call me anytime for anything. Grandma Banks and Grandpa
Bradshaw I wish you were both here to celebrate with me.
MARCIE AND FAMILY: You've been like a sister to me. It was great being roommates for eight
years. Thanks for the experience and all of the wonderful memories. Never forget any of our'long
talks, and thanks for giving me the push I needed, when I needed it the most.
MY FRIENDS: Part of this degree belongs to you (Sue, Lisa, Chris, Denise, Carrie, Rose, Liz and Kelly) i
Through thick and thin you have always been there for me. No matter what time it was, I knew I could
call on you for a chat, moral support, or whatever I needed. Thanks for being the best friends
imaginable.
KELLY: It's been rough, but I will never forget all of the time we've had together. $200 phone calls
can't be all that bad. I hope you someday find the happiness you deserve but in the meantime I hope
you know you can always reach out and Hold nil! hand. I'm still waiting for the snow to melt but for
nowTDDUP.
Best of luck to all of the Class of 1997, thanks for the memories. It's hard to believe that it has been four
years since we were wearing those stupid bracelets and hearing about all the good to come. Well we
have made it and now the real challenge begins, that thing called LIFE!

I

Russell WilliaITl Becker, D .O.
Michigan State University, B.S.
Hartland, MI
"After fwo days ill hospital, I took a tum for the 1!urse."
W.e. Fields (1879-1945)

I sat at my computer for hours and hours trying to
put into words all my feelings and experiences over the
last four years. Then I realized that this task was impossible. How could I describe the excitement of my first
rectal exam or the first time I did a PAP smear all by myself.
These are special moments that are dear to my heart and
represent certain milestones in a young physicians career.
They are indescribable!!!
The things I can put into words is all the love I have
for my family and thank them for their support throughout my endeavors. Thanks to my friends old and new and
their supply of laughter and confidence when I needed it.
The guys at the house, well they are the best no matter how
much I complain about them.
Good luck to all my classmates and I hope all your
dreams corne true. One last word of advice when times
seem desperate and no end is in site, GUBERNACULUM!!!

•..
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Michelle Lauren Beloff, D.O.
Lafayette College, B.S.
Parsippany, NJ

MOM & DAD: Thank you for the love, encouragement, support, and
guidance you have given me over the last 26 years and especially the
past four. You have been there for me during the most trying times
and the best of times. You are the best parents anyone could ask for
and lowe you much more than words can express. Thank you- I love
you both so much!!!
MARCY: To the best little sister in the world; I'm glad we've become
so close. I'm so proud of you and all your accomplishments!
NANNY ROSE & POppy MAX: Thanks for all the support and
words of wisdom you have given me. I love you!
GAIL, MICHELE, & THE ALPHA GAMS: "I love us!" Thanks for
the numerous great times we've had and many more to come. I feel
so lucky to have such a wonderful group of college friends. We'll
always be the best of friends.
Good luck and best wishes to the Class of 1997. We did it!!!!!

JerOl11e V. Benz, Jr., D.O.
Kings College, B.S.
Conyngham, P A
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Todd Alan Bezilla, D.O.
West Chester University, B.S.; Temple University, M. Ed.
Altoona, PA
"Godlll.'lp /lie see whell I look, hear wllt'll I listell, fed 11'111.'/1 I tOllch, IIl1d",st<1lld wllerl I
lied tv, alld do what I sl,oll/d.
-Todd Aliln Bezill,l

Thank you to everyone that has taken the time to help, support, teach, and show kindness towards me; I'm a much
better person because of you.

"Osteopathy is to me a very sacred sciellce. It is sacred bernllse it is a healillg power throllgh a11l1atllre." "I have discovered II:
Natllre is lIever withollt lIecessary wlledies." "The ostt'Opath shollid lIever dally Wit/I effects bllt ever go back to the calise, whill
whell corrected res liltS ill a disappearallce of the effect."
-A.T. Still
"Tile highest ideal of cllre is tlie speedy, gelltle, alld elidllTilig restoratioll of liealth by tlie most trllstworthy alld least linT/llflll w
-Samuel Hahnemann
I
"Let YOllr food be YOllr medici III.', alld let YOllr medicille be YOllr food."
-Hi ppocrates

i

"T/ie doctors of the ftc/lire will give 110 medicille bllt will illtcrest tlieir palienls ill tlie care of Ihe human fra me, ill diet, alld in III
cnusealld prevention of disease."
-Thomas Edison
"If to please Ihe people, we offer what we ourselves disapprove, liow can we aftenuard defelld otlr works?"
-George Washington
"¥ollmay like it, YOllmay 1I0t; bllt leam to love il becallse ii's Ihe besllhillg goillg loday."
-Ric Flair
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Mark A. Bickert, D.O.
Asbury College, B.A.
Wilmore, KY
"The mind is its own place; it can make a hell of lwavell or a l1enve11 of hell."
7hl! bealltifull thing about leaming is that no eml take if/rom you."
B.B. King

must be the proudest achievement of my life. Thank GOD!! It would not
been possible except for the support and encouragement, and prayers of my
family and closest friends.
& Dad; Words can little express my gratitude and love. Your many prayers
nd encouragement's are deeply appreciated. Dad, thanks for the listening times
nd the words of wisdom and guidance. Mom, thanks for being YOU, and all
ou've given.
on; Thanks for being such a good brother and best friend. May the Sackett's
lways ride together.
herri; Dearest Sis, how can I even begin to say thanks for all the special memoies we've created and hard times we've both shared and supported each other
Hough.
'im; Hey Lil' Bro, you've grown up to become a wonderful brother and friend.
m proud of you .
•ngela; Thanks for hanging in there and being such a wonderful friend and
lassmate. We've shared many both good and frustrating memories together. Best
fluck in love and life.
lebbie; How can words even begin to express what is in my heart. You've
ecome so many things to me. We've shared so much. You will always be held in
very special place in my sou!{l m[DEBllll ) )

\

{
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David Bohorquez, D.O.
Fairleigh Dickinson University, B.5., A.S.
Coral Springs, FL
"You Wall/' discover tile limits of the sou/. no motter how far you go. "
Heraclitus

"A human being is a part of the whole that we call the universe, a part
limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts, and
feelings as something separated from the rest - a kind of optical
illusion of consciousness. This illusion is a prison for us, restricting us
to our personal desires and to affection for only the few people nearest
us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening
our circle of compassion to embrace all living beings and all of
nature."
Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
I appreciate this opportunity to thank my family, friends, instructors,
and the many people who have helped guide, influence, and direct me
on my path. It has been an interesting journey, to say the least. The
written word cannot possibly express my feelings of gratitude.
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Dana Louise Bonafino / D .O.
West Chester University, B.A.
Media, PA

10m: To the person whom I attribute my success. Your love, strength, and
lpport has guided me in achieving this milestone. I am fortunate to have such a
lTing mother and friend. For this, I thank you. There is no person I admire more,
nd because of this you have always been my role modeLI love you always.
)sette and Ian: Thank you for your love and support, I'm glad we've become
oser over the years. You have become a friend and confidant I treasure. I love
)u both.

roy: Meeting you was the best thing to happen in my life. You have touched my
~art in a way that no one has ever been able to. You're my lover and best friend. I
m't wait to spend the rest of my life with you. I love you with all my heart.
~e,

Amy, Jessica, Scott, Dave, Steve (the people who's friendship I cherish):
lanks for all the laughs and memories. The friendships I have made in medical
hool will always remain dear in my heart. I never could have gotten through the
lrd times without you.
) all my friends in the class of '97: Good luck. I'll miss you.

Amy L. Brandt, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Pittsburgh, P A
"L,'t yOl/r light so shin~ before 1111'1/, that Ihet) /IIay st'e .'lour good works, tllld gIOTi,,) your Fall,,'T
hem'I'II ... With God, till things arc possibll'."
Matthew 5:16,19:26

Thank you, !:iiliL for giving me the oppor tunity, skills and perseverance to become a
physician. Please continue to show me the way.
Mom and Dad .. thank you for your end less love and support; I could never have done
it without you . It's been a long road - through Penn Sta te, Eli Lilly, University of
Pennsylvania, and finally medical school. Thanks for believing in me!
~ ... it's a shame we don't live closer together, but you will always be close by in my
though ts and prayers. Thanks for all your advice and helping me keep this whole med
school,thing in perspective.

Rick. .. Thanks for giving me the inspira tion and encouragement to follow my dream ("if
you can do it, I can do it!"), and being there for me along the way. You'll always be
special to me, Bunz.
To my dearest children, Tamale Chili Pepper and Q.:I.ip.... thanks for your unconditiona I love and purrs!!!
To all my friends: your friendship and support has meant so much to me; thanks for
throwing some sunshine along the path of my journey: Angela W. (Miss America) ... Rich
S .... Laurie I.. .. Gene K. ... Michele Cole ... Kristen O ... . David Boho ... Terrie G .... Stacie
B.... Joanne H .... Ed F. I love you all! Congratulations to the Class of 1997 - the worst
is finally over, and the best is yet to corne. God bless us all!

Meghan Mary Brooks, D.O.
St. ]oesph's University, B.S.
Philadelphia, PA
""As

YOII

Slide dowlllhe BanlllSler of Life, MClY Ihe Splinlers never Poillf the Wl'On.ll Way. "

An Irish Blessing

I wish to thank all of my family and friends for their
support, patience, and love.
Mom, Dad, Joey and Gran, Thank you for indulging
all of my sick jokes and wild experiments, your
backbone is what makes me strong.
hn, You've brought love and laughter to my life.
11 meet you on October 31 st, 1998!
'chele, Karen, Greg, Ken, Dennis, Ken, and
Steve: Thanks for making those two years bearable.
What
did he say now?!
OH MY GOD I CAN'T BELIEVE IT IS FINALLY

J

~m.~j).().
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David Andrevv Broyles, D.O.
Bridgewater College, B.s.
Roanoke, VA
"Make the 11I0St of C1.1t!ry opportllnity you have for doillg good."
Ephesians 5: 16

Above all, thanks to God - for a lifetime of opportunities, the blessings .
of many special persons, His undeserved grace and enduring strength. I am
grateful to have met such a beautiful person to share the rest of my life with.
Melissa, I love you! If I hadn't done it with you, I couldn't have done it. I got
more out of medical school than I ever had imagined! (Can I quit now?) Please,
Melissa, grow old with me. The best is yet to come! I am doubly blessed to
have been born into such an endearing family. Mom and Dad I love you. We
both know, mom, that I wouldn't have ever been in medical school without you!
Thank you both for your never ending love and encouragement, weekly letters
and phone calls. You all have been the type of parents I would like to be some '
day. The type of person I want to be some day. My love and gratitude to my
older brother Greg, Teresa, Tyler, and Alii - you guys make life fun and I look
forward to many more good times together. For the Pagano family being my
family away from home, I thank you. It's a real honor to become a part of your
family (even though your taste in NFL favorites is a little whacked. Go Cowboys!). To my good friends Dave, Mike, Rich, Jeff, Stan, Matt and Janie - where
have you guys been these past four years? (Oh, my bust.) Thanks for the good
times. And finally, to everyone in the Class of 1997 - best wishes and peace to
all of you. Let's do this again sometime.
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Sean D. Burke, D.O.
Juniata College, B.S.
Lewistown, PA
"Whel1ever the art of medicine is loved, there is also a love of huma1lity."
Hippocrates

To Mom and Dad: Thank you for always believing in me, and giving me all
the encouragement that I have needed to achieve this day.
To my family: Thanks for all the support through the many years. I am very
fortunate to have so many people in my life that care for me.
To my Juniata Alumni: Thanks for always being there throughout the past
years. I hope we can always be friends and will continue to stay in touch.
To my Classmates: I have learned so much from all of you. I wish all the
success for everyone in whichever field you choose to pursue in life.
To the Interns, Residents, and Attendings: Thanks for making my third and
fourth years of training a great and enjoyful experience.
To the Nurses: Thanks for all the help on my many rotations. Sometimes the
nurse are the best teachers that we have and they make the doctors work a lot
easier and enjoyable.
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Tholllas John Burke, D.O.
Drexel University, B.s. , M.B.A.
Philadelphia, PA
"The fllture belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams"
Eleanor Roosevelt

I wish to thank my mother and father for all their
support and encouragement that they have provided. Also,
to my friends Johnny C and Johnny G thanks for being there.
Good luck to all.

J~» . ~)
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Dana B. Burkholder, D.O.
Gwynedd-Mercy College, B.S.
Norristown, PA
"Declare the p(l..~t, diagllose tlte present, foretell the future."
Hippocrates

When I look back and ask myself how I possibly accomplished this I am humbled in the fact that I was not alone! First
and foremost, my Rock of Gibraltar, my wife Charlene. With
out you, none of this would have been possible. I cherish our
life together and look forward to many more great things to
come. Justin & Ashley, thanks for all your understanding
while Daddy was studying. Mom Antonelli, thanks for
having faith in our "adventure" and for all your wonderful
multi-support. Ed & Trish, Mom & Dad, Grandma, the rest of
my family & friends and fellow classmates, you all played
pivotal roles in my becoming a physician. A special thanks to
my mentor and friend, David, for without your faith, support
and trust none of this would have been possible.
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Stacie E. Byers, D.O.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, B.s.
Pittsburgh, PA
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Michele Elizabeth Calderoni, D.O.
Lafayette College, B.A.
Park Ridge, NJ
"Live a balanced life - Ll'1lrn some alld thillk some and draw mId paint
mId sing alld dance and play and work cve,y day some."
R. Fulgllm

This page is dedicated to the people in my life who have made this dream possible for
me. I love you all.
& Dad: There is not enough space on this page to express my gratitude and appreciation of all that you
for me. It is because of you that I am able to stand here today. You have always encouraged me to
for the stars. These last four years have shown me the meaning of a parent's love for their child. I ca n only
lOpe that in the future I will be able to pass your lessons of wisdom and compassion to my children and to teach
hem to always reach for their stars.
~laine & Don, Amy & Dave, Matt: Thank you all for always lending an ear to listen, providing a shoulder to cry
111, and giving comforting hugs. You've kept me sane throughout these four years by keeping the "fun' in my
ife. We've shared so many precious memories, and yet, we still have so many to discover!
\unt Joyce & The Tobia Family: Thank you for your continuous support, encouragement and love. And
for never criticizing my decision to pursue this "crazy" journey.
Chaplin: Your perseverance is implanted in my soul.
are the sunshine in my life, the light that continues to keep my heart warm and my spirits alive.
has made this experience more meaningful and gives me the strength to fulfill my dream.
. My Husband, my Best Friend, My Soul Mate for life. There are no words suitable to express my
ppreciation of the countless sacrifices you have made to enable me to fulfill my dre~m. Your love has been
onstant and enduring, whether it was to coach me through the difficult challenges or to celebrate with me
luring my triumphant accomplishments. We have a lifelong bond that can survive anything. I look forward to
he many adventures ahead as we grow old together. Our love is "Just Like Heaven".

The Stars Exist That We Might Know How High Our Dreams Can Soar.

-- .......

~t . ~,'P.O.
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Annalllaria T. Calleo-Cross D.O.
I

Adelphi University, B.s.
Mineola, NY
.j

r

"SilL'llce is Ihe ollly good Slibslill/lt'
for illlelligc?llcc"
Folk saying

Robert- Being married to you has been the best time of my life. Thank
you for all of your unconditional love, friendship, and support- we finall) I
made it O.c. I love you.

Mom and Papa- Tante grazie per il vostra sostegno durante il tempo tra
scorsi da voi. Non avrei mai realizato il mio sogno senza il vostro
sostegno. La strada estata lunga e tortuosa, pera voi sarete sempre nel
mio cuore. Vi voglio bene sempre!!!

Luigi- Always follow your dreams.

Lori, Staci, Michelle B. and Michelle P.- Thank you for sharing these last
four years with me. Best wishes for you always.

Christopher Sterling Call1ll1ock, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
East Orange, NJ
"w/tell your words came, 1 ate them; thelj were my joy and my hellrt's delight."

Jeremillh 15:16

First I would like to thank God because without the holy father, I
could not have made it this far. Secondly, I would like to thank my
mother for supporting me when I needed her the most. I thank God
for having a mother like you, I was truly blessed. Mama I wish you
were here to see me today, however I know you are with the lord. I
like to thank my family, particularly my big brother, Charles, for
your support and encouragement to reach this day. I know your kids
will never need anything, but I would like to give them what you have
given me. To my soon to be wife, I thank God for you and for being in
my life. I will always love you! oxoxox!

Jennie Marie Call1pbell, D.O.
Chestnut Hill College, B.5.
Willow Grove, P A
III every endeavor go for the gold"
Pat Smith
U

I dedicate this degree to my parents.
Mom: The Lord truly blessed me the day He gave me you as a mother. I can not thank you
enough for the endless love, support and encouragement you have given me. You have
shaped me into who I am today and I could not have made it on this journey without you
and your'unwavering support. I thank you and I love you
Dad: You are the guardian angel watching over me everyday and helping me move forwar,
in my life. I love you, miss you and thank you for helping me to become the person I am
today.
Patti, Bob, Jamey, Vincie and Andy: Thanks seems like such a small word for all the love
and support you have given me over the years. You'll never know how much I appreciate
all the essays, study breaks and quizzing to keep me on my toes. The endless laughs and
great times we have mean the world to me. I love you all.
Yes Pat, I did this one on my own. How did I do?

Michele A. Candelore, D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Philadelphia, r A
NT/Ie evil fllat is in the world always come of ignorance, aHd good iJltelltiuJls may do as much harm as

lIIak'lJoII!IICe, if they lack zmderstandillg."
Albert Camus, The Plaglle

To my parents: It never mattered what I decided to do in life,
you were always there for me. Thank you, I hope I made you
proud

To my husband: We have been through so much these past
four years. You never gave up on me and J don't think I could
have made it without your support. Thank you for sticking it
out. I love you more than you will ever know.
To the "Peanut Gallery" (Steve, Ken, Greg, Dennis, Ken,
Meghan, Karen, Kary): I'm going to miss all your wise
cracks during all the rough times still to come. It was those
comments that got me through most of our classes(when I
showed up that is). You guys are the greatest, thanks for being
my friends. By the way, who missed more classes, Karen or
me???

To the Class of 1997: WE DID IT!!! Good luck in all you do.
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Joanna N. Ca pparella, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.A.
Walpole,MA
"Their hearts are set upon the pilgrimage: when they pass through the VaJlC1) of Weepillg ,tlll!y
as a plael! of springs; Thl!y go from strl!llgth to stre1lgth."
(Ps 84:6-8)

This journey could not have been possible without the love, support, prayers, and
encouragement of many people.
A miei carl genitori: Mamma: your love, strength, and humor have given me courage
when I have needed it. Dad: thanks for always being there in your own quiet way. You
have given me an appreciation for the more subtler things in life. You are both the best.
A mia cara sorella, Stefanie: I could not have been given a better sister and friend. Your
warm and generous spirit has sustained me many times.
A mio caro fratello, Mark, Nancy, Carolynn, and Paul: Thank you for all your
encouragement and prayers.
A miei cari Nonni; Serafino & lole, Giambattista & Emidia: Your example has
provided me with wisdom, resourcefulness, and faith.
To my dear friends: Each one of you is a gem, I could not have a greater treasure.
To my teachers: Thank you for your knowledge and example.
To my classmates: I wish you all the very best.
To my patients: Thank you for all you've taught me, I can only be a better physician
because of you.
A special remembrance for Dr. Dolores Patanelli, Mr. Robert Busch, &
Dr. Michael Laverack.

----.
------

::::::::::

~
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John A. Carabello, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA
"To cut is to cllre."

Mom and Dad: Thanks for everything. Your motto has
always been "what is ours is yours". Until now I never had anything
substantial enough to make such a statement. This degree is just as
much yours as it is mine.
Pina: I have always been able to count on you (well most of
the time anyway). I do not think you realize the respect I have for
you. I am proud of all your accomplishments, too many to list. You
have been a perfect role model. I am truly blessed to have you as an
older sister, you are one of a kind.
Rita: You are the only person I know who can make me
laugh one minute and really piss me off the next minute. You are a
great sister. I do not know what I would do if you were not around
to share stories. Thanks.
Sal: You have been a big help to me ever since I met you.
appreciate everything you have done for me. Thanks.
Joseph: Hurry up and get big so we can start to play golf
together.
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Wendy Lee Cervi, D.O.
University of Albany, B.S.
Bronxville, NY
''I'd like to bllY the world a ClIp of coffee; I'd like to give everyolle a ride home."
Syd Straw

Time to give thanks:
peOM, instructors, patients, past and future: thanks. There's nothing I would rather
be doing(except for that gnawing fantasy of me ,a microphone and a dark dank bar-l
hope I have more luck packing them into the waiting room}.Thanks to my Mom,
Barbara-for your strength, intelligence and indomitable spirit. Your love and
support are my greatest treasures. Thanks to my Dad, Ron-for being such a proud
and 'loving father, gentle and full of laughter. Shantih-for all of your sweet love, I love
, respect and admire you and I am honored to be a part of your life.Trish-my
oldest,dearest friend-the joyful memories are infinite. May our souls travel together
through time.Ken-one-of-a-kind, I shall always be in awe of your energy, intelligence"
humor and joy of life. You are an amazing friend. Have my baby?Anne and Perryhow lucky I am to leave here with two wonderful friends; I adore you-thanks for your ,
love and tolerance.Joanne E. Fuchs-everyday you are deeply missed.
God Bless people of color, lesbians and gays, the homeless and everyone who
feels a little bit different. May Buddha blossom in all of us.
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Krystyna Kivvak Chiccarine, D.O.
UrsillllS College, B.S.

Downingtown, PA
"Cherislt YOllr yesterdnys; Dream .'lOllY tOlflorrows; Bllt lil'" !lour todnys,"
-Anonymous

Tony: To the man I fell in love with at first sight and fall in love with all over again
every day of our marriage - you have made a tough journey easier to travel. J look
forward to our lifetime together and working on "our own family!" I love you very
much!
Baby Tony: You have opened my eyes to a whole new world - I love wa tching you
explore, making you laugh, and cuddling with you at night. Your hugs and kisses
when I come home mean more to me then you' ll ever know! I love you d early!
Mom and Dad: Where do I begin? Your love and support have kept me going- You
always kept sight of my dream even when my vision was clouded. You always had a
Iword of encouragement, a should er to cry on, or a hand to help me up. I wouldn't be
IDoctor Kiwak if it weren't for the two of you! Thank you for your love, your prayers,
and for believing in me! I love you both so much!
. INicole and Danielle: You two are the best fri ends a sister could have! I couldn't have
survived without your love and encouragement! I love you!
Grammy and Pop-Pop: Thanks for all those candles you burned for me! Your love and
prayers have finally paid off- Dr, Krysty it is!
Bea, Chick, Bobby, Donna: Your support, love, and generosity throughout these past
few years have been wonderful! Thank you!
Auntie, The Souchik Family: Your love and prayers have been appreciated!
Nana: Whoever thought that the "Invisible Woman" could get me this far? I miss you!
To my Guardian Angel: Thanks for looking out for me! I know I can always count on
you to pull me through! I will always need you!
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Boeu M. Chon, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Broomall,PA
"Olle is ol/e's OW Il refllgee ... make an island that
S.C.
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opelwlIelnz. "

Mom & Dad: Thank you for your support, great and small
Seung & Jean: Hope your travels are fruitful, blissful.
Class of '97: Farewell and good luck.
The one moonlight, in the simple-colored night,
Like a plain poet revolving in his mind
The sameness of his various universe,
Shines on the mere objectiveness of things .
... The one moonlight, the various universe, intended
So much just to be seen - a purpose, empty
Perhaps, absurd perhaps, but at least a purpose,
Certain and ever more fresh ....

-W.s.

Curtis E. Clark, D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Holmes, f'A

The past four years have represented a long journey of the most
important accomplishment of my life. It has required much dedication
and many sacrifices. There has been many highs and also many lows. I
am ready to take all of these experiences and accept the responsibilities
J f a physician. I feel privileged to enter into this noble profession and
1m enthusiastic about practicing medicine.
Two of the most important factors of my accomplishment are
family and love. My parents have provided ethics, values and spiritual
~uidance that were essential for me to get to this point in life. My sisters
:and brothers in law} have, over the years, given me much joy and taken
:are of me in very selfless ways. And most importantly, my wife, Vicki,
1as been the most wonderful woman a man could ever want. I look
:orward to spending the rest of my life with her and making her happy.
I accept my diploma on behalf of the loving family that has
nade me the person that I am today.
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Daniel C. Cochran, D.O.
Albright College, B.s.
Southampton, PA

I would like to thank my wife Cira, whose understanding
and sense of humor helped me keep my head together
during those tough days of medical school. She also showec
me that there was a light at the end of the tunnel.
I would also like to thank my family, if it were not for their
support 1 would have never made it this far. I will never be
able to repay you for all the sacrifices you have made for mE

To my friends, especially to the "Lunch Table", Thanks for
all the good times that we have been through together. I
wish you all the best of luck.
A special thanks goes to Mandy, who was always there for
me.

Matthevv R. Cole, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.A.
Norvelt, PA

II

A man's reach should exceed his grasp"
(A u thor Unknown)

Bryan R. Collier, D.O.
Wake Forrest University, B.S.
Baltimore, MD
"Each one ofyoll has rl'ceil'ed a special grace, so, like good stewards, pllt it at the service of others."
Peter 4:10

THANKS TO ALL! !!
Mom: You've seen me at my best and at my worst, and I love you for that. And through
it all, you always gleamed with pride and joy. Thank you for all of the opportunities
leading to becoming a physician. We did it without so much!!!
Family in Baltimore: Thanks for all the support and pride sent to Philadelphia. It was
not always as easy as it seemed. I love you all and now you may enjoy the free checkups, legally!!!
WFU/CRP: Thanks for pointing me in the right direction!!!
Paul et al.: Those long studying hours, pre-exam drinks and understanding that there is
only one thing worse than being a medical student/ doctor - not being one!!! Thanks
for the toughest and best times of our lives thus far!!!
Mary: Thank you for being a wonderful person and a wonderful friend through so
much!!!
Liz: Most importantly, thank you my pumpkin. You are my best friend and you have
helped in so many ways, you cannot imagine. I love you with every bit of my heart!
October 18,1997, WE CELEBRATE ALL OF IT!!!

Matthevv D. Crago, D .O.
Oberlin College, B.A.
Sharon, PA
"There /lint 11Iuch full ill medicille, but Ihere's a Iidl of a 101 of medicine ill fUll."
Josh Billings

Mom & Dad: Thank you for your support and guidance.
You have imbued in me the spirit and perserverance
that has allowed me to accomplish a life long dream.
Morny: My wife, my partner, my best friend.
You have been my strength and escape.
J thank you and love you more than anything.

Scott H. Culp, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA

"What a piece of work is man! How noble in reason! How infinite in
faculties! In form and moving, how express and admiral! In action, how
like an angel! In apprehension, how like a god! The beauty of the world!
The paragon of animals! And yet, to me, what is the quintessence of
dust?" - Shakespeare
Thanks to all those along the way too numerous to mention. Special
appreciation go out to Mom and Dad. You both made this possible for
me. 1 would also like to mention Max, Herbert, Shirley, and Ethel; my
grandparents. As well as my brother Dan, his wife Star, and their child
Sarah. And of course thanks for all the great times Dave, Scott, Pinky,
Dan, Mike, Eric, Sharon, Dana, Lee, and Amy.
Good luck to the class of '97, may you all be happy and prosper in the
future.
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Peter AndreW" Curreri, D .O.
Rutgers University, B.5.E.E.
Merchantville, NJ
"Don'l jil/d jal/II, find a remedy."
Henry Ford

Dad: Without you, I probably never would have gone into medicine. I ca n reme mber standing
on the sidelines of the football games with you while you were attending to the injured players
and other times, hearing from your patients of how much they enjoyed having you as their
doctor. By watching you over the years of how you gave yourself to your patients and your
family is basically all the inspiration I needed.
Mom: Without you, I probably never would have been accepted in to medical school and been
able to pay for it too. Thanks for filling out all those applications for medical school and my loan
applications. Thanks for keeping everything organized.
Joe: My oldest brother and Godfather, who I look up to and respect his opinion the most, thanks
for all of your advise through college and medical school. Thanks for answering all my last
minute questions before exams and pimp questions before each rotation. Thanks for keeping on
me to be better. I look forward to be working with you someday in the future.
To the rest of my family: Marie and Tom, Louise and Mike, Matt and Elaine, Kathy, Jeanette,
and all of my nieces and nephews: thanks to all of you I have a good group of patients to
practice medicine.{Ha! HaD I feel very lucky to have such a very close caring and supportive
family on my side.
THANKS FOR ALL THE ENCOURAGEMENT, LOVE AND SUPPORT THROUGHOUT
THE YEARS!
I LOVE YOU ALL VERY MUCH!

d

Scot Aaron Currie, D.O.
Juniata College, B.5.
Glen Rock, PA
"The trllth of thl' lIIatfa is that you II/way" kll(1w "

My Family and III-laws: It's hard to find the words to express my gratitude.

Thanks for always being there for me. You have continuously been willing to
lend your support, encouragement, and unconditional love. I am eternally
grateful to have people like you who care and love me so much. You have all
helped my dream become a reality.
Jell: You are the best thing that could have happened to me. Our relationship

has grown so much over the last seven years. I know that medical school
has been harder on you than it has on me. Thanks for your patience and
support. You have taught me so much in the short time we have spent
together. I'm looking forward to sharing the rest of my life with you.
Friellds: While in medical school, you find out who your real friends are.
Some of you, either directly or indirectly, have taken this four year journey
with me. Together, we have finally made it. Some of my best memories will
be the times we spent together. You guys are, and will always be, my best
friends. Keep in touch.
Group 7 & Class of 1997: Best of luck and continued success as you pursue
those dreams not yet realized.

-

Steven D. Cytrynovvicz, D.O.
The Pennsylvania Slate University, B.S., M.S.
Willow Grove, P A

Life is made by defining moments.
Twenty-seven years ago my parents celebrated their love for each other ...
defining moment
Seven years ago I was sitting in Electromagnetic Theory class and I suddenly came to the
realization that engineering wasn't really setting my heart on fire ...
defining moment.
Two years ago I got the nerve up to ask my best friend to dance ...
defining moment.
Major thanks to my parents, for without their love and support J wouldn't be who
I am. They also provided me with five great life-long, already-made companions and
confidants.
To alII call and have called friends - you know who you are - thanks for showing
me the importance of laughing in the face of adversity, for every now and then, when the
going gets tough, you have to see a movie or get a beer or play golf. Or all three.
To Laura, the girl of my dreams and realities - you're my past, my future, and my
present perfect. Thanks for agreeing to dance with the disheveled smart ass that you
called your best friend. I love you ... Let's go out there together and do good things ...
- the unknown s/t'er for himself-
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Sean D. Dakshavv, D.O.
SusquehaIma University, B.s.
Coal Township, P A
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Russel O. Davis, III, D.O.
United States Military Academy
Millville, NJ

To my Mom and Dad: Without your encouragement and love this
accomplishment would not have been possible. When I was young
you were my strength and my shield. Now, that I am "all grown up"
it is the principles that I learned from you that have become my
strength. You will both always be in my heart!
To Brian and Matt: I have been blessed with two wonderful brothers.
I am touched by the concern and support you have given to me, and I
look forward to the many good times we will share in the future.
To my Family and Friends: You are what gives quality and meaning
to life. I am grateful for each moment I spend with my family and
friends whom all have been so good to me.
To Jenny my lovely wife: Your support and love have always been
there for me. I cherish our relationship with all of my heart. I look
forward to each moment that we spend together, and I find peace in
thoughts of us laughing and enjoying life together. I love you!

d

Denise Renee DennIer, D.O.
Saint Joseph's University, B.s.
Pittsburgh, P A
"Wlrrtha )1011 think you cnll or thirrk YOIi CIIIl' t - YOIi an? right. "

Henry Ford

Mom and Dad: Words cannot express my gratitude for your love and support
throughout my life. Thanks for challenging me to always do my best. Who
would have ever thought it would lead to this?!?
Debbie and Mark:: you are awesome! Thanks for the open door policy and
for believing in me.
Dena: Thank you for giving me my self confidence back and pushing me to
apply. You are wonderful!
Eric: you have made these four years bearable. Thanks for the long walks and
stimulating talks, the laughter and fun, but most importantly, your love. You
will forever hold a very special place in my heart.
Liz Colleen Vicki Anne Ienn and Rachel: You are the best friends that
anyone could ask for. Thanks for always being there for me.
The Annies's Crowd: Thanks for giving me my social life back. and being
such fun friends! Let the good times continue to roll.
My Pittsburgh Friends: You always have time for me when I come homethanks!! I am grateful that our friendship has endured time and distance.
Chris and Dave: Thank you for showing me that medical school could be fun.
Your friendship means a lot to me.

Maria Di Carlantonio, D.O.
Temple University, B.s.
Hilltown,PA
"Choose a job YOIl love, and you will 11ever have to work a day in youI' life."
Confucius

I'd like to thank everyone who's been there along the way:
Mom and Dad -I'm forever grateful for all the sacrifices you've
made for me. I'll always do my best to make you proud.
Junior-whoever said great things come in small packages never met
you. You're a wonderful brother.
839 Pennock -you've made me laugh when I felt like crying and
made the crazy times too crazy to take seriously; you'll never know
how much that meant.
Eric-you are my sanity! Not only have you supported me through
medical school, but also through a tough time of self discovery and
a struggle for independence and individuality. You are my best
friend and the love of my life.

d

Jeffrey DiMascio / D.O.

Gina Marie DiNapoli, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
North Wales, PA
"Let us not be contellt to wilit and see what will happel', bllt give us the dcterminlll'ion to
MAKE the rig"l thi1lgs hIlPpen."
Peter Marshall, 1948

How quickly these four years have gone, just like the blink of an eye.
The many mixed emotions i felt - i laughed, i screamed, i cried.
And not until just recently, did i come to know
how much all those around me, truly helped me grow.
My family was the water, and i was just a seed
who yearned for love and nurturing - to fulfill my every need.
My mother and my father, the biggest raindrops of them all,
helped to make that seedling, grow so very tall.
And i can't forget my mommom - my "guardian angel" up above
who pulled that "flower" higher and higher - and looked after me with love.
And i also want to mention, my friends along the way
gary - i will never forget you; kwang, melissa and dave.
So now i have become - a flower big and bright
ready to care for others - a dream i've dreamt my whole life!
Mom, Dad, and Eddie - i can never tell you enough how much i love you
and thank you for all of your support! I could never have done it without
you!
"Don't be afraid to go out on a limb - that's where you'll find the fruit."

..

•
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Richard Di Nardo, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson, B.A.
Pittsburgh, PA
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Jeffrey A. Dovvning, D.O.
Saint Anselm College, B.A.
Manchester, NH
"He had surrelldered 1111 relllity, 1111 dread IIlId fear, to the DOCTOR I'eside him, liS 1111 people do."
reccomelld you,to keep YOllr doubts to yourself, and give the PATJENT the bellefit of your decisi011"
Oliver Wendell Holmes and William Faulkner

,~_ou

Words can not describe how our relationship has allowed me to grow and mature. Your end less
,yet undivided confidence in my abilities has made me stronger, wiser, and kind er. For this, I thank you

"IVI(JM"·

"I Love You "!

"little" brother Jason: Hold onto your dreams as they will gu ide you through everything. Always do
best and never forget to have "FUN". Thank you for friendship. I Love you very much! NO #1 GO IRISH
"Nanny and Buppa": You have always been there for me. You both are incredible people and I admire you
thank you for all that you have done. I Love you both I!!
. It has been quite a journey from CHS. You have been a great friend and an even better roomate.
golf and now medicine. We have way too many things in common to not keep in touch. "That's
Real SOLID" I!!!
"Hinck": What an amazing relationship that we have. Your incredible personality, knowledge, and desire
tealn im;p'iration to everyone. I'll miss you, buddy. Ya know, "I am 50000 glad I didn't go to PENN"!!!!!
"8": Thank you for your teaching, advice and friendship . You have given guidance to a lost soul.
golf and ESPN will allow our paths to continually cross. "Whose your CADDY?" !i!!!!
Thank you for your humor and your friendship. GO PATS! "This is the BIGGEST game of our
Jr": Your committment to all aspescts of PCOM is unbelievable. Thank you for the great times and for
the students ahead of all other matters. You are a true friend I!!!!!!!
the "FSG" brothers: Thanks for the memories and good luck in the future I!!!!!!!!
the "Bc.lYS· of 96': A special thanks to Eric, Chris, Gabe, Dan, Pat. You guys are the best I!!!!!!!!!
all the people that have "touched"my life; Monica, Kim, Alicia, Mary, Julie, Patti, Jen, Pat, Ken, John, Mike,
Laura, Dave, Heather, Mund, Chris, Gary, Keith, Dave, Cristin, Michelle, Marc, Innocent, Bert, Terri, Kevin
lor the laughs, support and friendship. Trust your knowledge, express your feelings and always smile.
great people and will be exceptional phYSicians. I will miss you all I!!!!!!!!!!
and a long sleep are the best cures in any doctor's book."

1-17

....

Lauren Ann Doyle, D.O.
Yale University, B.A.
The Pennsylvania State University, M.S.
Phoenix, AZ

Success

"To lallgh oftell and WUdl, to Will the respect of intellige1lt people alld the
affectio1l of children;
To eam the appreciatio1l of honest critics, mid eIldllre the betrayal of false friel1d~
To appreciate beauty, to filld the best ill others, to leave the world a bit better,
Whether by a healthy child, a garden patch, or a redeemed social COllditioll;
To know that even one life has breathed easier because you have lived.
This is to have sllcceeded."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

A heartfelt "thank you" to everyone who helped me along the way to get
where I am today. All of you know I couldn't have done it without you. I
love you and will be grateful, always.
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Tracie Lynn Dubovich, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.S.
Republic, PA
"What you are is God's gIft to you. What youlJccome is your gift to God."
Anonymous

I would like to dedicate this page to the memory of my Grandpap Sigwalt - You
are always in my heart. I love you and miss you dearly!!
To my Mom - You are the greatest inspiration in my life and it is because of
your hard work and sacrifices that I am here today. Even though we are many
miles away, you have seen me through many long nights and believed in me
when I did not believe in myself. You mean the world to me!!
To Grandma SigwaIt - You always taught me to stand tall and face each day
with a determined mind and a loving heart. I treasure the time we spend
together.
To Terry and David - Thanks for hauling me back and forth from school all
those years. Your sister, the perpetual student. I will always be her for you if
you need anything!!
To Rita - We've come a long way, baby! From Wash Pa to Philly you've been
there for me. Who would have thought - Dr. Pasko and Dr. Dubovich. Look out
world here we come!!
To Kristie and Jonathan - J would never have made it through the past four
years without you. We've been through a lot together. You will be excellent
physicians!!
To my remaining family and friends - Without your love and support J would
never have gotten this far. Thank you!!

Tilllothy John Eichenlaub, D.O.
Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania, B.s.
King of Prussia, PA
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Keith Duane Eicher, D.O.
Juniata College, B.s.
Roaring Spring, PA
"Pepsi-Cola came to tawil, Coca-Cola shot him dowll, Dr. Pepper
stitched bim up, HOW they're drinking 7-ILP."
verse from "J'm a Little I-Iunk of Tin!'

My dream has become a reality dlle to the enduring love of I11Il1Zy special people ...
My Saviour and Lord: I have been a poor servant, and yet; You have granted me wisdom
.1Ild the desires of my heart. Only You are truly worthy of praise. I am forever indebted.
'vIy Parents: Thank you for your constant love and support throughout my life. Dad, thank
vou for giving me roots: a thirst for knowledge and a quest for answers. Mom, thank you
'or giving me wings: a creative spirit and a caring soul. These special gifts, as well as your
nspiration, have given me the strength to achieve my goals. I love you both very much.
Keena: Thank you for your unconditional love and never-ending belief in me. I have
llways admired your strength and courage and have always been very proud of you. llove
yOU more than you know and will always support your dreams.
Kory & Kalee: Thank you for always making me laugh and for keeping me young at heart.
love you both very much and am proud to be your big brother.
Ron & Pauline: Thank you for your love and prayers, for making me part of your family
md, most of all, for your wonderful daughter. I love you both.
rKW: Forever Cherry Coke, midnight bike rides, Cyndi Lauper, autumn parties,
:;hostbusters, and pool.
\11 my Family & Friends: It takes the faith of many to make dreams come true. Thank you
III for believing in my dream.
viy wife, Paula: This degree is as much yours as mine; for the endless energy spent getting
ne to this point. This journey would not have been possible without you. You are my best
riend, my lover, counselor, personal secretary, English teacher, world events informant and
.ustenance provider. Take my love for you away and I am nothing. I am eternally grateful.
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Sunny F. Ekvvunife, D.O.
University of Nigeria, B.s.
Tennessee State University, M.5.
University of Louisville School of Medicine, Ph.D.
Abba, Nigeria

My eternal gratitude to the following who made this journey to success
bearable:
GOD, whose love and guidance kept me going and kept my family
intact through these four years of travail,
MY LOVELY WIFE AMAKA, whose unflinching support and indomitable spirit sustained my spirit and determination throughout these four
years,
MY MOTHER-IN LAW ALICE (alias AGUEZE 1), whose great sense
of humor easy spirit, and especially, her cooking really made coming home
after hours of studying worth looking forward to,
MY CHILDREN ODERA AND CHUMA, whose welcome smiles
always uplift my spirit and got me ready for the next day,
TO MY FAMILY MEMBERS BACK HOME IN NIGERIA, ESPEcrALL Y MOM, who have always believed in my ability to succeed in any
venture,
TO MY DECEASED DAD (BLESS HIS SOUL), who taught me to
believe in the saying that "YOU CAN IF ONLY YOU THINK YOU CAN".
TO ALL MY PROFESSORS, FRIENDS, AND CLASSMATES, who
contributed in various ways to make this day a reality.
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Elizabeth Marie Evans, D.O.
Lycoming College, BA
Camp Hill, PA

Laurie Ann Spraga Fatz, D.O.
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania, B.s.
Havertown, PA
"If we cOllld know wllere we are and wilha we are tel/ding, we could
tllen llctter jlldge !(lllat to do Illld kllOlV how to do it."
Abraham Lincoln

Pop-Pop and Gram -I truly wish you could be here to see this. You are always in my
thoughts and in m y heart.
Mom, Dad, Neen, and Kris - It's been a long road and I' ve finally figured out that this
degree has no meaning w ithout my fa mily. Thanks for putting up wi th me. Thanks
fo r all your love and support.
Mom - You deserve extra special thanks. You 've always been there for me in my little
hours of crisis and my moments of victory. I never would have made it this far
withou't you. (Neen and Kris - Now tll is is w hat you call brow n nosing!)
The Motley Crew I Call My Family - Thanks for being proud of me. Thanks for
listening to all my stories and pretending to laugh even if they weren' t funn y. I know
that this degree is as much yours as it mine and I give it to you freely. Chicken Soup
Forever!
Rotation Group #5 Rules! - My how we have grown! It is an honor to call you
colleagues and friends. I'm so proud of us.
Jim, my soulmate - Word s can not express w hat I feel for you, but then they don' t have
to because you already know. Your love and laughter remind me that medicine is my
ca reer, but you are my life.

Jacqueline Marie Fignar,

D ~Oe

Western Maryland College, B.A.
Hagerstown, MD
" It is not how Inllch you do bill how much love you pilt into tile
doing and shnring with ot/lers thai is impotanl."

I dedicate this page and the accomplishment it represents to my
Mom and Dad.
Dad, your love of music and your dedication to teach others has
always been an inspiration to me. You and Mom have sacrificed time,
money and energy so that I always had the best of everything. Words
cannot express the deep love and gratitude lowe you and Mom.
Thank-you. I love both of you so much. This degree is part of " our
dream." We have earned it together.
Mom, like Dad, you are my role model. I could have never made it
through medical school without you. Thank-you for giving me your
love, guidance and support. Your strength is immeasurable.
Jeff, I love you, brother. Thanks for believing in me. You are the best!
Jim & rest of family, Thank you for your love and encouragement.
Tom, I love you. You have been with me since Western Maryland
College. The times we have shared have been wonderful.. Thank-you.

~ ~F~D.a
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Edvvard Firouztale, D.O.
Columbia University, B.A.
Holland,PA
"Dilly those beneatlz me call envy or lillie me. I have never been ellvied or hated; I am above no ol/e.
Only those ai>ol'e me CIlII praise or belittle me. 1 have ne7Xl' been praised I/or belittled; 1 am below 110
ol/e." Khalil Gibran

This step completes the educational goal that I set for myself. I feel privileged to have reached this goal as an unfulfilled dream makes for an
unhappy soul. I have enjoyed the journey itself more than arriving at this
step. Henry David Thoreau once said: " what lies before us and what lies
beyond us, is tiny compared to what lies within us". As I go forward from
this point, with the knowledge of the love of my family, and with special
memories of all whom traveled with me or greeted me along the way with
gifts of knowledge and encouragement, I feel transformed and enriched by
all the €xperiences. Yet, I also know that this is not the end but only a
beginning. The journey of learning and growth is to continue through
application of the experiences of the past and for the benefit of the others.
May God watch over us and direct our steps. Liz, your smiling face was the
only constant in the first two years. Don't change. I miss you. Joanne,
Angela: I'm glad I know you. Please stay in touch.
Pictures:
1. Me alld tI,e family
2. freslllllall orientatioll: Givillg lip tlle corporate suit grudgillgly!
3. First year
4. Volleyball anyolle? Tn) to retlln! tile serve forward SlIsall!
5. Remembering a good frielld.
6. SlIrviving sillgillg at Meals's Mill!

- --:\

i~
t
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Stacey Lynn Fitch, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.S.
Dallas, PA

Mom and Dad: You have always been my center, my confidence, my cheering crowd, but more than
anything the people who have always loved me unconditionally. Being away from both of you has
been the hardest part of medical school, but your endless love and support was never far away. The
degree that will hang on my wall is a tribute to you and all that we have accomplished together. I am
thankful everyday that I am your daughter. Everything I am is because of you: I love you.
Nancie: Well mOG WE DID IT! Following in your footsteps has been one of the hardest tasks I
have tried to achieve. I do not think I can ever repay all that you have done for me: you have been
my mentor and shoulder to lean on no matter what the circumstance. Not bad for the imeanest sister
arolll1d.i I am proud of all you have accomplished and I am proud to be your sister.
Judy, Pat, Christopher, Abby, and Andy: Judy, Pat, and Andrew; Thank you for all your support,
companionship, and patience. Having all of you so close made medical school so much easier.
Thank you both for giving our family the most precious gift, baby Andy (the new man in my life!).
Chris and Abby; Chris, you have always encouraged me to be my best, held my hand so I would nit
have to walk alone, and absorbed more tears than I care to admit. Thank you alone could never be
enough.
Melissa and Dave, Krista and Nuncio, Joanna, Johnny G.: You have been true and loyal friends. 1
will always remember the good times from medical school Remember this is only the beginning.
Krista and Mel, thank you for always being there. Johnny G. you are the only star in my sky.
Christian: No matter what our future holds you will always be an important part of my life. You
have taught me to be strong, believe in myself, and not to run away when things get tough. You
have taught me love between two people can endure many things, even medical school. Thank you
for always being there as my partner, companion, and friend.

I
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Deborah Carolyn Fox, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA
"Two Tt1tlds diverged in a WOOlt. and I. J took the Oil" less trat,t'/ed by.
Alld tllat has made all till! difference."

Robert Frost

I would like to begin by thanking my family for the
unconditional love and support they have given to me.
Mom and Dad: Words could never express my love and gratitude for all you have done for me. Without your help, I would
not be where I am today.
Aunt Rita and Uncle Bill: Thanks for all your love and encouragement. But most of all thanks for always believing in me.
Kenny: Thank you for your endless love and patience. I could
have never made it without your constant support and encouragement. I love you with all my heart.
Nicole: My best friend - what would I have done without you?
It's hard to believe, but we've finally made it. Thanks for being
such a good friend.

~~~ . D.O
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Glenn Scott Fuoco, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Langhorne, PA
"Sometllues an eliding bY/ngs with it sadlless; but nearly alwllys,
it carries with it tht' promise of Il new begillning."
Author unknown.

Mom and Dad:

The dream that I set many years ago of becoming a doctor is
now a reality and all that I've accomplished lowe to both of
you. Your guidance and support over the years gave me the
motivation and strength to get into and get through medschool. From the times that I sprawled my books all over the
kitchen table cramming for an exam 1st and 2nd year, to
helping me organize my career 3rd and 4th year, both of you
were always there for me. Thank you for all of your love,
support, guidance, and understanding!
Thanks for believing in me and for all of your encouragement. Your confidence in me has been an inspiration.

all my friends: All of you made these four years so much easier! Thanks
for being there for me and sharing with me many happy and
crazy moments!!!
' : " ,I

t'

\i

To the Class of 1997: It was a long roalbut we made it! I wish everyone the
'

.

tl

-"", ..

best of luck and happiness -Its been a blast!!!

~lJ.J~c.o .
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Steven Brad Gable, D.O.
University of Rochester, B.s.
Drescher, PA
"Sometimes WI! live no particular way but our own."
Anonymous

Mom and Dad: Words can't express how I feel about both of you. You have
guided me and nurtured me, but always allowed me to make my own
decisions, and for that I will always be grateful. Through good and bad, your
continued encouragement and support has allowed me to become what I am
today. I love you both.
Gramps: I'm sorry that we had to lose grandmom to find each other. Your
wisdom and endurance is inspirational. Thanks for all the made-up holiday
cards and the calls just to see how things were going.
Scooter, Dave, Babs, Dana, Amy, and Jessica: I can't tell you how much you
guys mean to me. Thanks for all the good times. You have all touched my
life in your own unique way, and I will always be grateful.
PCOM Class of '97: We have been through so much the last four years. Just
remember that medicine is your chosen profession. Never allow this decision
to dictate how you live your life.

~--------------------------------------------'r

.~-
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Laurie Ann Gallagher, D.O.
Albright College, B.S.
Exton, PA
(YOII /Jelieve, wlthill your heart you will know, that I/O one Call chmlge the pnth tlrnt YOIl mllst go. Believe wlrnl you
feel, nnd know YOl/'re right because ... A lime will come nround when YOII will sny ii's yours."
The musical The Wiz

MOM: Your strong work ethic, dedication, motivation, and sacrifice in the
name of love, has been the example I relied on most throughout m edical
school. You are my inspiration. Thank you for all your support and love.
love you!!!
JOHN: I hope the last four years were just the beginning of many more we
will spend together. Thank you for realizing my potential, and pushing me to
achieve my best. I could not have done it without you. Thank you for
accepting the sacrifices of this profession. I love you more than you'll ever

know.
DAD: I love you and wish you were here! God Bless You!

Maureen, Bill, Dave, Mark: Can you believe I'm finally out of school? Thank
you so much for all your love and encouragement.
Cindy, Patty, Melissa and Dave: We have been through this together. You've
made it fun, and full of memories. I wish you the very best.

Pall1ela Rose Kienle Gardner, D.O.
Thomas Jefferson University, B.5.N. , Woman's Medical College Hospital School of Nursing
Pottstown, PA
"Th~ timdamcnlall'rillcil'iL'

of mcdicinc is love."

Paracelsus

To my dear Den and Todd,
I have not traveled this tortuous path to medicine alone. Each
step has been shared by both of you. You have been there
unfailingly to lift me up, keep me focused, believe in me, love
me. Now celebrate with me the culmination of the journey.
I love you both-BUNCHES!!
To Mom, my family and friends,
From the depths of my heart I thank each of you for your love,
guidance, encouragement and support. You can never know
how essential your belief has been.
To my Dad,
... and when I close my eyes, I still can see your smile,
It's bright enough to light my life all through my darkest
hours ...
I carry you in my heart!

Susan A. Gauthier, D.O.
State University of New York at Buffalo, B.S.
Remsen, NY

"Wherever the art of medicine is loved, there is also a love of
hllma1lity."
-Hippocrates, Aphorisms
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Roger Levvis Gelperin, D.O.
Trinity University, B.A. ; The University of Texas, B.S.N.
San Antonio, TX

l

Love your spouse
Cherish your children
Know who your friends are
Playas hard as you work
Believe in something
Never quit

Robert H. Gerger, D .O.
Saint Vincent University, B.S.
Jeanette, PA
"A colllplete physicinn must heal with the henrt, ns well ns the hnnds and mind."

Anonymous

Mom and Dad: Thank you just doesn't seem enough to express my gratitude for
the support, both financially and emotionally you unselfishly provided. Mom, I
know that I would probably not have made it without your input. When I
needed to talk, you found the time to listen and listen. You offered advice in a
mother's style. I'll always be your little boy. Dad, I have the utmost respect for
you as both a loving parent and hard worker. I look forward to your teaching in
the future. I love you both very much.
Grandpap: You always take the time to ask me how my schooling is going and I
appreciate that. I enjoyed the time we spent together and look forward to more
times to come.
Grandma: Although you are no longer here to share good times with, my
thoughts are with you always. I miss you everyday.
Mike and Sherrie: Mike, I said it before, you epitomize what a big brother
should be. Sis-in-Iaw, maybe we can get to know each other better now that
school is finally over.
Jennifer, Nathan, Matthew: You guys are growing up fast. I only wish I had
more time to spend with you. Don't forget to tell people I'm your favorite uncle.
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Elizabeth Ann Gernhardt, D.O.
UniYersity of Scranton, B.s.
Mountaintop, P A
"Reacll HI' as far as YOH can, and God will reach dowlI to you the rest of the way."

Mom and Dad:

"l:....._ -

I could have never accomplished this degree
Without the two of you standing next to me.
I don't know where the thanks should start,
Just remember, I love you both with all my heart!

Roy: Thanks for sharing your smile when my sense of humor expired,
Thanks for lifting my spirits when I'm exhausted and tired;
Thanks for brightening my days through winter, spring, summer and
fall,
Hey brother, I'm glad I changed my mind and didn't trade you in for a
football!
Grandma: Thank you for the inspiration and all the help you've given me!
You brighten my day and fill me with laughter;
But just remember I love you
and you'll always be my favorite Phoenix flasher!
Shawn: You kept me sane through thick and thin,
You helped me to not give up, to try and win;
Because of this, to this I'd like to wish
A great big thanks for all the love, friendship, and fish!
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Cynthia Fokas Gessler, D .O.
Temple University, B.A.
Lancaster, PA
"Grow old n/ollg with me, the best is yet to be."
Robert Browning

To my family and friends:
I have lived many lives.
Seen many sights.
Cried many tears.
Dreamt many dreams.
Today I fulfilled the dream of becoming a doctor,
A dream I could not have fulfilled without your love and
support.
I love you all,
Cindy

Richard Alcide Gilbert, D.O.
Ohio University, BS
Brecksville, OH

Mom and Dad: Without your support I would have
never made it through these four years. I love you both.
Michelle and Trey: Thank you for providing me a
home away from home.
The Shively's: Thank you for having me for the holidays. Your hospitality was greatly appreciated.
Carolyn: Thank you for listening. You have kept me
sane.
Stacey: Our Sunday night conversations have meant a
lot to me. You're a true friend.
Group 5: Thanks for making these past two years fun
and bearable.
God: Thank you for empowering me to pursue my
dreams.

~~.~D.O.
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Russel V. Gilchrist, D.Oo
Gannon University, B.S.
Ellwood City, PA
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John David Ginder, D.O.
Elizabethtown College, B.s.
Mount Joy, PA

To my family and friends:
There is not enough paper for me to express all
my gratitude and thanks. So thanks for all the
help and support. I would not have made it
without it.
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Terrie Beth Ginsberg, D .O.
Brandeis University, B.A.
Elkins Park, PA
"The hearl of a fool is ill h,s mOlllh but the mOlllh of n wise mall is in his ileart."
Benjamin Franklin

Mom and Dad I want to thank you for the devotion, caring, help and
love you have shown me throughout my entire life. You believed in
me always and gave me 100% support. You never criticized me for
calling you from Brandeis University at 2:30 in the morning to let you
know that a mouse was in my room. Mom, you were always there to
wash my clothes, to provide me with the "care" packages and to give
me advice and support when I was stressed, in a way only a mother
can. Dad, thanks for your guidance and encouragement and for
providing opinions which helped to direct me academically.
To my brother and sister you are the best!!!
To my wonderful grandparents, you bring me love, happiness and
joy each and every day of my life
To my friends, I wish you all the best of luck in your future endeavors. I'll never forget you!

. n
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Mark Charles Gottron, D.O.
Gannon University, B.S.
Gibsonia, PA
"HCL'eeeL'CeeeeeL.'L'el!l! Sl,ools tl11d scores"

Mike Lange

Mom, Dad, len, and Gram, I attribute all of my accomplishments to
your love and guidance. I will always be there for you like you were
for me.
Shawn, thank you for being a big bro.

Ch~is, I will remember all of our good times in medical school. You
are the best.
Dave, Kaps, and Cita, I am so glad for BTG because I would have
never have met such great friends without it. We will rock the
Burgh!
Mario, what can I say, you are the greatest hockey player ever!
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Willial11 Jude Gould, D.O.
The Johns Hopkins University, B.s.
Bethlehem, PA

- 'I

Today all eyes are focused on us, as we become doctors. Today is not an end of a goal, but rather a
ginning of a new challenge. We are challenged to practice humanity, to help those who can not help
,mselves. Today many stand before you as doctors, however I would like to think I stand before you
a mirror. I reflect all those who have taught me what is right. I especially am a reflection of a loving
nilY. Mom, Dad, Shelly and Lori, today I have not achieved, but rather all of you have and I am just
, reflection. You have taught me more then I can ever find in books. This passage expresses what
u have taught me about success.
:
To laugh often and much; to win
the respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children.
to earn the appreciation of
honest critics and endure the
betrayal of false friends.
to appreciate beauty, to find
the best in others, to leave the
world a bit better, whether
by a healthy child, a garden
patch or a redeemed social
condition. to know even one
life has breathed easier
because you have lived.
This is to have succeeded.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Also to all the friends I've met along the way. Kaps, Dave, Ron, Neal, Rod you guys are the best. Joe
d Matt, what can I say, four years went by too fast! You guys have definitely become my best
ends. Its good to know I'll have friends like you the rest of my life!
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John Grandrill1o, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Stratford, NJ

This page is dedicated to the most important and influential people in my life, without whom I could ne\~
have accomplished this dream.
In memory of Dr. Ronald Goldberg D.O. : Words can never express my many thanks for all you have
done for me. Thank you for all of your guidance, wisdom, and above all belief in me to become a
physiCian. For these reasons, I have dedicated my medical career to you.
To Jimmy Eileen and Michael: My brother, whom I always looked up to, thank you for believing and I
standing by me during the toughest years of my life. Thanks Eileen for your constant encouragement anc
love. And to Michael, a gift from heaven, you have made our family "whole" again.
To Jacqueline: My Sister, the most beautiful person in th e world. Thank you for being so full of life. Ma
God·bless you and bring you love and happiness. I love you. La Famiglia: To all my Aunts and Uncles; '
Today is a day we all celebrate. I thank you for your unresolving love and prayers that have guided me
through my life. I am truly blessed to he a part of this family. And to those who I know look down from
heaven above: Grandmom Marie, Grandmom Pauline, Grandpop Jack, Uncle Joe, Uncle Angelo, Uncle
Dominick, Aunt Rita, "Ti almo molto!"
To my "BOYZ": Chris D., Johnny Scar, Tommy 0., Richie V., My best friends. Thank you for always
believing in me. You were always there no matter what the situation; I will remember all of the great tim.
and look forward to the future.
To Christian Nuncio Krista Stacey: my friends, my colleagues. I have never known more intelligent,
caring, compassionate people in my life. Thank you for helping me get by these last 4 years. God bless yl
all.
To Tommy: "T-man" Thanks for being such a grea t roommate. Your still the smartest person I have eve!
met. Just remember, "Larry's chx chstk-cheese fries", "T-man, can I ask you a Q'sm?" And those special
Late Night Visitors! "
The queen ain't slaroinno more!"

To my Mother: My Mentor My Hero My Life.
How do I begin to thank you? For as long as
I can remember, you always supported me and
the choices I have made. You taught me how to
work hard towards a goal and never stop
believing in myself. Your love and caring for
our family thru the darkest of times was an
inspiration for me to overcome any obstacle that
I would face.

"Did I ever tell you you're Illy hero?
You're evenjthing I wish I could be.
I could fly higher than an eagle with
YOll as the wind beneath Illy wings."
I LOVE YOU MOM.

~~lf)O
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Marc Aaron Greenstein, D.O.
University of Delaware, B.A.
New City, NY
"And will you succeed? Yes! You will indeed! (98 and 3/4 percenl guaranteed.)"
KID, YOU'LL MOVE MOUNTAlNS. - Dr. SClISS

The first day seems like yesterday, immersed in a dream that began
years ago. Reflecting on these tortuous years, I think about pickles and tuna fish
spilling onto an outspread Daily News as a sex talk disrupts a cheese sandwich.
1remember a dinosaur standing on a bone box dissecting with a humerus, two
bartenders serving beer at Phi Sig parties, traveling to the Key West College of
Osteopathic Medicine and the success of Follies '95 erupting in cheer and
laughter. Nevertheless, endless hours of studying mountains of scribe-type stick
out like a sore thumb. To those with me on this journey, thanks for the memories - may all your dreams come true.
Thanks to Grandma Helen and Grandpa Sol for wanting me to have
nothing but the best, Uncle Bobby, Aunt Helen, Shadow and Magic for the
escapes to Florida, the Fermans for the many more adventures we should have
together, Jeff for always being by my side and Jasper and Molly because your
the best golden retrievers in the world.
Morn and Dad, thank you for the ambition to challenge all of life's
obstacles, for talking with me when you only had to listen and for all your love,
support and guidance. A son should only be so lucky.
I am especially grateful to my Grandparents Jennie and Joe Lieberman.
Your love and wisdom are inscribed in my heart and in my mind, forever. As I
am now called "Doctor", I dedicate my medical degree to you and know that I
have made you proud.

Patricia Theresa Greipp, D.O.
Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame, B.S.
Rochester, MN
"Early to bed, early to rise, work like !tell IIlld orgalli:e!"

'.I could never begin to adequately express in words, the gratitude and
love 1 feel for the people pictured and mentioned on this page. Mom
and Dad, I'd never be where I am today without the love, guidance, am
confidence you've given me. Jeff and Buster, you're the best and I'm
proud to be your sister. Pat, distance may separate us (Thanks, USAir,
ValuJet, Amtrak, MCI!) but you've been with me every step of the way
1 love you. Grandma and Grandpa and all the O'Connors and Altiers,
Aunt-Theresa, and the Stewards; Thanks for your constant support and
prayers. Kari Anderl, my IIsister"; could I ask for a truer friend? Betsy
Eads, thanks IIBig Sis"! Laurie Huggins, you've made life at El
Presidente' fun! PCOM friends: we made it! Guardian Angel, thanks fOJ
stepping in so many times along this journey. Finally, I'm indebted to
the many educators and clinicians, including my father, who've instilled me with knowledge and who've taught me by example, to
embrace the practice of medicine as a privilege. I'd especially like to
recognize Dr. Benjamin Rubin for the guidance, support, and kindness
he's shown me throughout my years at PCOM .

.,..
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Heather C. Grool11, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.s.
Manahawkin, NJ

To David:You have made such a difference in my life and I know we are

going to have a wonderful future together. Thank you for the past two
years .. .Ilove you more than you know.
To My Parents: Well it's been a long road, but I have always been able to
count on you along the way. Mom, I love you with all my heart and cherish
our friendship. Dad, you have taught me more than you realize. Thanks for
all of the guidance and advice, I love you both.
To My Sisters: Maria, Stephanie, Erin, Amber, and Ashley: It's strange to
have five other people that are so different from myself and yet so closely
connected. I love you each very much and am so proud to call you my
family. Thanks for all the support and your friendship.
To My Friends: Krysty, boy have we come a long way together! God
blessed me on the first day of college with you as a roommate, and continues
to bless me with your friendship. Thanks for always being there. Karla and
Peter, I know we may move apart over the years but our friendship will
always keep us close together. You are truely special to me. Tony, Stacy B.,
Jamie and Liz, Angela, Joann, Gus, John and Terry thanks for your
friendship.

Gretta A. Gross, D.O.
Juniata College, B.s.
Manchester, P A
"Dollot follow where tile path may lead. Go illstead where there is 110 path and leave a tmil."
Author Unknown

"Be still and know." Jesus Christ
"Find it. Fix it. Leave it alone." A. T. Still, D.O.
'Treat what you find ... not what you are looking for." Fred Mitchell, D.O.
"A hundred years from now, it will not matter what my bank account was, the sort of
house I lived in, or the kind of car I drove ... but the world may be different because I was
important in the life of a child." Author unknown
My Family: You were there for the start of this dream. Celebrate with me as it becomes
real.
Jen: "Friends come and go but there's one your stuck with for life." You are always ther
for me. Thank you. Can you believe we are finally doctors?
Brian & Drew: You guys have made this fun. Let's go shoot darts and have some wings
Michelle, Mindy, Renee, Ruth, Sue, Mia, Kirk, & Shane: Thanks for the support and
good times.
"A true handicap is what we don't do with what we have, not what we can't do with
what we don't have." Christopher Brewer
"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding."
Proverbs 3:5
"Success is a journey, not a destination!" Author unknown

~ Q,~,
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Christopher Bryce Haas, D.O.
Arizona State University, B.s.
North Wildwood, NJ

Even though my father's hair has all but completely fallen out and
my mother has had a million spaz attacks, I still made it. Told you so.
Nevertheless, a kid couldn't have picked better parents. Considering the
circumstances it was a herculean effort to provide for me as well as you did
(of course it helped to have the assistance of the world's two best stepparents-Gerry and Linda). For that I will always love you!!!!
I was also blessed with the two best little brothers a guy could
have (since you are both twice the size of me I guess I better say something
nice)-Matt and Joe. You guys have both grown unimaginably-in stature
and maturity-and I am very proud to call you my "little brothers." I
love you man!!!!
I'm also lucky enough to have four best friends-The Polack, The
Greasy Greek, The Mick Disguised As A Kraut, and The Cockney B. Since
most of our memories are not fit to print I won't bother. Here's to many
more unprintable times!!!!
To my beshaert-maybe someday we will have adjacent corner
lots instead of one big one. Either way the important thing is that you will
always be close!!!!
Once again-Suddenly you find that ten years have gotten behind
you ....
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Alicia Jane Hartung, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.A.
Glenshaw, PA
.. Whllt gives mcanillg nlld m Ille tv life is ollr cnpacity for gil'ing to oillas, our nbillty to experience
nlld t(l ;Iznrc l!'itil those nrollud liS."
unknown

To my parents-You are the two mos t important people in my life. You have been with
me from the very beginning an d given me all the love, support, encouragement, and
advice that a da ughter could ask fo r. Thanks for always being there for me and giving
me th e courage to keep going . I couldn' t have d one it without you ! I love you!
Valeri e-To my sister and best friend. You always know just w hat to say w hen J need it
most. Thanks for all the words of advice that you have given me over the p ast four
years, they helped me in ways you'll never know. I love YOll!
Grandma and Aunt Jean-Thanks for all YOllr love and prayers that helped me face
each new day! I love you!
Mary-To the best "roomie" r could ever ask for. What would I have done w ithout
you? I'll never forget all the laughter and tea rs we shared over our tea ! I'll miss you!
The "study group"-Thanks for making the first two years fun . r couldn't have done it
without you and I' ll always remember the endless hours spent in the cafeteria. Good
luck!
To my fri ends a t peOM w ho were with me through the good times and the bad ,
especially Mary, Julie, Monica, Jeff, Kim, Rob, Nancy, Matt, Patti, and Terri. Thanks!
I'll miss you all!
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Eric Paul Haus, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, The Behrend College, B.s.
Uttle Ferry, NJ

I would like this oPRortunity to relay a special thanks
to my wife and famIly for whom I would not be able

to reach this milestone.
To my mother and father: With your love and support, you have encouraged me to be the best that 1
can. You have provided the guidance necessary to
pursue my dreams.
To my grandmother: Throughout my life, I've always
known that I could count on your unconditional love.
Thank you for being like a mother to me.
To my grandfather: I wish you could have seen me
today. I know you would have been proud.
To my wife, Tammy:: It has been your strength and
understanding that has made these last four years
easier. For thIS, I love you always.

~
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Stephen J. Havriliak, D.O.
Widener University, B.S., B.s.
State University of New York at Buffalo, PhD.
Huntingdon Valley, PA
"Work hard, play hard and love hard!"

1. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Polarization -", Advances in Chemical
PlzlfSiCS, Volume
. XCVIll , Ed. I. Prigigine and S. A. Rice, 1997, Wiley & Sons.
2. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Relaxation -", Chapter 36, Handbook, Ed. J.
E. Mark, 1996, AlP
Press, Woodbury, New York.
3. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Scaifes's - ", J. Non-Crystalline Solids,
1996,69,305.
4. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Relaxation - ",1996, Hanser, New York.
5. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Comparison - ", IPS: Polymer Physics, 1996,
(in press).
6. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Relaxation -", IML, 1996, (in press).
7. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Modeling -", Ed. W. Runt, ACS Press,
1996, (in press).
8. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Relaxation -", IPS: Polymer Physics 1996,
(in press).
9. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Transforms -", Polymer, 1995, 36(14) 2675.
10. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "HN -", Polymer, 1995, 34(14)
11. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Analysis -" J. Non-Crystalline Solids, 1994,
297.
12. Havriliak, S. Jr., Havriliak, S., J., "Cole -", IML, 1993, 2Q, 49.
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David Patrick Healy, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.s.
Pittsburgh, PA
"If you never purposely hurt anyone, no harm will ever be bestowed lIpon you."
My Father, John F. Healy Sr.

Tony and Krysty - I hope we all stay friends forever. I 'm sure we
will.
The Schmitties - I don't think we would have made it through school
without you guys.
LG Boys - You guys are always there for me when I need a break,
Thanks!!!
Marge - Dude, things just weren't the same without you here for the
second four years.
John - I couldn't have asked for a cooler brother.
Dad & Mar - Thanks for all your help over the past four years. I love
you guys.
Heather - I can't believe how you just fell into my life. I can't wait to
promise my love to you forever. You are going to be a
wonderful physician.
Momma - Everything I've done has been done for you. I wouldn't
have ever made it this far in life without you. lowe you
everything in the world, but all I can offer you right
now is all the love a son has to give his mother.

Karl A. Hebbe, Jr., D.O.
Kean College of New Jersey, B.A.
Union, NJ
"Sltccess is to h<?/Ilcasllr<?d 1101 so nlllch by Ille posilioJl o"e Ilns achieved ill life as b)/Ihe obstacles
he Ilns overcome while trying to sllcceed."
Booker T. Washington

Both this degree and the career to follow are dedicated to the many people
in my life who helped make it all possible. Without them, these past four
years would have been difficult, if not impossible. Most know who they are,
but a few bear mentioning here. lowe so much to my father, Karl Sr., who
taught me to be patient, to be compassionate, and to see humor in almost any
situation. Although he will never read this, I am most thankful for his
influence on me and will keep his spirit alive within me. Thanks to my
mother, Ann, for instilling in me a love for learning, and for believing in me
until I believed in myself. Her boundless love and encouragement helped to
put me on this page.
My strength and my inspiration has been my wife, Joyce, who brought true
happiness into my life. Every day, r am grateful to her for seeing something
in me, and for being with me every step of the way. r love my daughter,
Melissa, more than anything in the world, and r am indebted to her for being
as patient and understanding as a four-year-old can be. To Glen, my brother
and best man, don't be afraid to chase your dream. Hey, y'never know.
Thanks to the rest of my family for their continuous love and support. Finally,
I would be remiss if r didn't acknowledge my good friends Walter, Andrea,
E.J., Johnny and the Gomes library, Lisa K., Mike 5., and Mike K. Thanks for
keeping me sane.

Maria Janae Henvvood, D.O.
Boston University, B.A.
Sharon, PA
:;00, grant me the serenihj to accept the things 1 Calmot change, tlle courage to change fhe filings J can,
and the wisdom fa know the differellce."
Serenity Prayer

Mom and Dad: I couldn't ask for two more wonderful parents! I could
never have come this far without the foundation you provided. Your
example has taught me the value of hard work and dedication, your encouragement has inspired me to rise up to the challenges before me, and your
love and generosity have enabled me to realize my goals. For all the ways
you show you care, I love you very much! I am so proud to call you "Mom
and Dad."
Carol, Natalie, Bill, and Jon: My wonderful brothers and sisters! Thank you
for always taking care of your baby sister. In my heart there will always be a
very special place for each of you. I love you all very much!
Dad, Carol, and Jon: To you whom I follow into the osteopathic profession,
each of you has been, and will continue to be, an inspiration to me as I pursue
my own career as an osteopathic physician.
Dominic: My love and my best friend! My life changed forever the day that
I met you. In you I have found the love of a lifetime. Thank you for the joy
and meaning you have added to my life. Now and forever, I will always love
you!

Bert Charles Hepner, D.O.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, BS.
Kittanning, PA
uGIOI~1 be to God who by His mighty work withiu
Ephesians 3:20

1IS

is able to do far more than we would dare ask or

To my Parents - I thank you for all that you have taught me. I find
special parts of each of you in me.
Dad- Perseverance and Generosity
Mom- Sense of humor and Kindness
I
Connie- Compassion and Sensitivity
Tim and Judy - Thank you for all of your help and support. I thank you
most for your daughter Molly.
Molly - To my best friend, love of my life and my strength. You are a
wonderful ''''ife and an even better mother. Thank you for all of your
support and encouragement as J chase my dreams.
Allie - You are the light of my life and made my life. When you came
into my life you added a richness to it that I could never have imagined.
Tim - Thank you for your pride and confidence in me. I also thank you
for having patience in a little brother who never knew when enough
was enough.
I love and cherish you all !!!

Colette M. Grabill Hess, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Lancaster, P A
i51l01 Ihe fulfillment

ofwhal you waul, bill the realizalioJl of how nIllch you already have."

Mom and Dad- Words can't express the gratitude and admiration I have
for you both. Through your hard work, devotion to God, to each other
and to your children you have shown me the true meaning of family. I
am blessed to have such caring, unselfish and supportive parents. Thank
you for helping my dream turn into a reality.
Scotty- You're the best "little" brother a girl could ask for. Thanks for
your friendship, support and all the fun memories. Go Lions!
Nan-l treasure the special relationship that we share and want you to
know what an inspiration you are to me. As grandparents, you and
Boppy always went way beyond the call of duty and I hold those memories close to my heart. Thank you for being my biggest fan. I love you!
Michael- My running mate, best friend, husband and lifetime partner.
You've brightened my life and shown me all the happiness that marriage
brings. Your encouragement, understanding and sense of humor make
each day together better than the last. I love you with all my heart and
look forward to sharing a lifetime of smiles with you.

('dttt.e 111. ffid.(jj ~, 0.0.
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John Brian Hinckley, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh at Bradford, B.s.
Bradford, P A

"Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or
drink; or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more important
than food, and the body more important than clothes? Look at the birds of
the air; they do not sow or reap or store away in barns, and yet your heavenly
Father feeds them. Are you not much more valuable than they? Who of you
by worrying can add a single hour to his life?"
"And why do you worry about clothes? See how the lilies of the field
grow. They do not labor or spin. Yet I tell you that not even Solomon in all
his splendor was dressed like one of these. If that is how God clothes the
grass of the field, which is here today and tomorrow is thrown into the fire,
will he not much more clothe you, 0 you of little faith? So do not worry,
saying, "What shall we eat?" or "What shall we drink?" or "What shall we
wear?" For the pagans run after all these things, and your heavenly Father
knows that you need them. But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness,
and all these things will be given to you as well. Therefore do not worry
about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough
trouble of its own.
Matthew 6:25-34.
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Wendolyn Denise IngraIn, D.O.
Prairie View A&M University, B.5.
Dallas, TX
"I call do alllhiugs /hrougil Christ slrentilene/I! me."
Philippians 4:18, KJV

First and foremost I would like to thank my Lord and
savior Jesus Christ for all the blessings he has bestowed
on me and for my wonderful parents, sister, family and
friends. To my parents you have always been there for
me even when I have fallen you have encouraged me.
I'm glad you are mine. To Angie no one could ask for a
better sister love you and thank you for "our" house.
Thank you to all my friends and family known who
have prayed for my success. Mama Dickson and Mama
Fegget for always thinking of me every little bit helped
love always. To Kristi and Qoe love ya, hang in there,
even if I'm not close by physically you can always call
me.
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Kristi D. Johnson, D.O.
Howard University, B.s.
Temple Hills, MD
"Oh, tnstcand see thnt the Lord is good; Blessed is tile man WllO tTl/sts in HIII/!"
Psalm 34:8

Giving Praise and Honor to my Father in Heaven. GOD'S GOOD - ALL
THE TIME. It is truly on You that I d epend.
Mom and Dad -I can't thank you enough for all the love, support and
encouragement you have given me. All of my accomplishments are a product of your
hard work and those good southern genes. Love you!
Mia (Mahalia) - Thanks for sharing the ups and downs of life with me.
You've always been there for me - headaches and all (smile). You are my sister and
best friend. PHENOMENAL WOMAN - THAT'S YOU!!! Love Ya!
Mescha, Man, Ryian and Larry - Never let anyone tell you what you can't
do. Whatever you dream of go for it. Don't let anything or anyone get in your way.
GOT NOTHING BUT LOVE FOR YOU BABIES!!!!
To the rest of my family - Especially Lady T. Thank you for keeping me
firmly planted in the reality of the world. You are my strength.
To my closest friends - Veronica, Lisa, Kym and Tanya. Ladies - Love You
Lots. Thanks for being there through it all. My reOM sisters - Wen and Qoe - It's
time to exhale.
To the others too numerous to mention - All of my love and thanks.

Steven Arthur Johnson, Jr., D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.s.
Allentown, r A

To my teachers- I cherish the gifts which you have
passed along and I will strive to apply what I have
learned and teach as I have been taught.
To the patients I've cared for- Your contribution to
my learning cannot be measured. You've taught me
compassion, patience and humility.
Most importantly to my family- You have given me
continual support in the pursuit of my academic,
athletic and personal goals. It has been a tortuous
road and you've been there all the way. I love you.
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Pall1ela M . Jones-Post, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.s.
Larksville, PA

If life is a series of journeys, The journey of medical school has been long and
arduous. I would never have made it if not for the help of many who helped
smooth the way.

Mom and Dad: For encouraging me to follow my dream and helping me to
make it possible, I'll never be able to repay you.
Sandra and Marc: For all your trips to Philly just when I needed you. A girl
couldn't have a better brother and sister.
Mom Carol: For the most precious gift anyone's ever given me ... your son.
Uncle Joey: No one had bigger hopes and dreams for me than you did.
Frank Dovi M.D.: For showing me the way back to the path when I got lost.
Grandma and Grandad: You made me who I am. I miss you dearly.
Bradley: Love of my life. You've been with me every step of the way.
for all the late nights and times we had to be apart. You've always been so
understanding. 1 love you with all my heart.

~\
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Linda Jones-Stephens, D.O.
Bowie State University, B.S.
Bowie,MD

To my son Matthew Christopher: You constantly reminded me
that taking care of the little things was important, and that they all
add up to the big picture of life. Over the past four years Mommy
has watched you grow from cradle to pre-K. Great milestones!
To Dan: You have made a difference in my life. Thanks for being
my friend.
To all others: Thank you for making this special moment happen
in my life.

~.o.
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Joanne M. Kakaty-Monzo, D.O.
LeMoyne College, B.S.
Halmemann University, P.A.-c.
New Hartford, NY
"The abi/il!lto bw>trll' a doclor is God's gift
Unknown

hl !lOll .. .what !ltl/I

do wtlh ii, is !lollr gift /Jack to God"
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2Jad:
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Keith Brian Kappeler, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Greensburg, PA
"Tmst yourself, you kllow more than you lliil1k yo II do."
Dr. Benjamin Spock

"hey say you can only call it work if you would rather be somewhere else. I am very
lappy that I will be able to work as a Physician, something I always wanted to be. But it
viii still be work because no matter how fulfilling work is, play is better. I would rather be
.hooting pool with my dad and a couple of Sam Adams, playing Jeopardy with my Mom,
~atching the pens with JC & Steve, playing sega hockey with Dave and Coolio, or watching
'heesy N dramas starring repeatedlies with the Beeje (in surround sound of course),
'd like to say thanks to Mom, Dad, Beeje&theradarsnowpig, the rest of my relatives, JC,
\miko, & the Kellys, Steve, Barb, Fabio, and all the Goods, Paul, Tim, Andy & Becca, Sara
~Joe, Kathy, Becky, Swamp, DanO, Dave, Meliss, & the Thimons, Coolio, Lori, dk (thank
noses), Jive turkey, Karen, Lisa, Anna, Lee, G-ride , Kev, Joe, Bill (trees=tradition), Teddy,
)Owning, Greenieberger, Haas, Salerno, Colette, Mara, Matt & Debbie, Andrea, Turtle, The
vlund, Dilema & Ito, Ms Fox, Hank, all my other psu/greensburg/pcom friend s and
'aculty, all update participants, calvin & hobbes, and of course Sandra Bullock.
(au have all played some special part of what I have become.
~

relative once asked me if they would have to call me Doctor after graduation, and I told
hem that all I ever hoped to be called by the above people is a good friend.

'Letters after your name mean nothing compared to friends at your side."
-kaps

Long Live the Tapes!'!

Music is a higher revelatio11 tha11
philosophy - Beethoven Hail hail the
lucky Olles, I refer to those i1l love - Pearl
Jam I've got ski11 bent'ath my hones and
mister there's a skeleton ill "very 111all's
hOllse, be11eath tIre dllSt and Io<"t' alld sweat
that hangs 011 everyone there's a dead mall
trying to get Ollt - Counting Crows 71re
greatest of teadzers WOIl't hesitate to leave
you there I,y YOllrself c1U1ined to fate. Live We chase misprinted lies, we face
the path of time and yet I fight - Alice in
Chains I knO<.o tlzings YOll 11,,"er lrenrGeorge Carlin Awi tire less I se£k my
SOl/TCe for some defi11itive, closer I am to
filre - Indigo Girls I jllstlU1d to let you
kIlOW, I illstlU1d to tell Vall so - Lenny
Kravitz Celebrate uN 'will, cause Iif; IS
short hut sweet for cer/aill - Dare '
Matthews Band Woke up this monzing
didn't feel like gelling drt-sscd - June Rich
Little darling, here COIllt'S the SUiZ and I >ay
ifs allright - The Beatles
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Patricia Jean Karnes, D.O.
Washington College, B.S.
Maryde\,MD
"All I have seell teac/les Ine to trust the Creator for all that 1 IIm.e not seCI/."
Emerson

This page is dedicated to my family and friends.
Thank you for all of the enlightening conversations, the shoulders to cry on;
but most importantly, the memories to cherish.
Mom and Dad
Thank you for teaching me about love, honesty,
responsibility, and hard work; the skills necessary
to overcome life's obstacles.
The Ohio Gang
... my extended family ...
thank you for your friendship and love!
Denise
The answer was always "dedicated". Thanks for everything!
And to Ed
r was sleeping, you gently woke me. I was lonely, you befriended me.
I was frightened, you comforted me. r gave up, you encouraged me.
I fell in love, you returned love back to me. I began to learn, you eagerly taught me.
r began to grow, you strengthened me. r began to see a foreign world, you guided me.
I began to need you, you let me in.
With every step, you've loved me; and, in turn, I've loved you.
If r could open the world for you, as you have opened it for me,
Only then would you truly understand all that I have found in you.
You are my friend, my teacher and my love. Thank you for loving me the way you do.
I love you today, tomorrow, always.

Jessica Lyn Kasirsky, D.O,
Boston University, B.A.
NewHope,PA

... dedicated to a few of the Good Guys
you to laugh with
you to cry to
I can just about make it over
Maya Angelou
~n- a great big sister. For reminding me that the light at the end of the tunnel isn't
a oncoming train. Orlando- for your wonderful sense of humor, I think. Heather
ad Lisa- I couldn't have done this without you. Thanks for being a part of my
'isis and craziness-for the last twenty years. THANKS TO Takan-for his conancy and radiance. Brian- who showed me the "profound darkness of the vast
lst sea." Karin- your laughter and caring are inspirational. My indebtedness to
Ie George School for expanding my mind in spite of myself and to The Crow
ribe for helping me find perspective. To my medical school friends- I wish you all
and happiness. Babs, Dana, Oscar P, Pinky, Amy, and Dave- you guys are
best. Steve- psychoalphadiscobetabioaquadoloop! Mom and Dad- Thank you.
giving this incredible gift to me. For your support and love. For always being
for me and believing in me, and for teaching me the importance of humor,
ty and enjoying it all.
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All1Y Elizabeth Kellell1an, D.O.
Moravian College, B.s.
Northampton Community College, A.S
Bethlehem, PA
"There's noillius you call do Illal can't be dOlle ... There's no one YOH
need is love." The Beatles

..

Ca/I

save tim! cmi't be sa,'ed .. .all

Crazy isn't? CONGRATULATIONS DOCTORS! Finally we can write ordeJ
for Tylenol and Maaolx without having them to be cosigned - what power!
Now all the fun begins - we get PAID. In these last four short years I've met
hundreds of new faces, made millions of memories, and somehow managed to
become thousands of dollars in debt - all worth every borrowed penny! I wish I
you all the best of luck and know you will all "do good things".
To my dearest friends ... when things are getting a little rough - you're post
call, both your beeper just went off and your patient just puked all over your
shoes ~ here are some things to help you keep smiling: Phi Sig parties, LOG
barbecues, Red Death, Lemon Drops, Jello Shots, and beer; Disneyworld, Mardi '
Gras, dirt dancing in Miami and the ride back in the shark; the River Deck, Flat
Rock, Egypt and the Iguana, Late night on call in Laporte, the scenic overlook,
and all the boxes of condoms; the late night study breaks and all the times we
made each other laugh. You guys will always be in my heart.
And last but not least, Mom and Dad, I couldn't have made it without you
and I really mean that. We made it through some rough times. Thank you for
always being there to give me that kick in the ass when I needed it. I hyope you
are proud of yourselves - you have created the first Dr. Kelleman. I love you I
both.

I

~.~.J)f).
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Lisa Kristen Kernic, D.O.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, B.s.
Franklin, PA
"Don't !!Vel' lose your sense of humor."
Deborah Rotenstein, MD

Mom and Dad: How could I ever fit in this small space my gratitude for all
you have done for me? Your selfless and undying love has been my rock for
25+ years. I have finally reached my goal, and lowe so much to you - I aim
to make you proud. I love you!
Tim: This degree is as much yours as it is mine. You and I have certainly
been through a lot together. I am so thankful you entered my life when you
did (and didn't give up!) I could not have done this without you! I LOVE
YOU! (p.s. didn' t this all start with undulopodia?)
My family: Your baby sister has grown up, even though it always seems I
have been a student. I have always looked up to you all. Thanks for your
support and love.
Dr.'s Kimzey and Hebbe: Unbelievable! We made it and I can say your
friendship has made it a little easier and, for the most part, a heck of a lot of
fun!
Dr. Pellecchia: That fateful summer of '94 .. .1 am 50000 glad we met. Our
friendship means so much ... don't ever lose touch, Babe!
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Micllael D . Ki11lzey, D.O.
Villanova University, B.s.
Wayne, PA

First and foremost, I'd like to thank God for everything that He has give]
me, and for carrying me when the times got tough.
Next, I'd like to thank my Grandmom and Granddad for raising me and always
pushing me when I needed it. I'm where I am to day because of it.llove you
both very much.
To Mom and Dad - I know that you are smiling down on me each and every day
To all my friends from college, especially Ed, Joe, Buster & Rose, Liz - Thanks for~
standiI)g by me these past four years. I'm lucky to have friends as good as you. I
To all my friends from PCOM, especially Kristen, Vinnie, Karl, Mike, Lisa & Tim
l
Jen, Carolyn, Michelle & Joe, Jessica and anyone else I haven't named - I'm glad J
found friends like you to share both the good times and bad times of medical
school. Kristen, thanks for all the walks.
Tracy - Thank you for the wonderful time we've spent together over the past
months.
"My own strategy is to find a car, or the nearest equivalent, which looks as if it
known where it's going and follow it. I rarely end up where I was intending to
go, but often I end up somewhere that I needed to be." - Dirk Gently, Holistic
Detective

Denise M. Klynovvsky, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.s.
Wilkes-Barre, P A
"What lies behi7ld liS and what lies before li S are tiny matters compared to what lies within liS."
Ralph WaJdo Emerson

orne people come into or lives and quickly go. Some stay awhile, touch our hearts, and we are never, ever the same." Years ago I gave a
end a gift with this message and remembered it since. I have come to realize just how true it is. I am surely blessed to have had so many
~ple play that special role in my life
Mom and Dad: As far back as I can remember you've taught me the importance of hard work and values; through them I could achieve
ything. You even believed this when I had my doubts. Its really hard to find the words to tell you how much I love and respect the both of
u. There's a song verse that makes me think of you, and I'd like to share it. "Roots and wings. To my ship you are the lighthouse on the
ore, and I'm a kite on your string. Your love is my anchor in the storm. A part of me stays grounded so the rest of me can fly. Only 'cause
u are my roots and wings,lI

Chariene: My sister and friend. You have always stood by me and encouraged me, even though there were times I'm sure you felt
ghted. I want you to know how important you are to me, and how proud I am to have you as my sister. I love you Doob. And you can tell
m, I am not keeping the apartment.
Jeanine: My other "sister" and lifelong friend. I know that these past few years have been hard; distance and time constraints have made
r time spent together somewhat of a luxury. Thank you for being my reminder of where I came from, while allowing me to find out where I
Igoing.
Liz: You surely have kept my life lively during the past fOUl years in Philly; not to mention keeping me from getting too lonely at my
me away from home. Thanks for your friendship and for bringing your precious Amresse into my life.
Patti: I can't imagine going through the last four years without you at my side. Its been a long journey to get here, but its been filled with
Ighter, some tears, and hours of studying and talking, talking and studying. I think I've lost count of how many times we've asked
edicated or stupid?" The answer is surely dedicated. Even though we'll soon be miles apart, Bell of PA will be happy to know that I'm
lya phone call away. Anyway, you're in great hands with Ed. My love to you both.
Mike & Bill: My two row mates. (That is when you actually decided to keep me company.) I'm surely going to miss you. The memories
j friendship of the past four years will always hold a special place in my heart. Here's to success and o~r continued friendship.
Liz (AKA Naz): Who would have thought I'd move to Philly only to become friends with a girl from home. I can only look forward to
ltinumg to hang out with you (and Shawn) and the possibility of working together.
John: My newest source of "happiness and joy". You've brought fun, love, and Magic into my life. I'm not sure yet of what the future
ds for us, but I'm eager to find out.
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Karla Diane Knopsider, D.O.
Gannon University, B.s.
Normalville, PA

I've worked very long and very hard to make this dream corne true, but never alone.
I've had some very special people help me along the way.
Morn and Dad: Thanks for always being there when I needed you, for pushing me so
hard and never letting me quit, for being the special parents you are.
Stephanie and Ioe: I couldn't have asked for a better sister and brother. You were
. always there to encourage me.
Pap I~nior and Grandma Grace: I wish that I could look into your smiling faces and see
the love you've so freely given, but I know that you'll be there for me. I love you and
miss you!
Trudy and Tracey: To the best friends that I could ever ask for. Thanks for putting up
with those late night calls. Only true friends would stick by me like you two do.
To my munchkins: Justin, Alyssa, Ben, David, and Mark - you gave me laughter and
helped me enjoy the simple things in life.
Bill: You've given me more than you'll ever realize. I've never been as happy as I have
been with you. I love you and look forward to our life together!!!!

Jonathan A. Kochuba, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.s.
Easton, PA
HLet no one ever come to you without leavlIIg better and happier. Be ti,e IilJing expressiol1 o{ God's
kindness; kindness in your {ace, kindness in your eJjes, kindlless ill your smile. H
Mother Teresa

As I complete my childhood dream, I cannot express the importance my
most valued possession, my family, had on shaping my life. You have
encouraged, supported, and instilled a strong felling of belonging. The
companionship, happiness, and motivation provided me with the stable
foundation to achieve my goal. Mom and Dad, your love and endless support
made this day possible. The limitless sacrifices and generosity you have
shown make me realize how fortunate I am to be a part of this family. Now I
share the joy and accomplishment of this doctorate degree with you as I am
forever grateful. I will always strive to uphold the strong values of the Zawol
/ Kochuba family tradition.
Four short years ago a group of strangers gathered together with a
common goal and motivation to become physicians. Those strangers became
my best friends as we shared the stress of exams, gruel of rotations, birthdays,
vacations, and some of the best times together. I will never forget the memories and oUI companionship will be everlasting. I am proud to call you my
friends and my colleagues,
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Michael Stephen Kocinski, D.O.
La Salle University, B.s.
Philadelphia, P A

I take this opportunity to express my sincere
appreciation and gratitude to my family and
friends for their continued support over the past
four years. I especially thank my parents for a
lifetime of love, guidance, and inspiration.
I wish illy classmates the very best for the
future and thank the reOM community of which
I am so proud to be a member.
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Angela M. Kozak, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Pennsylvania College of Optometry, 0.0.
Nanticoke, PA

DON: You are my inspiration .. .Ilove you always!

MOM: Thanks for your support.
MARK: Thanks for being a most excellent friend ... Go far!
PAM: Thanks for being the best OMT partner.
ED: Thanks for sharing your unique outlook on life with me.
A.D. LIMKAKENG: A most generous educator - You
have my sincere thanks and respect.
ELISA & ALEXANDRA: For sharing Italy with me, I love
you both.

EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF
NEURORADIOLOGY

=

Croun
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Perry B. Kubek, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.s., M.Ed.
Bethlehem, PA
"The Gardell is the home of ti,e lIightillgale; the dllng heap is suitable to the beetle."
[Rumi:Mathinawi,II,2116)
,~-

May humn<, gmce, disdipline and love ,"ny me thwugh my journey aJ
allow me to enjoy it along the way.
To Simone and John, the secrets of what you have sown continue to
reveal themselves:
Marie,
Keely,J eremy,Michael,Martin,Sara,Kate,Chris,Kassia,Alison,Perry,Tim,
and ....
To my friends and family, some day, some way, some how. You are
proof there is a window from heart to heart.
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Vincent A. Laganella, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
Langhorne, PA

My degree is to dedicated to my mom and my dad, who gave me
the confidence to succeed. Without your help and your support
this goal would not have been possible. You fought for me when
the world was against me and gave me your unconditional love
and for that this doctor will be ever grateful.

I

I would also like to thank my brother, my sister, my grandparents,
my aunt, my uncles, and my cousins for always being very supportive and understanding.
A special thanks to my mentor, and my uncle, Dominic Laganella
D.O. for helping me become a successful physician like himself.
Good luck to all my friends at P.C.O.M. Especially, Mike Kimzey.
Don't kill any kids!!
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Ed-ward Williall1 Lall1bert, III, D.O.
United States Naval Academy, B.s.
Salisbury, MD
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Michael M. Langer, D .O.
John Carroll University, B.s.
Erie, PA

Mom and Dad
to thank you for everything that I have achieved and have had the opportunity to
in my life. The love and sharing you have bestowed upon me can never be
repaid. The only way I can try to revisit your kindness and generosity is to try
emulate your example when the time comes and I start a family of my own.
my Brothers, Sisters, Grandparents, Cousins, and Friends
are always very close to my heart and always will be. I am very proud to be a part of
unique family. You have always been there for me, and I promise I will always be there
you.
the Rugby Team
never forget the good and Great Times. You have been like an extended dysfunctional
nily to me. Insiders: Eat what we want to eat, drink what we want to drink, and ... , THE
,tus, what does RFC stand for? SHARKING, roomies, you know why you got no beads,
evor Canyon, Steelers Rule, I'll have 12 scrambled eggs for a hundred dollars, they
JUldn't believe us even if we did tell them, I wish all the ladies, Terrible Triad, It's not
)rth it but lets do it anyway, What happened here? What hasn't happened here?
lie - I just want to say thanks for everything and that old seco nd rows never die. GFY!
e - Special thanks for kicking me in the rear when I needed it, I told you I would make it!

Noreen Pal11ela Levvis, D.O.
Clarion University, B.s.
Philadelphia, P A
"YOIIIllIISI do L'!'erytlling you feel YOII cnll 1/01 do."
Eleanor Roosevelt

Over the past few years, sometimes I have walked quietly and sometimes I hmf
walked loudly, but no matter how I've walked, there was always one constant
could count on in my life, the love and support you gave to me so freely, Mo
and Dad. Medical school and motherhood were a bigger challenge for me thaI'
you will ever know. I could have never have done it without you!
]
To my daughter, Lavinia, I have loved you and cared for you through babyho
terrible twos (although they were never that terrible with you), and through
many terrible illnesses, such as meningitis and pneumonia. I have watched yo,
grow and flower. When you were three years old, you asked me, "Mommy,
much do you love me?" I love you to the end of the world and back! I really
can't believe you are in the first grade already.

h([

To my Grandma Brown, you taught me all about compassion and caring in all
phases of illness. For this I thank you.
Damon, Dennis, LaShone, and Malik, other family and friends who have helpe
me along the way, Thanks [ love you!
Because of all of you, I am where I am today!

Stephen Alexander Levvis, D.O.
John Hopkins, B.A., M.S.
Tyrone, PA
"BI.'OIl your gunrd, stnnd finn in lite faith; be men of courage; be strong. Do evl!1'Ything in/ope."

"If olle part sllffers, every pnrt sliffers with it."
1 Cor. 16: 13,14,1 Cor. 12: 26a

Dr. Stephen Lewis ...
a sweet sound that has! It is hard to believe that I have reached that goal. That goal
out as a dream so many years ago. Through high school, college, a masters, and
medical school, I have worked to achieve that dream. And that dream has now come

Prayer: Dear God, I thank you for being there with me every day. For helping me to
my dreams and to overcome adversity. Please allow me to serve you each and every
to my best ability. Please help me to be the best husband, father, and doctor that I can be.
and Dad: You have always believed in me. You have loved me and cared for me and [
so thankful for everything. Dad, although you won't be their physically at graduation, [
'ill still
'ok for you and see your smile. Mom, you have been such a role model for me. [hope that I
In be half the parent, christian, doctor, ... that you are.
Ickie: You are my wife and I love you. I love you more every day. I will try to be a husband
ld a father to our children first and a doctor second, never let me forget that.
Iy Family: You are all so special to me and I love you all. God has been so generous to give
Ie you all. Whether your last name is Lewis or Darr, your friendship, your kindness, your
,ve is something that I can truely be thankful for.
Iy Friends: Thanks for all the good times! I look forward to many more in the future.
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David Alan Lisan, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.A.
Hahnemann University, M.P.T.
Merion Station, PA

Dear Mom and Dad,
Well, we finally made it. r think this will be enough schooling
for now, don't you? r could never express in words how much
your love, patience, guidance and support through these long
years has meant to me. Suffice it to say, though, that without you
there I would never have attained this monumental goal. You are
the image that I hold of the ideal physician and parent, and r
hope that I will practice medicine and raise my family with the
same high standards that you have set for me.
To Nanny; thanks for your love and support. To Ron, Adrienne,
Naomi and Elianna; I love you very much, and even though r
don't get to see you very often, r think of you all the time and
hope that we'll be together more often in the years to come.
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Thomas E. Lozovvski, D. O.
Villanova University, B.S.
Rider University, M.B.A.
Yardly, PA

reach a dream is only accomplished by the support, strength and
nfluence of all the people in a person's life. I thank each of you from
he bottom of my heart. If ever you need me, I am here for you.

'0

,

)ear Sophie,
As you grow and we shower you with love, may you draw the
trength, motivation and love of life and laughter that your mother
lrovides for me. Always remember to follow every rainbow, until you
md your dream.
ley Pap ........ Thanks!!!!!!
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Jeffery T. LUlllley, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Paoli, PA

To My Family, especially my Mom, Dad, and Brother: Thank you for
all of your love and support. With out your continued belief in me
and my abilities I wouldn' t be where I am today. I love you all very
much!

To Pippi: Even though you are with God, I know that you and your
fond memories are with me during this joyous time in my life and
always ..

To my Friends: Thanks for your encouragement. Even though I
wasn't always around during my last four years of medical school,
you guys helped support my lifelong dream-which is now a reality.

To the love of my life, Kimberly: You make me so happy! I couldn't
imagine sharing all that I have worked so hard for with anyone else.
With your endless support, I pronise to make you the best husband
and father that I am able to be.
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Ronald Andrevv Mack, D.O.
Northwestern University, B.S.
University of Arizona, M.S.
Washington, D.C.

Good And Bad Children
Children, you are very little,
And your bones are very brittle;
If you would grow great and stately,
You must try to walk sedately.
You must still be bright and quiet,
And content with simple diet;
And remain, through all bewild'ring
Innocent and honest children.
Happy hearts and happy faces,
Happy play in grassy placesThat was how, in ancient ages,
Children grew to kings and sages.
But the unkind and the unruly,
And the sort who ea t unduly,
They must never hope for gloryTheirs is quite a different story!
Cruel children, crying babies,
All grow up as geese and gabies,
Hated, as their age increases,
By their nephews and their nieces.

Robert Louis Stevenson
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Leslie N. Madrak, D.O.
King's College, B.s.
Hughestown, PA
"YOlllllllSt do tlte tltings .'lOll t!li"k .'lOll cannot do."
Eleanor Roosevelt

On this special day, I thank God for the people who have brought sunshine into my life. '
Mom and Dad: Words cannot express my gratitude for all you have done for me
throughout my 25 years. I hope, someday, to be as genuine, hardworking, and selfsacrificing as you. J love you so much. You are the best parents in the world.
Gram: A woman of strength and perseverance. I wish you were with me on this day.
I know you would be very proud.
Aunts and Uncles: Thank you for all the cards, phone calls, home-cooked meals, and
spendi'n g money. You have made these four rough years much smoother.
Roz and fohn: I couldn't have made it without your support. Thank you for the clothes,
more clothes, and videos.
Hometown Friends: Thank you for all your encouragement. You believed in me when I
didn' t believe in myself.
Susan Panah: We made it! We've gone through the worst times and the best times
together. You've been a true friend.
Dr. 1. Sciandra:
"cousin".
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Thanks for putting up with me. You been a great roommate and

Michael J. Mallis, Jr., D.O.
Wilkes University, B.S.
Wilkes-Barre, P A
" Do "at follow wllere tile path may lead. Go instead wllere there is no path alld leape a trail. "

In Loving Memory of my Grandfather,
Felix Szalkowski
I wish you could have been here, because you are the reason I am.
I Love You.

lAom and Dad: What can I say but thank you. There are no words I can ever put
1ere to thank you for all you have given me. You both have been there through it
Ill. And through it all, I couldn't have done it without you both. Most of all, 1 feel
~specially lucky because I can call the two of you my best friends. I love you both
;0 much.
(im, to the other doctor to be: My little sister has become a brilliant, beautiful
lOung woman who I always knew would be a success. I'll always be there for
lOU. I'm lucky to have you.
ro the rest of my family: There will never be a time that r won't be there for you.
rhanks for your love.
(athy: I love you. I'm lucky to have found you. Now I'm yours forever.
:Iale: Thanks. Especially for getting me to play rugby. GFY.
~ang, Rob, Sherlock, Stanley, Kraker, Win, Corba, Cease, Schmidt, Roger, Steve,
'COM Rugby, Phi Sig, Carol, Sue: You're all the best friends anyone could hope
o have. Party on!
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Tanya Denice Malone, D.O.
Canisius College, B.A.
Buffalo, NY
"If we slaHd tall it is I'ecallse we stand on Ihe backs of those who came before liS ."
Yoruba pro\'erb

Even though this journey to my ultimate goal was
rough, I thank the Lord for calming the seas and allowing
my spiritual guidance, Grandma Rose, Daddy and Uncle
Young, to shine down on me . While I was being blessed
from heaven above, my sea floor was anchored by my
Mother. It was her faith, many prayers and sacrifices that
allowed me to go forward and not look back. She was not
the only one giving praises to God for me, my Aunt Kathy
was right by her side from beginning to end and I am
grateful. My other rocks were my Grandparents Bell and
Malone, Tiffany, Erik, a host of cousins, aunts, uncles and
The Tabernacle Family. I also would like to thank my
angel fishes for keeping the waves flowing, Annie, Kristi
and Kandace. Lastly, to my beloved star fish Jeremy I
thank you for keeping my sea floor leveled.

Favvn Tienne Manning, D.O.
Spelman College, B.S.
Philadelphia, PA

"Our wings are gifts, from all who have preceded us -- our
ancenstors - who calmed the winds for our flight. We must like
eaglewomen(men) unfurl our resplendent wings, lean into the winds, and
;soar."
Dr. Gloria Wade-Gayles
Spelman College, Graduation 1993

MOM - Words can not express the gratitude and admiration I have for
you, and all the love and support you've always given me. I'll always
thank the Lord everyday for giving me such a blessing (YOU!). I LOVE

IYOU!!
To all the eagle women and eaglemen of the Class of 1997: "IT'S TIME
rOSOAR!!"
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Jallles Warren Mansberger, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Calvin, PA

I

Mom and Dad: I couldn't have picked more perfect parents. Who else could I
have stood by me during the chubby insecure years. You have always encouraget
and supported my decisions with the exception of the earring, the tattoo, and the \
shaved head. llove and respect you both. Thank you for your love, selflessness, I
strength, and values. I hope I have made you proud.
,
I

Family: Thank you for being my support network. I have called on you guys
many times and you have never let me down. Thanks for being there when l've
needed you.
Friends: 1 will always cherish the memories of venting with Jeff, lifting with Ted,
Tae Kwon Do with Dave and Heather, and hanging with members of Group 7.
You guys made the last four years FUN!
Samantha: You have brightened my life. I am so proud to call you my daughter.
Lizbeth: Wow! How many years of education do we have between us? Thanks fo:
putting up with the many faces of Sybil. Your love and understanding has not
gone unappreciated. Thank you for thegreatest present; Samantha. We have
many unmarked trails to explore. Lets get lost together. I love you.

Mitchell Jason Marder, D .O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Philadelphia, PA
"The mind is like the stomach. It is not how much you put into it that counts,
but how much it digests."
Albert Jay Nock

I would like to thank all of my FAMILY AND FRIENDS for their support
throughout the years. Without that support, I do not know how I would have
finished Medical School.
To my Mom Dad and Shari: Thanks for putting up with me when I have
been a pain in the you know what!! Thanks for being the pillars of support
that I need.
To Kevin (K.O'): When the S*?T comes down ... Thanks for being my right
hand man. Someday we will have that office!
To all of those relatives who kept introducing me to others as "THE DOCTOR" :
I used to say, "Not yet...but I'm workIng on it."
Now I can say, "YES, I AM A DOCTOR!!"
To all of my family and friends: Thank you and J love you.
E-A-G-L-E-S

Let's Go FLYERS!!!!!

GO SIXERS

Yeah Fightin' PHILS
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Scott A. Marinelli, D.O.
University of New Hampshire, Millersville University, B.s.
Hackettstown, NJ

I would like to thank everyone that helped me through
these last few years of my life.
Mom, Dad, Jon, Grandma, and especially my wife Pam.
Without her these last few years would have been much
more difficult and much less fun.
Thank you all again.
Scott

Paul A. Masci, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Patton, PA
u50 long (IS we IlIlve SlIffiCII!llt firmness, fortified by cheerfulness, to a/ways acknowledge foreig1/ lIost ile
influences for wililt they renlly (Ire, whilst we quietly pursue."
E.T.A. Hoffman, The Sandman, 1!l17

The last four years at peOM have made me realize
that my life is blessed. The education is unbeatable
and I have made the best friendships that anyone
could. Thanks mom and dad for giving me all the
support and encouragement. Thank you Martha for
being you. Thanks to Dr. Manfrey for giving me the
opportunity. But most of all, thank you Pop-pop.
You never had any doubts- even when I did.
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N uncio Massara, III, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Enola, PA

MOM AND DAD;
I can not begin to thank you for the love and support you have gi
me through the years. Anything I have achieved and anything I will
achieve lowe to you. I love you both.
JONI, BJ, TONY, AND KRISTINA;
Thank you for being my friends and confidants. You have shown
what I want my life to be like in the future.
KRISTA;
The little things you do, and don't even realize, make me happier
than I have ever been. You are my best friend, you are my future- I
love you.
FRIENDS AT peOM;
When life got a little too tense I couldn't have asked for anyone
better to blow steam off with. Good luck.
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Colleen Matejicka, D .O.
Elizbethtown College, B.s.
Schnecksville, PA
/mow Ihe plalls 1have for YOIl, "

d~c/ares

Ihe Lord, "plans 10 prosper YOIl alld 110110 harm you, pltll1S 10
give you hope and a fUlure."
Jeremiah (29:11)

1.

My first thanks goes to the One who makes all things possible.
To M&D: Well, you finally have your own personal second opinion! You
both know better than anyone how much of a struggle this journey has been
for me at times; but it has always been a great source of comfort and strength
to know I have you in my corner. Thank you for being with me every step of
the way.
To my BIG brother: Thank you for taking the time to give me career advice.
But we both know who really is the Smarter baby!
To my friends who still call: Your calls and words of support have sustained
me at times when I felt very much alone. You have been appreciated more
than I can express in mere words. I hope you find success whereever you go .
To my Roomie: Thanks for putting up with me for the last few years. I'll
never forget all the laughter and good times we shared. Best wishes to you
and Mike for a happy future.
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Daniel W. Matkiwsky, D.O.
Kean College, B.A.
Short Hills, NJ

-'
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Michele Elizabeth Paessler, D.Oe
Muhlenberg College, B.s.
Rydal, PA

I would like to thank:
Mom & Dad - for being the best parents anyone could hope for. You have been
by my side every step of the way. I wouldn't be here today if it weren't for your
love and support. Thanks for believing in me - I hope I always make you proud.
My brother and sisters - for your love and patience with me through the years.
I'll always be there for you. I love you guys.
Grandmoms Helen and Mary - for their love and support through the years. I
love you both.
Aunt Chrissy - for being such a big part of my life. You are very special to me.
Lori and Annamaria - for being such good friends. I don't know what I would
do without you both.
Jackie & Becky - for the laughs, fun, and memories. I'll treasure them always.
Mindy - for being a dedicated teacher, my mentor, and friend. Our friendship
these past few years has certainly been a gift. Thanks for being you.
Most of All - my beloved husband Rob:
I can't begin to thank you for all your love, support, and sacrifice. Most of all
thanks for always having faith in me. I love you, you're my greatest gift in life.
Pop-Pop and Aunt Gerry - for being here in spirit. I know you would be very
proud.
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Brenda Louise May, D.O.
Westminster College, B.s.
Pittsburgh, r A
"YOI/'''!, got to get Ill' t"t'I'1Y lnornillg wit II dcterll/inatioll if yort'rc goillg to go to /Jed witiz satisfactioll."
George Horace Lorimer

Tllis page is lovillgly dedicated to my two gral/dfat/rers: 101m Lewis May IlIrd Harry AIIJl'rt Aspillall.
1 krlOw tlrey are slllilirrg illiwavel/.
Mom and Dad: The words on this page cannot fully express how much you both mean to me. You ha\'
both given up so many things in your life to make my life better...and I truly appreciate it. It is
wonderful to know that I have two parents who have always loved me so unconditionally. Although II
may be all grown up and ready to take on the world, I will always be your little girl and will always I
need you in my life. I love you both so very much!!!
Cynthia: You are the greatest sister a girl could ask for (not to mention the best financial advisor). May'
will be a month in which new milestones will be reached for the both of us. We have both achieved our
lifelong dreams and I am glad that we will be able to share our success together. Thank you for always
being a part of my private cheering section. I love you dearly.
Grandma May and Grandma Apie: Thanks for all your phone calls and letters, hearing from you
always brightens my day. Your words of encouragement throughout the years have always been so
helpful.
Leslie and Lucyann: You both have taught me one very important lesson-how to laugh. Thanks for
being such great friends and making my time in Philly so memorable. Best of luck in your future
endeavors!!!
The DePaola Family: I truly appreciate your thoughtfulness and kind words of encouragement. I look
forward to becoming a member of such a wonderful family.
Vince: You are my best friend and soon to be my husband. You have laughed with me during times of
joy and have provided a shoulder to cry on during times of sadness. I will always remember how you '
have supported and encouraged me during the past four years. You are a truly wonderful man and I
cannot wait to begin our life together. I will always love you!!!
Best of IlIck to tile Class of 1997!!!!!!
I
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Sean Patrick McCall, D.O.
University of Maryland, Shippensburg University, B.s.
Dallas, PA
"Never give lip, 0011'1 ever give up!"
Jim Valvano

WHERE DO I BEGIN?
MOM & DAD: Thank you so much for all you've done for me and all that you
have been able to give me and teach me over the years, lowe
everything in the world to the both of you. Without your help,
wisdom, support, and love, I would have never been able to
achieve
my dream of becoming a doctor. I hope someday to become as
good a person and parent as the both of you are to me. I love you
both very much.
Babe, I would not have been able to do this without your support
and love these past four years. I only ask that you be as supportive
and caring during our marriage and my internship/residency. I
hope to be the type of husband that will be there for you as much
as you have for me. Tina, I love you and look forward to a wonderfull life together.
l ill~~=~~ll.!:UJ..:'~~~!£b~~L!"d..!!~Thank you for your help, encouragement, and love over the years.
I miss you very much.

I thank God for giving me the ability and drive to achieve my dream and watching
over me all these years. Thank you all, I DID IT!!!!!!!

\
}

Williall1 Joseph McCann, D.O.
University of Deleware,
Widener University, B.s.
Springfield, PA .
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Williall1 McElhaugh, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.s.
Bensalem, PA

Patrick John McFadden, D.O.
East Stroudsburg University, B.A.
Havertown, PA
"Thall1lall is special who dares 10 drea1ll alld p"rslIfs ii, using his head fo/' hil1lse!f alld his hell/'I for

Tilly-

Mom and Dad-

Shanebo -

Class of 1997 -

You are the kindest, most thoughtful and loving person I've
ever known. I can't imagine what the past four years would
have been like without you by my side. Your support and
encouragement have made all the difference. You are my I
friend, teacher, lover, and wife. Together, we can do any- ,
thing. Should I ever tire, your brown eyes are an endless
reservoir of inspiration. I love you.
Words can't describe my love and respect for you both. Your
selflessness and sacrifice for your children is truly an inspiration. Thank you for always allowing me to find my own
path and supporting me , even when you felt I was wrong.
Without your love and example over the years I would be
nothing. Thank you for everything. Enjoy retirement!
You're my best friend. Don't ever lose your passion for
teaching. An entire generation of kids desperately need
people like you. I hope I'll always continue to be a part of
your life. You da MAN !
Be well, be happy.

Mary Elizabeth McGonigle, D.O.
Villanova University, B.S.
Turnersville, NJ

"[ want to say somethi11g to all of YOll who have become a part of the fabric of
my life.
The color and texture with which You have brought illto Illy beil1g have become
a SOllg,
alld I want to sillg it forever. There is tlIl energy in us which makes

thillgs happen when the paths of other persons touch ours, and we have
to be there and let it happen.
Wlzell the time of Ollr particlllar Slll1set comes, ollr thing, ollr accomplishment, won't really matter a great deal. Bllt the clarity and care with
which we have loved others will speak with vitality, of the great gift of
life that we have been for each other."
- Brother Gregory
Norbet,OSB.

d

Robert E. McMichael, III,D.O.
University of Virginia, B.5.
Culpeper, VA

I

This page is dedicated to my family, friends, and the PC OM Class of 1997. .
Thank you all for travelling throughout this wonderful journey with me as
my family, friends, companions, and colleagues. To the most influential
people in my life, Mom and Dad - thank you for giving me the chance to
pursue my goals, and for teaching me the real lessons of life, which have
allowed me to achieve them. Thank you, Kim, for being there for me
through' the fun and difficult times during the last two years. Chris, thank::
for being a better friend than [ could ever hope for and the brother I never
had. And to Sandy, Ken, Roy, and Pat, a wonderful group of friends who
deserve the best the world has to offer, good luck and best wishes in
making all of your dreams come true!
And last, but not least, to the attendings, preceptors, and professors who
have touched our lives and dared to wear the cloaks of greatness, and the ,
Class of 1997, who have yet to feel the weight of those garments, congratulations, and best of luck!
i

I
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John P. McNall1ara, D.O.
West Chester University, B.S.
West Chester, r A
"If one ariV(lIIces cOllfidently in the direction of his dreams, alld eIldeavors to live Ilze life wlzich TIC has
imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in comnlOlIl!ouys."
Henry David Thoreall

Hold yourself responsible
for higher standard
than anybody else expects ofyou.
Never excuse yourself.
Never pity yourself.
Be a hard master to yourself
and be lenient to everybody else.
-Henry Ward Beecher
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Patricia A. McQuillin, D.O.
Allentown College of Saint Francis de Sales, B.s.
Chalfont, PA
"Ufe - like a dn' plel fro m a wa l~rf<l l1, ullique a lear of fialion alld sorrow, h'l'e allLl cOlllpassioll , selfless.
Alld f0rt:..'er /IIaking an IlIlending impression Oil oillas, as tile eddy of tile walerdrop IInifit'S lI'il/1 Ille
body of Ihe waler be/ow." Walker

Mom, Dad, Amos, Fawn, and my favorite relatives: Can you believe we've finally
made it through. Sometimes I rea lly think someone purposely d ropped boulders in my
path along the way. Thanks for being "the wind benea th my winds" to carry me over
those obstacles. Your continu ing suppor t and my guardian angels; Mommom, Poppop,
and of course Molly, have made my drea ms come true. I love you all!
To all my PCOM fri end s: "We've lea rned to build all our roads on today, because
tomorrow's ground is too uncertain for plans." Without all of you, I couldn' t have mad e
it·throu gh 94. Thanks again for the unrelentless support.
To the best brother a girl could have: We've finally gotten to the pOint w here WE can
tell the amateurs to lie down before they hurt themselves.
MM: J've never met someone w ho could out talk me ... and have an ear to listen. Thanks
for everything.
SU: Everyone need s an IDEA L MAN - don' t you think?
Haus: To say it's been an adventure is an understatement. There's no word "big
enough" to d escribe the last two years. You' ll always hold a special place in my heart Vern

Steven Mellul, D.O.
Rutgers, B.A.
Voorhees, NJ
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DOl11inic Mirarchi, D.O.
LaSalle University, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA

I would like to thank all my friends and my family
for the great memories. I would also like to extend thanks
to my parents especially for their support and guidance
throughou t the years.
Mom and Dad I love you both very much! You have
both been living examples for teaching me the values of I
hard work, taking pride in your work, honesty, and com- I
passion towards other people. Through these virtues, you
have earned the respect of many people and definitely
mine! I hope to continue on the same path.

(
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Christian Stephen Montagano, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.A.
Mt. Laurel, NJ
"Manls a mystery. It mllst be solved, nmi if yo II speJ/d nil YOllr life tryinx to solve ii, YOll must nol say
tile time was spellt wasted. [have c/lOsell to occlIpy myselfwitll l!lis mystery, for t wish tv be amnII."
Pyodor Docstoevsky

'. -

~

Mom and Dad: Thank you for your love and guidance throughout the years, without your
;upport I would not be in this position today. You both had faith in me, even when I
joubted myself and for that I will always be grateful. You have both instilled me the
:onfidence to succeed at what ever I desire and to never give up on pursuing my dream of
( €COming a physician. I love you both .... .
fo my Family: Uncle Dave, Nana, Pop, Mom Mom, Kelly, Nancy, John, Sebastian, Dante,
Iionni, Noelle, and Meagan; I guess this means free health care!!! I thank you all for your love
lI1d support, I can't express how much you all mean to me ......
fo my Friends: Wade and MeIlisa, you are like my second family. Thanks for being good
:riends and also for letting me watch the Eagles at your house every Sunday.
fohnny G. - what can I say, we made it. Your friendship made the past four years unforget:able. I couldn't have found a better friend. Don't forget "Your the only star in the sky!"
\lundo - You are going to be a great physician. You will succeed at whatever you desire in
nedicine and in life. I just have to ask you one question, "why did I eat that?"
fohnny Scar/Tommy O. - You guys are the best! I will never forget the fun we had the past
'ew summers. I can't wait to see what the future holds!!!! Scar" how about them Eagles!"
Last but not least, to Stacey: I can't believe the past four years have come and gone. Your
:ompany during those long nights we spent studying together helped me maintain my
;anity when I felt it slowly leaving me and for that I will always be grateful. Your never
onding encouragement and support sometimes went unrecognized but will always be
lppreciated. Your a very speCial person who will make a difference in the lives of many
J€ople .... Thank you for always being there for me .........
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Robin Mae Motter, D.O.
Clarion University, B.s.
Polk, PA
"Never giL'e lip 0/1 anybody. Miraclcs Ilnppm ellcry dIlY. "
Life's Little Instruction Book

MOM AND DAD: We did it! I hope you know how much the two of you
mean to me. I never could have accomplished this without you. Thank you
for always being there. Your love and sacrifices have made all the difference.
I love you!
KRISTEN: We made it! Thanks for being such an awesome friend as well as
roommate. Did we luck out or what? The past four years with you are
irreplaceable. I will treasure our friendship always.
MIA,' JEN, DANA, AMY, AND ROMEY: Thanks for the memories! You
have made this the best four years of my life. Your friendship has meant a lot
to me, and I will never forget all the good times. You have made the good
times great, and the bad times not so bad. Did we have fun or what?
ALLISON, LISA, KATHLEEN, AND MATT: You guys make up a big part of
my heart and soul, and are most certainly the best friends a girl could have.
Your friendship and support is priceless. Thanks for being so wonderful!
HEATH: I am so blessed to have you in my life. You have always been there
for me no matter what! Thank you for the understanding, love, and support
to follow my dreams. I'll love you always.

~1YI.~,D.O.
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Stephen DOllglas Moyer, D.O.
Widener University, B.S.
Harleysville, PA

d

Monique N ebolon, D.O.
University of California, Santa Cruz, B.A.
Rolling Hills, CA
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Dung T. Nguyen, D.O.
Drexel University, B.S.
Paoli, PA

.''''..

To my family and friends, I thank you for all your love
and support. My accomplishments would hardly have
been possible without all of you.
A special thanks to my wonderful wife, Kim, who for
the past four years has given me strength, support and
encouragement. Thank you for caring and being there
when I need you. May our love last eternally. "I love YOll

more than yesterday, but less than tomorrow"
And lastly, I want to thank my beautiful daughter,
Ashley, whose love and laughter has filled my heart
with such happiness.

d

Joanne H. Nguyen, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Allentown, PA
"Life iS11't II desti11atio11- it's a jOllrney. We all come IIpo11l111expectcd CI!11!CS and tumi1lg poi1lts,
1I101111taillto1'5 and valhY5. Everything that happe11s to liS shapes who we arc becoming. Al1d in the
advflltllre of eac11 day we discover tlte /Jest in ourselves."

I\lom & Dad - Through your unconditional love and selfless sacrifices, you have given me the opportunity to achieve my dream of becoming a doctor. You instilled in me confidence and encouraged me to
always pursue my dream; and through your own example, you've shown me that anything is possible.
You 've taught me to be strong, have faith in myself and my abilities, and you never once doubted that I
was anything less than the best and the brightest. Every step I took down this road to becoming a doctor,
I took with you both by my side. Through all my mountaintops and valleys, you were there to give me
guidance, support, encouragement, and countless hugs and kisses. Thank you lor making my life so rich
and rewarding. I am truly blessed to have such wonderful parents. This degree, I dedicate to you both. I
love you both very much!
Di Sau - You are as close to me as my own mother; and just like her, you have been beside me every step
of the way, giving me guidance, support, and encouragement in a special way like no one else can. You
understa~d my struggles and made me realize how lucky I am to have the opportunity to face and
overcome them. You also made me see that I am tougher and stronger than any obstacles that may lie
before me. All I can say is "Thank you" to you, Duong Sau, and Titi for your endless love and support.
love you!
Kyle - Ever since the day we've met, we've had the same dream, walked down the same path (the one less
traveled), weathered the same storm, and in the end, we've both soared to attain our dreams! You have
been my stronghold, always there to guide me when I was lost, to support me when I was weak, and to
encourage me when I didn't believe in myself. I couldn't have asked lor a better person to share the past
eight years with - my best friend! From the depth of my heart, I thank you and love you always! -DMD
Todd - I couldn't have picked a better person to sit next to. I didn't think that there was another person
out there just like me, but imagine how pleasantly surprised I was to have met you. Thank you for your
endless support, encouragement, and advice - and also for the many laughter and good times. You
made second year bearable and the rest of the journey lun. You are a true friend, and I will always
cherish the beautilul friendship we've developed' Much love always!
Linda - You gave me a different perspective on life and made me realize that there is always a way! I will
always remember our many conversations and treasure our friendship. Thank you Linda, for everything.

I

Phan Anh Nguyen, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Wilkes-Barre, PA

Just a few words of thanks and appreciation to my
family (Mom, Ann, Peter, Mary) and friends I made
here at PeOM-Thank you
for your love and support over the last four years.
A special dedication goes to my Dad.
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Kevin Ross O'Brien, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Dubois, PA
"Pleasure thell 1IIakes our actil'itit!s complete; it therefore completes life, which is ti,e ailll of human
desire. It is reasonable tllerefore to aim at plmsure, sillee it 1I1akes life complete for eacl! of liS; alld life;s
object of desire." Aristotle

0111'

I am w,iting this page foe the sole p"'pose of 'eflection. I
want those people who are closest to me to know that they are never
far from my thoughts. My parents have always been there for me
through good times and bad, and I want to tell them thank you. My
broth~r and two sisters set an academic standard that I am forced to
live up to, and I am still striving to do so. Leigh, it is because of you
that I can say that I have found my soul mate, and I can't wait to
spend my life with you. I have been blessed throughout my life by
God, who has surrounded my with the best of friends and family,
and I am going to try my hardest to make them proud.
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Carolyn Rohan O'Connor, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
Warminster, PA

Nibheidh
rno leitheid
aris ann!
Ni bheidh
rno leitheid
aris ann!

Chris M. O'Neil, D.O.
Bloomsburg University, B.s.
Bloomsburg, PA
"Medical education is 1I0t completed at the elld of medical school, it hils only begllll. "
William Welch

Completing medical school was a long and difficult task, one that would have
seemed impossible if it were not for the friendship, love and support of some
very special people.
To Rob: A person could not ask for a better friend. I wish you the best of luck.
To the "Guys" at home: Thanks for always being there, and even more, giving
me an escape when school and the city became a little too hectic.
To Butch and Diane: Thanks for all your caring and support over the years and
especially for never letting me forget that "if it were easy, anybody would

do it"
To Mom and Dad:Because of you, my life has been without limitations. You
have instilled in me the character and confidence to achieve any goal
that I desire. This along with your love is a major reason that I am
where I am today. You always told me that the best thing you could
give me was my education, well, you have given me that and so much
more.

Julianne Sarah Orlovvski, D.O.
Villanova University, 13.s.
Di1l1as, PA
"Only as high as I reach can I grow, Only as far as I seek call I go, Ollly as deep as I look can I see,
Only as much as I dream can 1 be."
Karen Ravn

To my family who r would like to thank from the bottom of my heart. How can I ever let
you know how much your love, support, and continuous encouragement has meant to me
during my entire life? Of all the dreams I've chosen to pursue you have always been there
sharing in the joy of my successes and teaching me to gain strength from my setbacks.
Everything that I have learned about being a caring, compassionate human being, as well as
physician, r have learned through your example and kind hearts. r love you and am so
proud and happy to be sharing this wonderful accomplishment with you all.
To my dear friends who have shared the past four years with me. We've experienced so
much together in this short period of time. The memories of the joy we've shared r will
cherish forever. I will not forget you and all that your love and friendship have meant to me.
To Monica who has been much more than half the rent and half the bills. You've stood by
my side as my roommate and close friend through rotation after rotation and dilemma after
dilemma willing to lend a concerned ear and warm heart. Thank you for all of your support.
To Alicia who has been my traveling companion across country and across state especially
during the past two years in Group 5. We've seen San Fran, Hilton Head, Savannah,
Danville, Pittsburgh, and good old LaPorte. You are a very special person and a dear friend.
Thanks for making memories and sharing all of these adventures with me.
To the class of 1997 who I wish nothing but the best of everything-much happiness,
success, and fulfillment of your most precious dreams.
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Kristen L. Osiecki, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University - Behrend, B.S.
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania, M.S.
Erie, PA
"Nature, lim!.' and patience are tire three great pilysicinlls."
Author Unknown

Above all, as always, Thanks to God for every blessing in my life.

I

MOM and DAD: I cannot express how grateful I am for your constant love
and support these past twenty-seven years. Without your encouragement
and guidance I would never have come so far and accomplished so much.
Thank you for always being there. Dad, thanks for the "gas money" and
guess what?? ... I've got both letters now! I love you both.
MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS: Thanks for your support and understanding
these past four years. I have always appreciated your schedule adjustments
to fit my crazy life and for always being there when I needed you.
ROBIN : You've become like a sister to me and made medical school more
fun than I ever expected. Thanks for being there through the ups and downs.
E-BETH: I had heard friendships of a lifetime were made in medical school.
I now know this to be true.
MICHAEL: Thanks for the long walks, trips to Walt's, and keeping me sane.
Most of all, thank you for your friendship.
THE GIRLS: Thanks for the fun, laughter, and memories over White
Zinfandel.

ChuIna Gibson Osuji, D.O.
Saint Edward's University; University of South Florida, B.S.
Mbaise, Imo State, Nigeria, West Africa
"Ill some attempts, it is glorious rom to fai/. Tiler/! call be no failure to o mall wl,o has lIot 1051his
courage, his c/lllmcter, 11;5 self-respect or self-confidellce. He;s still a killg."
LOSM

I humbly would like to thank the following people:
Father and Mother: Love, Prayers & Endurances & Support.
Sister and Brother: Love, Prayers & Endurances & Support.
Godfather: Capt. Lewis Ekeh (Support, Encouragement, and Kindness)
Relatives: Wilfred & Bartram Osuji; Blessing Zubike & Esther Madu.
Friends: Eulah Morgan, J.K. Williams, Orji/Onuoha Family; Stella
Chinwuba (Pharm), Dike & Iwa Family, Victor Ubani (Pharm) Dr F.
Ikeoku & definitely Dr Andy Okafor, Dr Tony Iwuagu for Inspiration.
Staff: All members of PCOM staff, especially Jim Portlock (Asst Dean),
David Martin (Asst Dir Admissions), Dr Costellino, Dean Veit, Carol
Fox, Dr. Coughlin, Dr Kriebel, Dr Bullock, Dr Howard, and definitely
Dr Ioe Kenney.
My section of 1997 year: I dedicate to those who continue to be loving,
kind, and generous despite man's ingratitude.
Above all thanks to my superstar "Lord Jesus Christ (Son of GodY'

"I do the best I know how,
the very best I can; and I mean to keep
on doing it to the end.
If the end brings me alit all right,
what is said against me will not
amount to anything.
If the end brings me out all wrong,
ten angels swearing I was right would
make no difference."
Abraham Lincoln

"Nothing in the world can take the
place of persistellce.
Talent will not; nothing is more
wmmon than unsuccessful men with
talellt. Genius will not; unrewarded
gmius is almost a proverb.
Education will not; the world is full
of educated derelicts.
Persistence and determination alone
are omllipotent."
Calvin Coolidge

"The credit belongs to the man
who is actually in the arena,
whose face is marred by dust
and sweat and blood; \vho
strives valiantly; who errs and
comes short again and again,
who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and
spends himself in a worthy
cause; who at the best, knows
the triumph of high achievement; and \·..,ho at the worst, if
he fails, at least fails while
daring greatly, so that his place
shall never be ,vith those cold
and timid souls who know
neither victory nor defeat."
Theodore Roosevelt
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Jessica Catherine Otto, D.O.
University of Florida, B.A.
Reddick, FL

Mom, Dad, lenn, my whole family (Tim too!), thanks for all your love,
help, and support!!!

It has been a great four years, lots of work lots of fun. r wish everyone
the best of luck and happiness in the years to come.

-If YOIl have bllilt castles ill the air, your work need not be
lost,that is where they should be. Now Pllt the fOlllldations
under then!.
-If one advallces confidently ill the directioll of his dreams,
mId endeavors to live the life which he has imagined,
he will meet with a success lInexpected ill common hours.

I
I

- HD. Thoreau
I

Melissa Marie Pagano, D.O.
Catholic University, B.S.
Secane, PA
" What gives beallty and meaning to life is ollr capacity for
givillg to others and our ability to experience joy."
Anonymous

First I would like to thank God for His divine guidance and innumerable
blessings.
Secondly, I would like to thank my mother and father for their constant love,
support and encouragement. This lifetime dream would not have been
possible without you. I love you both very much and am fortunate to have you
as parents.
Finally, I would like to thank my true companion, Dave, for making these past
four years the best years of my life. I love you with all my heart, and look
forward to spending our lives together. I am the luckiest girl in the world!
Marlo: Thanks for your unconditional love and support. I am grateful and
proud to have you as a sister and best friend.
Teddy and Dean: I have always felt privileged to be your sister. Thanks for
always being there.
Ellen: Hang in there. You will be great!
Stacey and Laurie: Thanks for your loyal friendship. It's been fun ...

Susan Sarah Panah, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
Saint Bonaventure University, M.s.
Bradford, PA
"Reason deceives
Rousseau

liS

oflell; conscience never."

I dedicate this page to my family. For all their
love and support, both emotional and physical. I thank
the two most dear people in the World to me, Mom and
Dad. You have given so much of yourself-all so that I
can achieve my dream. Everything I am, and everything
I will become lowe to you. My brother Kevin, thank you
for believing in me and thank you for your constant
support. Maman, you are always in my heart and in my
thoughts. My brother Bob and sister Ann, thank you for
your love and support. Aunt Minoo, I hope I can become half the physician that you are. My niece and
nephew Christine and Stephen, I love you always. I
would also like to thank Leslie for her friendship through
this journey. You made Medical School tolerable and
fun.

L

Nathaniel A. Peardon, D.O.
Boston University, B.s.
Chalfont, PA
"Let- us not be weary in well dvil1g."
Galatians 0:9

Maria Pellecchia, D.O.
Temple University, B.s.
Philadelphia, PA
"1 AM A PART OF ALL THAT 1 HAVE MET ... ··
A. Lord Tennyson

MAMMA: Vi ringrazio per tutto quello che mi avete dato. II vostro sacrificio e
e PAPA
incoraggiamente mi hanno dato la forza di finire il mio studio. Sono
veramente fortunata di essere la vostra figlia. E il mio onore di
dedicare questo diploma a voi. Vi voglio sempre bene.
NaNNI: Vi ringrazio per tutto. Vi porto sempre nel cuore.
CARLA: What would I do without you? You are my sister, my friend, my
inspiration; the one I turn to, laugh with, talk to. I'm extremely
proud of you. Thank you for your support and confidence. Ti
vogIio bene.
PAUL:
What would I have done without you? You are the one person who
got me through it all, and in the process you became my best friend
and a part of me. Thanks for the laughs we shared, the memories
we created, and the undying friendship we made. Congratulations!
TRESSA: Together we have discovered the truest meaning of friendship. You
remain my kindred spirit, my confidant, my best friend.
LANA, JENNIFER, LISA, TIM, MICHELE c., JONATHAN, DAVE, MARY,
MARIA: I am blessed to have such a special circle of friends. Thanks for
touching my life and for giving me such happy memories. We'll be
friends forever.

Beverly Ann Pennino, D.O.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, B.5., B.A.
Landisville, PA

My dream of becoming a doctor has finally become a reality. I never
lould have made it to this point if it wasn't for the support of my family and

iends.
MOM & DAD-Your constant support from high school to present
elped me through many trying times. Thank you both for giving me the
·eedom to make my own decisions. Your love and guidance often helped me
h.oose the correct path.
MAD, ROSE, & SYLVIA-You are the BEST sisters anyone could ever
sk for. From our arguments to our hugs and tears, you all never stopped
elieving in me and encouraging me to go on and become the best doctor I could
e-Thank You!!
NaNNA-Wish you could be here to see me wear my long coat
PAPA-Your sacrifices many years ago to make sure your family had
)od and a roof over their heads lives on in my mind. I often think of what you
ad to go through to get where you and our family are today. That helps me
lake it through some of the difficult times of school and of just life. I'll never
)rget that.
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Barbara Lee Peterlin, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.5.
Camp Hill,PA

Mom & Dad:

I've always known when I cried, you wept; when I laughed, you rejoiced;
when I doubted, you lifted; when I hoped you prayed. There are no
two people on God's creation I respect and admire more. Heart and
soul, I love you all the universe.

I

I

Jackie & Albert: My sister, my brother, my best friends

I

Grandma Lahoda: With the wisdom of years, you were right. When the eyes are afraid,
the hands will do.
Grandpa Peterlin: Thank you for your love, support, and for taking me fishing even
though I wouldn't touch the worm.
In rembrance of my Grandpa Lahoda and my Grandma Peterlin, who are always in my
heart.
Dana, Chrissie, Lisa: You guys are wonderful, real people with hearts of gold. Your
friendship throughout medical school has made all the
difference, imprinting a spot on my heart for you always.
To all the other people who have touched my life, especially Jess, Amy, Pinkie, Scooter,
and Don Juan.

I

Kil11berly Anne Petruso, D.O.
Chestnut Hill College, B.s.
Norristown, P A
"Tnke time to be friendly, it is tlie rond to hnppiness."
Anonymous

What's exciting about life is that every morning
offers a brand new day with unlimited
possibilities. You need to have enough faith
and determi11ation to stay focused aHd
make each day better than yesterday.
To my friends and family: I thank you for
your encouragement and support over
the last four years.

Thol11as Zeitler Pineo, D.O.
Dickinson College, B.S.
Conneaut Lake, PA
''I'll get by with n littll? lle/p frOIll my friends. "
The Beatles

TANIA, my wife: You celebrated with me through my triumphs and
you commiserated with me through my defeats. You organized the
unorganizable. You put sunshine on an occasionally dim path. I
dedicate these last four years and the following eternity to you. I
love you. XOXOX!
MOM.and DAD: Your sacrifices, love, and guidance made many of my
successes possible. Thank you.
Grandma, Ross, Sara, Caleb, Isaac, BilI, Chelsea, and Cori: You
are the best friends a guy could have. I wish only the best for each
of you.
The dream is reality!
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Andrea Chandler Prats, D.O.
Towson State University, B.S.
University of Maryland, M.S.
Rockville, MD

Mom and Dad - I love you both more
than words could ever express. I
would never have reached this far in
my life without you both. I thank you
for your continual love, support, and
encouragement.
To my friends Stacie, Krista, Victoria,
Joanna, & Stacey - You have all made
these past 4 years some of the best of
my life - the memories we share together will stay with me forever.

Anne M. Priest, D.O.
San Diego State University, B.S.
Encinitas, CA
'"To IOlle what you do and fecI tlrat it nIatters - how could allY tiring bc morc fun?"
Katharine Graham

I am so grateful for the wonderful people in my life
who have helped to make this dream a reality for
me. To my family and friends both old and new,
thank-you for your confidence and support. I
would like to especially thank: My Mom for her
great sense of humor, words of wisdom and for
being my biggest fan. Fidel, whose quiet
example,compassion and love has helped me make
sense of this crazy world. Maria, for the laughter,
the lists and the "processing" of it all. The Heilig's,
for feeding me so often. To all my nieces and Nick
who are a joy to play with. And a special thanks to
the folks at Tuesday night who make me smile.

~,D.O.
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Dennis Scott Probst, D.O.
Lock Haven University, B.S.
Lock Haven, PA

I would just like to thank the people in my life who
made it possible for me to become a physician. First my
parents who supplied endless moral support and encouragement throughout the years of my education.
Thank you mom and dad. Most of all I want to thank
my wife Michele, my son Adam and my daughter Jane.
Without their tremendous sacrifice, love and understanding medical school would not have been possible
for me. Thank you all.
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I(rista Marie Rebo, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.s.
Wilkes-Barre, PA

The first thought that comes to mind is that I can't believe this day is here. It seemed
to take forever to reach this point, yet looking back, I don't know how the time passed
me by. One thing I do know is that if it was not for my parents, my goal may have
never been achieved. I want to thank you, Dad, for your encouragement and guidance
not only these past four years, but lifelong. You are undoubtedly the best father a girl
could have. And mom, you are the only one that truly calms my fears and makes my
bad days laughable. I can't imagine how I could have come this far without your "pep
talks." I love you both, dearly, and can only hope to repay your devotion in the future.
Erin, my one and only sister. It has been hard to stay close being so far away, but I want
you to know you are a special part of me and are always in my thoughts. I know that
you, too, will become a success in whatever you choose to do, and if ever I can help, I'm
here for you always. Andrea, Joanna, and Stacy - an irreplaceable set of friends. We all
have certainly had our ups and downs. It is your true friendships that helped keep me
going through the rough times. Thank you for always being there and letting me be a
part of your lives. Last, but not least, Nuncio. If nothing else good was to come from all
this hardwork during med school, falling in love with you would have made it all worth
it. Who would have thought that we would have ended up being more than truly "just
friends." Thank you for making my life complete. Finally, for all those special to me
that I could not mention, including classmates, thank you for your support and
friendship and good luck to all of you.
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Rebecca Ann Reed, D.O.
King's College, B.s.
Edwardsville, PA
"] thi/lk the one lessonllmve learned is thnt there is no substitute for payi/lg attentioll."
Diane Sawyer

MOM AND "HON": Without the both of you, this day would have never
arrived. You have sacrificed more for me than anyone else in the world. Thank
you for the support and encouragement you have both given me throughout
the years. I hope that I can raise my own children with the same set of values
and work ethic that you have instilled in me. Love, Becky.
DR. MINDY WEINSTEIN: Mindy, I couldn't have asked for a better advisor,
especially during those first few months of medical school. We've all had some
great times ... thanks for being one of my best friends!
THE LAB CREW (PAST & PRESENT): JACKIE: It's going to be mighty quiet
without me around! "Tweak, tweak!" MICHELE: I know you'll be a great
researcher someday. See you at the Clinique counter! BETH, CAROLYN,
and JOE: Thanks for answering tons of questions about everything from boards
to internship and for being such good friends . Good luck, EILEEN! Hold down
the fort!
DR. ROBERT FOGEL: I am extremely fortunate to have a friend like you.
Thank you for all you have taught me and for inspiring me to become the best
physician I can be.
God Bless YOll all.

Laura M. Reich, D.O.
Albright College; Wilkes University, B.S.
Wellsboro, PA
"J can liv!! with dou/1t alld IIllcertaillty. J thillk it's IIlllell more illteresting to live IIOt knowillg thell to
have answers which lIlay /1e wrollg"
Richard Feynnan

All that we achieve is not solely of our own volition. There are a number of important
people who have helped me be where I am today:
MY FAMILY- You've provided me with unconditional love and support through every
wild idea I could come up with. You gave me the courage to always believe in my
convictions and question the world. Best of all, you expected me to set high goals, and
believed in me when I didn't believe in myself. Mom and Dad, I would never trade you for
the world, for I am so lucky to have to have parents whom I respect so much. I love you
both immensely. You are incredible people. Thank you.
MY FRIENDS- You kept me laughing through it all. It's nice to know such good, intelligent,
interesting people. I wish you all the most happiness and all that you strive for. We must
stay in touch.
STEVEN- Never in my wildest dreams did I believe that I would find someone so
wonderful (and so goofy) as you to walk through life with. Each day you amaze me with
your intelligence, your talents, your unbelievable capacity to give and love. You are one of
the deepest people J know but you also know how to kick back and have a good laugh.
Together we are immeasurably strong. Thank you for loving me as I am and encouraging
me through everything I do. I can't wait to see what we will do next because together we
can accomplish anything. You will always be my very best friend. J love you.

Jal1les M. Reidy, D.O.
University of Buffalo, B.s., M.s.
U

Buffalo, NY
The lime IS now for a man to jump from the Sinking Ship!"

Thanks Mom and Dad.
Thanks for the name Jimbo Rock! - J.c.
Thanks for the creation of M.E.C. Inc. - Joe
See you in Japan - Bill
To me Life is like a Parade, At times we all walk behind the horses,
only to wipe our brow and move on, Some of us play the clown,
but all will feel like a clown, We will all drop the baton,
only the strong will push on. We will all shine like the beauty Queen,
but as the light gets dim, so will some become grim,
As the parade turns the comer new faces and places appear,
some will be laughing at us instead of with us
Fear from our eyes must be replaced with the bright light
Then the Parade will never End!
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Thol11as B. Richardson, D.O.
University of Buffalo, B.5., M.S.
Buffalo, NY
"Eaclt day I live I wnllt toll!! a dlly to give lite best illlne. I'IIl only olle,bllt /lot alDlIe.
My finest day is yl!lllnkllOwn."
W.H

The past four years are the direct result of the
following people's love, support, and encouragement:
Mom and Dad - I can't begin to express my appreciation for all that you have done for
me. With two teachers as role models, how could I not understand the importance of
education? I hope I can continue to make you proud.
Laurie, Gramy, Nana, Sue, Weezer, and the rest of my family - Thanks for always asking
what "revolution" I was doing and what my "major" will be. Your dinners, letters, coupons,
and phone calls were always appreciated.
My Adoptt;d Family (Michael, Bill, Kathy, Dan, Chip, Brian, Troy, Mario, Scott, John M.,
David S., Muriel, Patsy and Edina) - Thanks for showing me that my life is more than just
rned school with your distractions, harassment, insensitivity, and readings. Sweetie darlings,
you're absolutely fabulous! Now, where's my margarita?
My Pep Squad (Kym, Kerri, Julie, Dianne, Wendy, Whitney, Michele, Stef and Mrs.P)What can I say? You lent your ears, made me smile, and kept me sane. Thanks for your
patience, honesty, and advise. Did I ever tell you you're my heroes ...
My Lifesavers (Liz, Christopher, and Jonathan) -1 could never have mad e it through this
journey without each of you. I'm so fortunate to have you in my life and I'm looking forward
to our lives continuing to interweave. I have so much more to lea rn from each of you. Here's
to our future's!
And lastly to anyone I might have forgotten - too bad! But thank you anyway!
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Paul S. Robbins, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
Philadelphia, PA

To my parents, the realization of this lifelong dream would
not have been possible without your guidance in shaping me into the
person I am. Through your example, you have taught me the benefits
of hard work, honesty, integrity, dignity and compassion. All of your
love and sacrifices during this most challenging and rewarding time
in my life instilled in me the strength to succeed. Throughout this
journey, you remained unwavering in support and abundant in
optimism. For all that you are and all you have given me, you have
my eternal love and gratitude.
To Maria, our time together has made for some of my most
happy and treasured memories. Your friendship has added laughter,
meaning and wisdom to my life. Together we have made the difficult
times bearable and the good times unforgettable. I look forward to
the memories we have yet to share in a future bound by laughter and
affection.
To my friends, the times we enjoyed together will forever be
cherished. I hope that the links we have forged will bond us together
and only grow stronger with the passing of time. Best wishes for the
future!

•

Joanna Rodgers Svvauger, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.A.
Butler, PA
"Let no Olle rver come 10 YOIl without leavillg bettcr ami happier. Be the IivlIlg expression of God's
killducss; killdlless ill your faith, kindness in your eyes, ami kindness in yow· smile."
Mother Teresa

Thank you Mom and Dad, for teaching me never to underestimate myself
when the light at the end of the tunnel seemed so far away. It was only through
your continuous love and support that my childhood dream has become a
reality. You taught me to believe in myself and my abilities, never once doubting them yourselves. Most importantly, your gave me the independence to
make my own decisions in life, and
supported them unconditionally. Thank you for all of the sacrifices that you
have made, so that I could fulfill my dreams. I love you both and consider
myself truly blessed to have parents like you.
To my husband, Eric ... you are and always will be the one great love of my life.
Thank you for always believing in me and giving me the support and encouragement to guide me along the way. You have been there for me through some
of the toughest times in my life, and for that I am grateful. Thanks for the smiles
and the laughter when I needed them most. Your are my best friend and I love
you.
To my family and friends, thank you for believing in me and giving me the
strength and encouragement that have helped me along the way. You are
constant reminders of what is really important in life.
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Kevin R. Roth, D.O.
Allentown College of Saint Francis de Sales, B.S.
Allen town, PA
"Good tim/ler does not grow witll ease; the stronger tile wind, Ihe stronger the trees."
Marriott

Dear Journal,
The next few years will be important ones for Pam and l. My studies will
become increasingly more difficult with each passing semester. Pam's job will
also become more demanding with each promotion she earns. Time will be our
biggest enemy or should I say time apart will be. Together we will survive, for the
fact is we may well be two of the strongest and most tenacious people you will
ever meet. November 7, 1990.
Dear Pam,
We did it! We did it together, and now enter a new and exciting part of our
lives. A part that will include creation and building, sharing and striving, and
most importantly continued laughing and loving. I am so lucky to have you. You
are my love, you are my best friend.
Dear Everyone Else,
Mom and Jay - I've really missed you these past four years. Mr. and Mrs. Jones
- You are THE most generous, kindest couple I know and I cannot thank you
enough. Carolyn, Scot, and Kim - Thanks for the crash pad. Mary - I think of you
often. Everybody else in the families - Thanks for the encouragement and
understanding. Frankie - Rub a red dog's head.
Kev

Raphael Alexander Rusynyk, D.O.
The Ohio State University, B.s.
Harrisburg, P A
With every door yOI/ £'1/tcr YOl/have I/O idea what is olltize otller side. So be at peace with your friends,
family, alld God."

TO MOM AND DAD: I can not begin to thank you for the love, support, and
encouragement that you have given me over the years. Without your guidance and
love I could have never achieved this goal. I love you both.
TO MY FAMILY: There can not be a more loving and supportive family. Thank you
for being there when I needed you.
TO FXB: If I live to be 100 years old, I will never forget the man who inspired me to
pursue osteopathic medicine. Thank you for helping me make a dream come true.
TO AMY: Thank you for the love and happiness you brought into my life. Here's to
a beautiful future!
TO CURTIS AND STEVE: You are more than friends, you are family. Thanks for
your kindness, love, and friendship. Everyone should have the opportunity to
experience a friendship like ours.
TO TULIA: Thanks for all of your support in college, especially my first chemistry
test. I am not sure if I would have made it without you.
TO MY FRIENDS: You have made every difficult situation a little easier. Thank you
Amy, John, Dawn, Julia, Kathy, Maria, Simon, Jerry, Jill, Dr. and Mrs. Arrow.
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Jose Morales Saez, D*O.
Deleware State College, B.S.
Milton, DE

Christopher J. Salerno, D.O.
Grove City College, B.s.
Pennsauken, NJ

My day has finally come. Yet, I could not have
gotten here without the help of my friends and
family. I want to thank my caring parents, who
always knew my true potential. To my lovely
sister, for always being there for me. For my
friends, for making the years so much fun. And
most of all I want to thank my wonderful wife,
whose love and smile inspired me every day.

Jennifer Merry Schl11idt, D.O.
Goucher College, B.A.
Denmark, ME
"Keep your face fa the sUllshine and YOll cannot see the slzadows."
Ht'len Keller

To: My two families, the Schmidts and Wilkinsons and in loving
memory of two special women that I called mom, Kathryn Schmidt
and MaryAnn Wilkinson.
I give thanks to everyone who has supported me throughout
my life so that I was able to reach this goal. It all would not have been
possible without your love and guidance. Special thanks to my
husband, Tom, for making me the happiest woman on earth.
With all my Love, Jen

To be loved in life is life's greatest gift.
To be loved in death for some bit of beauty one has given the world,
is to take from death some of it's sting.
Life has need of all the charm of word and sound,
of color and carven stone that love can give it.
Max Ehrmann
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Christopher Jon Schreier, D.O.
West Chester University, B.s.
Dillsburg, PA
"A man's life shollid be as fresh as a ri1 ler ... fhe same channel but a /lew water ellCYY instant."
Henry David Thoreau

Morn and Dad, I thank you both for your constant love and encouragement.
You've given so much to help me arrive at the point I now stand. Dad, you've
taught me the value of perserverance and quality in the pursuit of any endeavor. Morn, your examples of self sacrifice and caring for others will always
be an inspiration to me. I hope that my admiration for these and other qualities
I have seen in you will allow me to be the best provider I can for my patients
and family.
Lori a~d J.P., Thanks for the friendship and laughs along the way. You've been
more of an encouragemnet than I'm sure you've realized. Keep laughing!
Dave W., Denise D., Boeu c., Mike c., John B., Chris D., Jamey M., Fawn M.,
Scott c., Mark 8., Jessica 0., Rose N., and everyone from COS, You're the ones
that have made the last four years a blast.
My Father, I thank You for everything above. It's amazing to think of from
where You brought me and how You continue to provide every step of the
way. I look forward to what's in store as I travel with You on this Great
Adventure.
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Kary J. Schroyer, D.O.
Gannon University, B.s.
OmerCity, PA
"£l'tlytlzillg in life worth havillg is worth working for, nlld with enough work, nnythillg mil be nco1l1plished."

Completion of medical school is a dream that I never thought
would materialize. Now that I look back on my accomplishments, I
must thank the following people who helped me survive medical school
and the past four years.
First, I need to thank my father who taught me the difference
between right and wrong, and that anything can be accomplished with
enough motivation, and my mother who endowed me with a great love
for life and passion for knowledge. Thanks to my sister, Melissa, who
taught me to enjoy life and live every moment to the fullest. Next, I
must acknowledge my friends who never let me give up. 1 must then
thank my loving wife, Alexis, who taught me patience, understanding,
love, and compassion. Thanks to my daughter, Kayla, for helping me
keep my priorities straight. In addition, thanks to all the patients and
faculty who allowed me to share in their medical care and lives. Finally,
I pray that I may be able to share with my patients, a small part of all
that has been given to me.

Spencer Forest Schuenlllan, D.O.
Brigham Youl1g University, B.A.
Las Vegas, NV
"There is no ;:ueeess in life that call rompellsate for failure in fhe hOllle."
Spencer W. Kimball, Former President of the Church of JesusChrist of Latter-day Samts

Arll1ando Carll1ine Sciullo, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.s.
Pittsburgh, PA
"For he today that sheds his blood with me shall be my brother."
William Shakespere

I want to thank my parents for their guidance and support through
medical school, without their help I wouldn't be here today and I just
want to say that I love you.
To Andrea Prats, I miss you a great deal. You were a big part of
my success and I thank you for that. No matter what the future holds,
my heart will always be with you.
To the 4 horsemen, all I can say is that this is an "_" getting
picture and that "THE" will always prevail.
To the Philadelphia fans, you will always be second class to the
Pittsburgh STEELERS and the PENGUINS. This statement is for all the
Pittsburgh boys: Healy,Bert,Hinkley,Thimmons, Kevin G,The
Lang,Kaps,Ken,Gottron,Miller and the rest of the crew.
A special thanks for the support that Hinkley, Terri,
Salerno,Downing,Healy,Stacie,Bert and Heather gave me through that
difficult time I went through my senior year, without you guys I may
have not made it.
To my brother good luck wrestling at Pitt and kick some "_" for
me and stay the heck out of trouble.
Good luck also to my sisters and thanks.

HELP!
I'm looking for that good
looking man who swept me
off my feet in the bahamas.
His Name is Armando and
he plays Rugby for a Med
School in or around the
Phila. area. If you can help
me or know someone who
can please contact me
during the day at 910-8228858.

0. 0.
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Roger Edvvard Scott, D.O.
East Stroudsburg University, B.s.
New Milford, PA
"We [1'1.(1, we happy [1'1.(1, we balld of brothers For he who sheds his blood with me today
Simll be my brother."
Shakespeare, Henry V

"Out of the silver heat mirage he ran. The sky burned, and under
him the paving was a black mirror reflecting sun-fire. Sweat
sprayed his skin with each foots trike, so that he ran in a hot mist of
his own creation. With each slap on the softened asphalt, his sales
. absorbed heat that rose through his arches and ankles and the stems
of his shins. It was a carnival of pain, but he loved each stride
because running distilled him to his essence and the heat hastened
this distillation."
-James Tabor
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Rupal S. Shah, D.O.
Temple University, B.s.
Philadelphia, PA

ram finally reaching my life long goal to become a doctor.

I could not have
done it without tremendous amount of love and support from my family,
who encouraged my desires. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
them for everything.

To Pappa and Mummy - You have inspired and encouraged me to become
the person I am. I can't express how much I love you. lowe you more than
I can ever repay. Thank you for your sacrifices, support, allowing me to
grow and for being there when I needed you. Mummy, your "datenwali"
is finally a doctor!!
To my sisters - You've helped me to see my good qualities when I felt
insecure, and you always made me laugh, especially when I needed to
laugh. Although I don't say this often enough, I love you both very much.
To all of my family and friends - Thank you all for your love, support and
the good times .

Benjalllin Lee Shipton, D.O.
Clarion University of Pennsylvania, B.S.
Grove City, PA

To God: My strength, my comfort, my guide. Thank you for hearing
my prayers.
To Natalie: Your endearing love and support have been with me
always. Thank you for your patience, for your comfort, and your
compassion. You are truly a beautiful person, and I love you more
than life itself.
To Patrick: You are my best little buddy; Thank you for being by my
side. You inspire me every day. I cherish you and love you dearly.
To Mom and Dad: Thank you for your love, your support, and for
your prayers through the years. I am forever grateful to you for all
you have done. I love you.

~~. a.
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AI11Y Judith Siegel, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.s.
Jenkintown, PA
"Olle of the essmtil7/ qualities of the ciiniciml is interest hlhummlily for the secret of the care of the
patient is ill carillg for the paticlll."
Frances Weld Peabody

Mom and Dad:
I want to thank you for all the love, guidance, and encouragement you
have given me through the years. I could never have made it through this
difficult journey without your support and sacrifices. I love you both.

Kevin, Frani, and Rob:
I hope you are as proud of me as I am of all of you. You have been great
role models for me. I am grateful you are my family.

I would also like to thank all of my friends at reOM for keeping medical
school fun and leaving me with many fond memories. I wish everyone
success and happiness.

J. ~ ) 0.0.
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Gary Ross Sirken, D.O.
Rider College, B.s.
Langhome, P A
'The lIm!"t is tile root of lift" and ctlllses the versatility of the spiritllal filCllltics. The heart illflllences the
filce and fills the pliise with blood."
Huang Ti (The Yellow Emperor, 2697-2597 B.c.)

I\lom & Dad: Your unconditional love and support have been the backbone of my dreams. Thank
you for always believing in me, for always supporting my every decision and action, no matter how
asinine they may have been. I am extremely fortunate to have such loving parents that have
sacrificed so much for the lives of their children. All that I have achieved,l owe to you. All that I
have achieved, I dedicate to you.
Stacy & Keith, Uncle J & Aunt Flo, Dave, Steve, & Susan: I thank you for your continued
encouragement, guidance, and love during my twenty-five years of existence. Stacy, you are the
best sister (that gratefully moved to Florida) that a brother could ask for. Uncle J, thanks for the use
of the Celka. Finally, lowe special thanks to cousin Dave for lending an experienced hand in my
maturing p~ocess as a young physician-to-be.
Nathan, Yetta, Julius, & Ida: The most loving and giving quartet that I have ever known. Some of
you may have left this earth in a physical sense, but your spiritual presence will always reside
within me.
Gina: Eternal Springtime allows our friendship to remain true. A special place in my heart will
forever exist there for you.
Los: Rider Track & Field may have provided the bridge between our cultural gaps, but we were the
ones who had decided to cross that bridge.
Kevin: You have been a tremendous friend & influence over the past three years. We may be going
our separate ways, but Iill see ya at the finish-line. Med-heads strong, our knowledge long! (HH
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Brian, Mike, Zambo, Thimons, Melissa, Kaps, Salerno (Bubba) & Da Mund: Friends of old &
Friends of new, we have shared many great times together. Wherever life may take us, I hope we
will always cherish our memories and continue to make new ones whenever possible.
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Corey R. Smith, D.O.
Juniata College, B.S.
Schellsburg, PA
I exp..ct to pass through life but once. If therefore, there be allY kmdlless J COli show, or al/y good thing I
do to any fellow being, let me do it /lOW, and not defer or neglect it, as I shalll/ot pass this way agoi/l."
William Penn (1644-1718)

This is dedicated to all those family and friends that have helped shape my life
over the years- I've finally made it!!! Dave, Chris, Chad - you guys are the greatest. I
probably would have gone insane years ago without your comic relief. I couldn't ask for a
better group of pals!! Amy Beegle - "Aaaaaaaanngghh - you guys." Lenny- Go 'head 17-36,
you blind M*&$ FJ\&RJ\. Bernie - (aka Harriet)- old. Chad - Guess I can't say you're my
little brother anymore-just younger. It's a pity you still can't whip your scrawny brother on
the floor! I wish you the best as you finally grow up. Remember, I get your cards when
your sub goes down!! VaI- guess I'll finally admit you're the best sister I have! I'm proud
to see you're makin' it. Hope you don't expect $100 every June I3'th!! Mom and Dad Forget the Mercedes - I've got too many loans to pay back yet! Thanks for being there and
encouraging me all the way. Pap- Guess you and Gram's advice - "Study Hard" - has
finally paid off. No, you're not getting great grandchildren yet!! Judy and Steve - "I say
Joepa, you say Terno"!! Down with Northwestern!! Dan and Mary - Thanks for making
me feel like part of the family. Len, Jen, Jane- ditto. Eric and Tammy - From the eternal
doghouse, I want to thank you for making Philly not quite so boring. if I get arthritis, it's
from all those card games!! Words to live by : "stick a fork in ya" and 'Tm ginger". And
finally to my lifelong companion and best friend, my wife Tammy - Guess it all started
with "... now you know us and we know you." Thanks for sticking by me these three years
through the good and bad. I know how much you love this city. I can't imagine doing it
without you. We have our whole lives ahead of us. I'm so looking forward to spending it
with you. I love you!!

Lisa Michelle Snyder, D.O.
Juniata College, B.s.
Bedford, PA
"Nolle of liS suddenly recomes SOlllt'fhing ol'el1light . The prepoTlllions h01><' re<'11 ill t//C Illakhlg for a
lifdime. "

Gail Godwin

Thank you-to Mom & Dad: For all that you have sacrificed for us, for all that you
have taught us, and for your never ending love and support.
-to Terri: My sister and my friend. Always know that you are a very
special person. Thanks for the laughter and all those crazy times!
-to Michael: My "little" brother! I know that you will make it far in
this world with your many talents. And if you ever need a haircut,
give us a' call!
-to Grandma Snyder: Who was always there with a smile! Thanks for
teaching me the many ways to love-- and to cook!!
-to my Bedford Gang: It's hard to believe how far each of us have
corne from that little town and BHS! I love and cherish each of you.
The future is ours!
-And Rod: Your love is the most precious gift that r could ever receive.
You have carried me through all of the bad times, and you have made
the happy times all that more worth celebrating! You are the love of
my life and my best friend. I love you!!
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Maria T. SOll1erset, D.O.
Saint Mary's College, BA
i~

Sewickley, P A
either a darlllg adl'tmtllre or lIothillg. To keep Ollr filees toward c/lallge and behave like free ~pirils
ill the pre~eHce of fate is strellgth ltIldefL'atable."
Helen Keller

These last four years have been my richest and fullest and
many ways. I could not have imagined how much this
experience and the people along the way would expand
life for me. I am grateful for my truly wonderful and
supportive parents, family, and friends that surround me.
Mom and Dad, I know you are my biggest supporters.
Thank you for your guidance and always being there.
Rachel, Moya, Brian, Emily and Hilary- my lovely sibs:
feel like you all have been with me along the way.
Anne, you have been a dear friend since day one. Where
ever you are next year, I'll be with you in spirit.
Will and Charlie you have both been such a big part of my
life over these past few years.

Eric Christopher Stanger, D.O.
Gannon University, B.S.
Erie, PA

Todd E. Stapely, D.O.
West Chester University, B.S.
Conshohocken, r A

This page is dedicated to my best friend and wife, Tracey
Silva. She supported me through this occasionally grueling, frequently fun and always expensive process. She
had her reservations about my attending medical school
but kept most of them to herself as she spent many
evenings and weekends alone. She kept things going and
gave me everything I needed to do well in the classroom
and out at rotations. Without her stability, love and
encouragement, I would not have fared as well. Thank
you Tracey, for making my dream possible!
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H. Matthew- Steiger III, D.O.
State University of New York at Buffalo, B.A.
Buffalo, PA
" .. .! wOllld tllnt ye sllould rel7lember, tllat ns I7IlIch ns ye shall put YOllr trust in God eVell so much ye
slmll be de1i,'emt..."
Alma 38:5

This year I lost
my beautiful daughter
and my angelic wife
I have learned of

hope and despair
devastation and dieing
dependence and love
agony and loneliness
of trust
in my lord.
This is the end
of
who I thought I was
and the beginning
of
whoIam.
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"In the pain, the agony, and the heroic
endeavors of life, we pass through the refiner's
fire, and the insignificant and the unimportant
in our lives can melt away like dross and make
our faith bright, intact, and strong.". "This
change comes about through a refining process
which often seems cruel and hard. In this way
the soul can become like soft clay in the hands
of the Master.".
Elder James E. Faust of the Council of the
Twelve Apostles.

Jeffrey A. Stevens, D.O.
West Chester University, B.A.
King of Prussia, P A
"Do not cease to drink beer, to eat, to illtoxicate thyself, to make love and celebrate the good days."
Instructions of the ancient Egyptian gods

I want to use this space to say thank you to everyone out there
who has been with me through these last four years.
To Kirsten, who believed in me from the start, thank you for
standing by me through thick and thin. I am sorry for all those times I
left you alone while I studied. Thank you for always being there when I
needed you, I love you.
To Simba, my favorite study buddy, thanks for keeping me
company through the many long hours. You got much more joy out of
my class notes than I ever did.
To my parents and grandparents, thank you for laying the
groundwork that would eventually become my life. I love you all and
appreciate the sacrifices you made along the way for me. I hope that I
have made you as proud of me as I am of each of you.
To Jerry, Rose, Rusty and all the others in our class who were
there with me when it all began. Thank you for your friendship and
support, I couldn't have done it without you. Can you believe that the
day is finally upon us?
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Joseph Edvvin Strauss, D.O.
Saint Joseph's University, B.s.
Nesquehoning, PA
"Failllrr is not all optioll.

Tf

i, 1l1laggillg I'""ibility tlwt helps liS stay foclIsed."

In loving memory of my half brother, Captain Jeffrey Bnosky,

who gave his life for his country in the Persian Gulf War.
Mom & Dad:Without the unconditional love you've given me throughout the years this
special moment would not be possible. Your strength, support, and guidance helped me '
overcome more than my share of adversity. Your values and beliefs reflect the choices I
make and the way I look at life. Thanks for always believing in me and for trusting in
me. I'll never forget all that you taught me and I'll never grow too old for your love.
Steve: As we grow older and watch our hopes & dreams become reality, I realize even
more now that you are more than just a brother, you're my best friend. Thanks for
always being there when I needed you most and thanks for giving me the confidence I
needed to go the extra mile. Remember You the Man!
"The Boys": You guys are awesome. Thanks for all the great memories. The times we've
shared wiII last a lifetime. Peace!
Rod: "Yo Boot" You proved me wrong. No matter where your endeavors have taken
you throughout the years - you've always remained a true, faithful friend. Thanks for
everything.
Erica: Thanks for always being there when I needed a friend. Your kind, caring ways are
without reservation. Remember you will always have a special place in my heart.
Relatives:Thanks for all the love and support you've given me throughout the years.
"TREES": It's time to branch out. Remember Never Forget Your Roots!

Michael Francis Stretanski, D.O.
Widener University, B.s.
Kingston, P A
"Life is 10118; tile Ellrtll is pntient; lind the world is II l'l?ry 5111111/ pillce. There is II rCIlSON for these tllings."

For my Father who let me create and my Mother who kept me in the pool,
for my brother who shared my room and my sister who is always there, for the advisors who
let me float and the chemists who never agreed with me, for Dave who listened and Jeff who
kept me sane, for the teachers who taught me what I needed to know and the experiences
that forced me to think, for Bob who taught me to weld and Smity who taught me to duck,
for the people who taught me to move out of the way and when to absolutely stay there, for
Coach Bob who welcomed me and Coach Frank who truly coached, for the friends I have and
the friends I have at peace.
For the road that diverged in a yellow wood and the sigh ages hence, for the One who
understands and the one's who have changed my und erstanding, for the dynamic integrative chaos of life and the fundamental equilabrative order of Nature that keeps me perplexed, for high velocity empathy, God's thoughts and the reinnervative motor capacity of
the radial nerve's posterior interosseous branch, for the wisdom of the sage, the fury of th e
toddler and the beauty of a 2nd birthday, for the vine, the wheat, and the salt, for the gentle
grace shared by a 300lb benchpress, honorable actions and non-Newtonian mechanics, for the
mystery of the pharaohs, of human emotion and of the duckling that I saw somehow make it
across 1-95 alone during rush hour traffic last wednesday
For where I've been, where I'm fortunate enough to be and the people who've helped get me
here.
Thank You

Alane LaVerne Sullivan, D.O.
Howard University, B.s.
Atlanta,GA
"A child emlllol be IIlug1r1 11)1 anyolle wlro despise Irim, mId a child ca""0t afford 10 be fOl.l/ed"
James Baldwin

Four and one half years to obtain a Doctor of Osteopathy degree. Obtaining
this would not have been possible without the presence, support, and influences
of my parents, extended family, sorority sisters, my friends from childhood, my
home church, my community from Atlanta, GA, my friends from Howard
University, and my friends and the teachings and guidances of the physicians of
the Family Medicine Clinic at the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, GA.
The above group has served as an unpenetrable support group and foundation
whose beliefs are rooted in the teachings of Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior.
The pursuit of Medicine has been an arduous one. The pursuit to learn the art
of healing the sick has been fought with many obstacles. My shining star and
guiding light has been the remembrance that Jesus Christ was also a healer. The
right to pursue an education has been a battle that my people have fought since
they were first brought hear on slave ships. It is a battle that we will continue to
have to fight, because knowledge is power and power is feared. If I could give
any words of wisdom to any child that follows in my footsteps it would be to
read as many books as you can. I give thanks to the people mentioned above and
most of all I give thanks to God. And also, a special thanks to the Georgia
Osteopathic Medical Association for their unyielding support.
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Scott Arthur Su1ll1an, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
Philadelphia, PA

I would like to thank my parents and the rest of may
family, especially Uncle Jerry, for their support and
encouragement. Congratulations P.C.O.M. Class of 1997
- Good luck and best wishes for success in the future.
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Michael Eric Suls, D.O.
University of Maryland, B.s.
North Bethesda, MD
"Courage is illst som.:thillS you call ' t be afraid to ilm'I.'."
Major Frank Burns, MD

I would like to thank my family and friends who have showed me that
being a doctor is not nearly as important as true happiness.
To my father, who has always been there for me.
To my brothers and sisters ...... sorry, I won't get a DEA number for at
least another year.
To William B. Swann, Jr., D.O. You were the reason I wanted to be an
Osteopath. I thought they would all be like you. I guess I was wrong.
Finally to mom ... this is for you. I know you're looking down at me
from heaven and thinking to yourself "What the hell is a D.O.? Are
you like a chiropractor or something?"
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Nicole Lauren Susser, D.O.
University of Michigan, B.A.
Bloomfield Hills, Ml

To my family al1d friellds: You
are all a part of who I am, tilank
you for your love and support

fU :t~,[)· O
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Salvador Sylvester, D.O.
George Washington University, B.5.; University of Maryland, M.D., M.Ed.
Mow1t Saint Mary's Col\ege, BA
Bowie,MD
"I call1/M /Jut hm>t! rcverellce for all/hat
Albert Schweitzl'r
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called lift!. Tlwt is tilt! /Jegirr"irrg arrd foulldatiorr ollllomlity."

Daniel R. Taylor, D.O.
Boston University, B.S., B.A.

Philadelphia, PA
Do nil the good you crm,in all the ways you canJo all the souls you call,ill every place you cm/,with all the
zeal you can,as long as ever you can."
John Wesley

TO MY FAMILY: I've looked downward, awaiting the floor to fall out beneath me, only
to find your confidence keeping me aloft. I've looked skyward, at dreams and aspirations clouded by insecurities, only to find your fingers encircling silver paint brushes.
I've looked behind me, confused and ashamed, only to find forgiveness and understanding in your words and actions. I've looked in front of me , a light flickering in the
distance, unreachable, unnavigable, trepidation filling my gut, only to find a compass, a
key, binoculars, laid out before me, your footprints barely visible aside these precious
gifts. I NOW look beside me, to my left, to my right, your smiles glistening with pride,
and I am humbled by your sacrifices whose only return is to see their son, grandson,
brother, nephew, uncle, become a doctor. I am eternally grateful to have such a special
family.
Who cried wolf? "This will probably be the last time I'll be able to take a vacation!"
SHANTlH: Our eyes peered through the same window from different rooms for so
long, longing. Ours eyes peered into each others, and understood, longing no more.
Friend, lover, guide, together we take life's ride.
"Hey, I once knew a guy who had a girlfriend named Kitty and a cat named Boy".

WEN DO: My ballast in rocky seas. Couldn't have done it without you. You always
made it "funner".
GRANDPA, GRANDMA, FRANK, MARY, BOBBY, MARK- with me always.
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David G. Thill1ons, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.s.
Brackenridge, PA
"To Imoll' after IIbsmce tile familillr street alld road and pillage alld hO/lse is to know again tile
satisfactioll of ilolr/c.'·
Hal Borland

During the time I have spent here at reOM three wonderful things have happened to
me. First, I have found a truly rewarding, challenging, and enjoyable career. Second, I
have come to realize just how lucky I am, having such an incredible family always by my
side. Finally, and most importantly, I have met wife; my soulmate and true companion in
life.
Mom and Dad: What can I say? I would have never made it here (or
anywhere, for that matter) without your unconditional love and
support. Thanks for always believing in me. Thanks also for
putting up with all of my escapades, raising all of my friends,
and always keeping a stocked fridge. I love you both very much.
Jeff: You ire not only my little brother (O.K., so maybe not so little), but
also my best friend. Thanks for all the fun weive had together,
and I'm still waiting for you to return all of the socks, underwear, and shorts that youive taken from me.
Jenny: I couldive never asked for a better little sister. Hey, who else
wouldive taken my sweaty
shoes and socks off for only a
quarter! lim glad weire really close, Jen, and hope that we
only become closer in the future.
The Mutschelleris: My in-laws, my new family, and my friends. I look forward to spending
the rest of my life as part of your clan. Just remember, our Brewsteris is better
than yours.
Melissa: I feel like lim the luckiest man in the world having you as my wife. I canit wait to
make all of our dreams come true.

Melissa Mutscheller Thill1ons, D.O.
Mercyhurst College, B.S.
Beaver Falls, PA
"lei me know where the hllrl is and how 10 IIenl."

"Trouble Me" - 10,000 Mimia cs

"To give and then not feel that one has given is the very best of all ways of
giving." - Max Beerbohm
The gifts that I have received from my loved ones were deserving of the wealthiest of beings, yet given to the poorest of pockets. Thanks for never asking for
anything in return.
Dad - The Dodge is on its way.
Mom - You and Mrs. Walley were worried for nothing. I told you I would do
it when I got around to it.
Scott, Michelle, Kylie, Max, and Baby Powell- The rent check is in the mail.
Steve, Bethy, Brittany, Lauren, and Stephen - Good things come to those who
wait...and wait ... and wait.
Tink, Sharon, Jeff, Jenny, and Jake - With all due respect...Liberals rule!,
Thimons women unite!, Cowher is a god!, Baby sisters are underrated!,
and Bassett's make great running partners!
Gina - You put up with me for two years. I'm not sure why but you did. J
wish you the best always!
Dave - My soulmate. There is little left to give when you have given your
whole being. "Baby, I will, I am, J can, I have, I do." - Paul Brandt

Sal1dra C. Tholl1as, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.s.
Lehigh University, M.s.
West Wyoming, PA
"May He gil1e you the desire of yo Ill" heart and make all your plans succeed."
Psalm 20:4

Fortunate are those whose roots run deep, and I am very, very fortunate. Thanks
to the following special and important people:
Mom and Dad for the financial aid, good advice, auto repair, home cooking and
visits when I got lonely (remember surgery in York?!?). I love you guys.
Grandma Agerkis for all the love and support - without a doubt, you are the best
grandma in the whole world.
Sharon (Sluggy) and Stevie (Butchie). I couldn't have picked a better brother and
sister to grow up with. Keep working hard and striving to reach all of your goals,
Shar.
My extended West Wyoming family - Mike & Missy, Shawn, Geri & Tony, John &
Irene, Jill, Barb, Kyle, Denise and all of the Winsocks. You all have made it awfully
tough to stay in Philly on weekends and not be homesick! Thanks for all the
laughs and good times. May there be many, many more!!
Friends at peOM, especially all the girls and Group 8. Thanks for being there for
all the fun times, good times, study hours, happy hours, times of crisis and
everything else that four years of medical school has to offer. You've really helped
make this experience so much easier and enjoyable.
And I saved the best for last - Gene. Without you, babe, none of this would even
matter. You have been my source of inspiration, reassurance, and ambition. My
world is a much better place because of you. I love you.
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Cristin Marie Trecroce, D.O.
Albright College, B.S.
Kimberton, r A

To the most important people in the world; my family, THANK YOU!
Especially my Mom and Dad, thanks for believing in me even when I
did not believe in myself. Thanks for the prayers, hugs, jokes, and words
of support. Thanks for teaching me about love, hard work, honesty, and
what is truly important in life. I will always uphold the values you have
instilled in me through the example of your lives. To Grandma G.,
thanks for the prayers that helped me through the exams. I will be
calling on you in heaven now. To Grandma T., soon your "baby" will
hang her "shingle". To Janetta and Selena, reach for the stars and work
hard to grasp them, all of them. And always be true to yourself. To my
friends, thanks for the shoulders, ears, and beers you have lent to me to
get me through. I know we will continue to share many more of life's
sweet successes together. To the class of 1997, I am grateful that we
shared this time together. Thanks for the memories. You have all helped
to make my experience at reaM rewarding. God bless you and good
luck to all of you. To all, always remember that in the words of Dee-Lite,
"Groove is in the heart."

Lori Ann Trull1an, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.s.
Carbondale, PA
"ElIt!ry cIIllillg ;s grcllt wlren greatly p"rsllcd. POllr YOllr !lmrt intv whatever it is yOI/ wisll to do wtllr
110111' life and tl,e IlIIrpcst will bc abulldallt."
Oliver Wendell Holmes

To my Parents:
I will never be able to express all the love and gratitude I have in my heart for you. It is because of your
sacrifices and iaith in me that I have reached this goal.
Dad · After 21 years of educa tion ~ are still my favorite teacher.
You've taught me more about life and how to live it than anyone
else. You have always been my greatest influence.
Mom · You were always in my corner, from kindergarten to medical
school. I never had to look far to find compassion a nd
encouragement. You've cried every tear with me and celebrated all of my
victories.
Amy: My one and only baby sister, I am very proud of you and your accomplishments.
Remember your big sister is always there for you . I love you very mu ch.
Nana Truman, Nana Shaffer, and Aunt Doris: Your streng th, w isdom, and courage have
inspired me throughout life, not just throu gh medical school. I will carry your words of
advice and love in my heart forever.
To all of my friends at peOM . especially Anna, Michele, Michelle, and Keith: Thank you
for your laughter, support, and most of all your fri endship· I will cherish it always. My
life in medical school was so much better because you were all a part of it.
Hank · Thank you for all of your help and support throughout my years at peOM. That
chair in your office will always have my name on it'
To Scott: You more than anyone else have made such a difference in my life. Thank you for
being my absolute best friend, for teaching me the meaning of the word "unconditional",
for listening, for understanding, for making me laugh, and for never letting me down.
"I love you, you know ."

"To save the life of one man is to save the world entire." . The Talmud

I

I

.
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Roy Erroll Tuller, D.Oe
Rochester Institute of Technology, B.S.
Freeport, NY
"It's OK Mommy. When you grow up you'll get to go to schoo/like the rest of us!"
Craig Tuller (during his 1st week of nursery school, 1993)

The enormous multiplication of books in every branch of knowledge is one of the greatest
evils of this age ... it presents one of the most serious obstacles to the acquisition of correct
information, by throwing in the reader's way piles of lumber in which he must painfully
grope for ... scraps of useful matter. . .
-Edgar Allen Poe
My little Lorrie D., after 14 (yes, fourteen!) wonderful years together, each year better
than the last, my love for you continues to grow. With each passing day I realize how lucky I
am to be your husband and what a wonderful person you are. Thank you for your help,
support, unyielding love, devotion, endurance, tolerance and just plain putting up with me
these past four years. You have made the greatest sacrifice and given up the most to allow
me to pursue my dream of becoming a doctor. I love you.
Ryan, Eric and Craig, my three little men! You are the best kids in the world. I am very
proud of each of you. I know these four years have not been easy for you either, living in a
small apartment, putting up with my "occasiona/" moodiness and practicing all my OMT
techniques on you. I love you all very much.
Mom and Dad, there really was a "wolf" this time! Thank you for being there for us.
Your love and support has eased the burden of these last few years. Knowing that you are
there is always comforting, You are the best parents and more importantly devoted and
loving grandparents, Now, finally, Mom you can say, "Mine son, the docla!" and Dad, you
can retire!. I love you both,
And the rest of the family, thank you for your constant encouragement: Sydra, Melvin,
Rachel, Jay (for the late night editing), Gail, Alanna, Brad (my last hope!), Lorrie's family
(too numerous to mention!) and Helen, for your beautiful daughter. You are always in our
thoughts.
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Jennifer Lynn Tvvardzik, D.O.
Cedar Crest College, B.A.
Allentown, PA
.. We CIlII 1I,)t becortlt.' what we need 10 be by TemainillS what we are."

Max De Pree

I

Mom & Dad: There are not enough words or room on this page to thank :
the two peoplewho made me who I am. Your guidance and support
enabled me to succeed in life. I love you both dearly. Poogie thanks
you.
My Family: David, Wendy, Jason, Lori, Michael, and Matthew. We are
all so much alike yet so individual and different. I know we will always
be then~ for each other. Thank you for all your love and support.
My Friends: Robin, Mia, and Romy -- I never imagined meeting such
dea r friends during medical school. We have gone through so much
together! I value our friendships greatly and will always cherish the
memories. Darci and Phil-- You have always been there for me, I love
you both!
Eric: You truly have brought so much happiness and love into my life.
thank you for all our special times we spent together, and look forward
to what our future holds

Innocent Ubunal11a, D.O.
Morgan State University, B.s.
Philadelphia, PA
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Mia Lynne Van Eken, D.O.
Widener University, B.s.
Upper Darby, PA
"LOllI! i~ allterior to lifc, pastaiar to rimtil, initial ill crcatiou , and exptlneut "f "reatll."
Emily Dickenson

There are so many people who played an important role in helping me reach this point
in my life I do not think I will ever be able to say THANK YOU properly.
To my mom, my bes t fri end, confi dant, supporter, and critic, I ca n only say thank you
for all you have d one. I may not say it often enough but I love you.
To my dad, thank you for your unconditional love and silent support. You are the best
and I love you.
To Renee', I d o not know what to say to my d eares t roomate. We had some of the best
times laughing, crying, partying, and just being friends. Thank you for all of it.
To my friends, Kathy, Kri stine, Veronica, and Debbie, I think of you as sisters and over
the past 8 years you have all helped me in ways you never even knew. Thank you most
of all for' just being there for me.
To Jen and Robin, I am very glad that we have come to be fri ends over the past four
years. We have had a lot of fun together, even when things got tough. Thank you for
being such good friend s and thanks for some grea t memories.
There is one more person I would li ke to thank, Brian. Even though he is gone, I know
he is here in spirit and I hope he knows how much his love and unendin g support over
these yea rs has meant to me. My love and gra titud e to God, for allowing Brian to be a
part of my life.
To the rest of my family, there are to many to mention but thank all for your support
and love.
Of course there is Whitney, my dog, w ho is the best companion.
THANK YOU AGAIN EVERYONE FOR EVERYTHING.
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Monika T. Van Sant, D.O.
Holy Family College, B.S.
Holland, PA
"Doctors, Life is short, tire art I011g, opportunity fleeting , experime11t treacherous, judglllent difficult ."
I-fippocrates

Well, the past four years have been difficult, but they have been well
worth the effort. I know that I could not have made it without the
support and love of my family. I would like to thank my parents, my
sister, "Ronnie", my grandparents, and my aunts and uncles- whom I
admire, respect and love. "Aciu"
To Joe, our future is bright and I look forward to June 7th and the rest
of our lives together.
And to my new family, I hope that you can be as patient with my
profession as my family is.
I look to the future with much anticipation and some trepidationthere is much work to do!

Monika Van Sant, D.O.

~-r: V~J®'
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Suzanna Lynn Vass, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
Tavlor, PA
"1;/11 C01l1·illced thaI life is 10 percent what happell5 to mt? alld 90 percell I how I relict to it. Ana 50 it is
with you ... we lire ill charge of our Atliludes."
Charles Swindall

"The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude on life. Attitude, to me, is more important than facts. It is ,
more important than the past, than education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than
what other people think or say or do.
It is more important than appearance, giftedness or skill. It will make or break a company... church ... a home. The
remarkable thing is we have a choice every day regarding the attitude we will embrace for that day. We cannot
change our past...we cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way. We cannot change the inevitable."
Knowing this, Noone, no thing can ruin your day unless you let it.
MOM & DAD : You said I was a dreamer but you let me dream all day. Sometimes you said I was crazy but you let me
try anyway. At times you weren't sure if I could do it but supported me 110%. I love you for letting me be me, loving
me no matter what, and being my foundation of values, respect and love. You two are the greatest example of how Love
and Life should be and I am ever so proud to be your daughter.
LINDA: Sis, I have always thought you were the smartest of all of us. If I had half your brains I would have been done
with school 10years ago. Thank you for accepting and supporting the decisions I have made. I hope you know by now
how valued your opinion is to me.
JoANN: I know I am always in your prayers. You have no need to worry about me, !finally have aliI have been searching,
for. I respect and admire the life you have made with your family. I suppose I can offer you at least a 10% discount on
medical care in exchange for Bass wear.
GEORGE: Your pride in me has always been uplifting to me. I just want you to know how I brag about you to everyone.
You are such a great guy and are skilled in all you do. You have hit some rough roads butnowl find comfort in knowing
you are loved as you deserve to be. Thank you for always being the funny, loving, and spirited guy you are.
FRIENDS: Beckster, we made it , who woulda thunk it ? Mel and Michelle thanks guys for putting me up for the past
few years and for being able to break me away from this life for awhile. Lisa: You have been my work out buddy, my
rock to bounce off of and my anchor. I can't imagine going through this without your guidance, empathy and respect. You
encourage me when I'm down and laugh at all my jokes. Your friendship has been the greatest gift I have. Thank You.
I

Lourdes Angelica Villacis, D.O.
University of Maryland, B.s.
Silverspring, MD

Gracias Dios mio por todo 10 que me has dado.
Mami: Gracias par todo tu apoyo y todos tus esfuerzos y sacrificios
que has hecho y sigues hacienda. Te quiero mucho mami y siempre
agradesco a Dios par haberme dado una madre como ill.
Wladimir: Thank you for always being there for me and for helping
me all this time. It is always nice to know that I can always find a
friend in "my little brother." Te quiero mucho nanito.
Patricio, Carlos, Loli, Tanya, Katy, Papa Elias, mama Rosita, Hernan,
Carmen, y mama Maria gracias par su carino y apoyo. Les quiero
mucho.
Roberto: "Mi amor" thank you for being patient and understanding
through all these years. Your love and support have helped me a lot. I
love you and I am looking forward to sharing and spending our lives
together.

~

~- ~
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Hop Van Vo, D.O.
University of Pennsylvania, B.s.
Philadelphia, PA

There is no words that can fully express my gratitude to
my family. Through the hard times my family have
always been there by my side. I could not have
achieved my dream of becoming a physician without
my family .
Mom & Dad : With your constant unconditional love
and devotion to our family you are my inspiration for
all that I will become.
Brothers & Sisters: You have always tried to understand me and given me guidance, reassurance, and all
the help you can give. You are truly the best brothers
and sisters in the whole world.
My reOM Family: I would like to thank all of my
professors who have taught me with all their ability
and compassion. r am forever in your debt.
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Neal Stuart Walker, D.O.
Lehigh University, B.A.
Bethlehem, P A

I would first like to thank my family for everything
they have shared with me through the years. Their encouragement, caring, and even the signals from the sidelines (Dad)
have always been a source of inspiration for me. I feel truly
blessed to have such a wonderful family, I love you.
To my beautiful wife, Christy, I thank you for your
love, understanding, and especially your patience. I love you
very much and look forward to our future together.
To all my friends at the mecca: It has been a fun four
years, some times that I will never forget (J.L. directing traffic
on the s-kill expressway). I hope we can continue to stay in
contact as we move on to different endeavors. Good luck
always.

Michael J. Walt, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.A.
Madison, PA
"Mediciue;;; the (lIlIYl'rofes;;;(l1l tlurt Itlb(lrs illCl.'SStll1t1y to destroy the reas(lu fo/' it;; tJl(1U existence."
lAMES BRYCE: Spc!ed! ill New York, M'lrch 23, 1914

I dedicate this achievement to my family, for without their love and
support, none of this would be.
To my father, George: You are and have always been my best
friend. Your love has been my strength and your example my guidance. To have a father like you is more than anyone can ask.
To my mother, Patricia: I don't know how J would have made it
without you. I could always count on your being a phone call away.
To my brother, Eric: It's difficult in words to express what you
have done for me. Thank you for always believing in me and for all
the advice.
To have a family such as J have is truly a gift from God. I pray that
as I progress that I never forget the love they have freely given. I have
been truly blessed to be a member of this family.
To my Phi Sig Brothers: I have always maintained a small circle of
friends, ones that J could always count on. I am thankful that I have
been fortunate to know you and befriend you. I cannot name all of
you, but you know who you are. I wish you all the best.
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Davvn Michelle Warner, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.A.
Newark, DE
"Give me a place to stand, alld [ shall move the world."
Archimedes

mMQMi Words could never express how much your love & support mean to me. You
have guided me & encouraged me to fullfill my dreams & I never could have accomplished
this without you. Thank you for your love & committment to making my life wonderful. I
love you!
TO DOTTIE BOBBY AUNT GERI UNCLE JAKE & FAMILIES: As sisters you are both
the greatest & your families are wonderful. Everyone has done so much to help me through
school & I will always be thankful for your love, support, & guidance. I love you all! God
bless!
TO ALEX: Thanks for everything & remember "If you have made one good friend in life,
you have done something."
TO ALL OF MY WONDERFUL FRIENDS: Michelle, Kris, John, Pat, Coach, Buffy, Kris,
Dave, Jen, Ernie, Tom,.. Thank you all for the great memories & for loving & supporting me
- not only through medical school, but through all of life. My life has been better because of
each of you. God bless you ali!
SUCCESS:" To laugh often & much; to win the respect of intelligent people & the affection
of children; to earn the appreciation of honest critics & endure the betrayal of false friends;
to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a bit better, whether by a
healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition; to know even one life has
breathed easier because you have Iived. ,This is to have succeeded." -Ralph Waldo
,\ ~, ' ~~,.'''''' ;..,.,{ .'
,
Emerson
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Jeffrey R. Wasserlllan, D.O.
Rutgers College, B.A.

Oakland,N]
"Those who dare to fail miserably ctln achieve greatly."
Robert Kennedy

I could not have done this without the help of the two greatest
parents in the world. Thanks for everything Mom and Dad! I
couldn't have made it without you!

Glenn and Steve - Thanks for all of your support (and for
putting up with me) for all these years!!!

Jessica - You have made the last two years of medical school
livable, and unforgettable at the same time. I'll always know
how lucky I am to have you.

To all of my friends - sorry I couldn't write more ... But at
least now you can see my excuse is for real.

Kenneth R. West, D.O.
Barry University, B.S.
Miami,FL

liThe mass of men lead lives of quiet

desperation."
Thoreau

David Eva11s Wildl11an, D.O.
West Chester University
Wayne, PA
"A marl is ju,:/ as happ!! as he ma!u.·s "is mind III' IL' be,"
A. Lincoln

I am immeasurably indebted to the following ... and not necessarily in
this order: A Power Greater Than Myself, Laura Elizabeth Wildman,
Mom & Lou, Sande CampanelIa, BiIl Wilson and Dr. Bob, David E.
Wildman, Sr., The Three Stooges, Pink Floyd, Dr. Phillip Rudnik, Peter
Grimms for the back-tests in MAT-107, soft pretzels, Mel Brooks, Sallie
Mae, Dr. Joseph Kenney, Gene Roddenberry, Bill Gates, Atenolol, The
Special Children from Bournelyf, Uncle Bill, Saturn, Juan Valdez,
R.E.M., Cmdr. John Bloomer, Monty Python, Berwyn Pizza, Intel, J.5.
Bach, Camper Van Beethoven, Foghorn Leghorn, J. Robert
Oppenheimer, General Tso's Chicken, Frank Capra, Lung Wah, lupines,
Samuel Barber, C.H.A., Diet Pepsi, Master Chief Moorehead, Loestrin
FE, the WCU Bio-Geeks, mixed-function oxidases, the astronauts of
Mercury, Gemini and Apollo, John, Paul, Ringo and George, The
Internet, Reese's, the humor of flatus, A.T. Still, The Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, The Boeing B-17, Mott The Hoople and the game of Life,
..... yeah, yeah, yeah. Finally, Carol Fox and the Admissions
Committee ......Jeez, never in my wildest dreams did 1 think I would be
where I am today!
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Wendy E. Wilson, D.Oe
Michigan State University, B.s.
State College, PA
"If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost;
that is where they should be. Now put fOllndations under thclII."
Henry David Thoreau

Mom and Dad: I owe my achievements and successes to you both. Mom, your
strength, love and support has given me the courage to face the challenges that got me
where I am today. Your independent spirit has molded me into the confident and
happy person who is your daughter and your friend. Dad, your contagious love of
life and people has been a guide in my journey towards my career. I've seen you
work so hard but also always take time for us, your family. You have taught me what
is truly important in life. Mom and Dad, as my parents you taught me generosity of
spirit, unconditional love, empathy for others and passion for life. You have given me
opportunities many children can only dream of and I truly appreciate it. lowe all my
happiness and success as a physician to you. I love you very much.
Andy and Heather: You are the best big brother and big sister a kid could get stuck
with. Thanks for helping me grow up to be who I am today. Even though we fought
mightily as kids, I treasure the friendships I now have with both of you. I am
endlessly proud to be your sister. Thanks for the many great childhood memories. I
love you both. Trish, you entered my life as a "sister-in-law" but you truly have
become my sister and I love you. Thank you for your friendship.
My Friends: You are my strength and rejuvenation when times are hard. You are all
the source of many fond memories and a constant source of laughs. New Year parties,
Funnere C1ubbe weekends, Baltimore/D.C. weekends, Camping, Skiing, Tubing etc.,
these are the treasures that our friendships have created. I love you all dearly. I look
forward to many more years together.

Michael Robert Wisser, D.O.
Colgate, B.s.
Bethlehem, PA
'Things 111m 0111 best for peop/I' who make Ihe 1'L'sl of Ihl' way Ihillgs 111m out"
John Wooden

Well, it's been four whole years in the making, and it seems as if only
the blink of an eye has passed. Just yesterday, I was wondering how I
would ever remember anything for an anatomy practical (like which
way I was supposed to fold my paper, and was there a zero before my
55 number or not)? Along the way, I met some wonderful people
and managed to retain some medical knowledge too. Although I
worked hard, I would not be where I am today without the help of
others. Mom and dad: thanks for the unbelievable support and
encouragement. I have been blessed with two wonderful parents
who are the greatest role models in the world. I LOVE YOU BOTH
VERY MUCH. Jessica: I also have been blessed to have met the one
person who makes be feel secure, confident, fulfilled and complete.
You are truly the most selfless, thoughtful, and wonderfully giving
person I know, and this carrot thinks you're the greatest pea ever!
You make my bad days good, and my good days great. Finally, to all
my fellow rCOMer's, thanks for helping to mold my rCOM experience. And by the way, I still will not scribe/type any lecture for any
amount of money.
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Nicole L. Witherspoon, D.O.
Lincoln University, B.s.
East Elmhurst, P A

Through the years of this struggle with pleasure & pain there were days I thought I would never see the light
Always changing & improving I emerge still rough but with so much potential to shine. I thank God, my family,
my friends & my love for their patience,support,understanding & money all when I had none.
Pictures:
l.Dearest Slade you are my light in the dark,my pepsi in a world of coke, the cream in my oreo. You are a diamond
amongst men & no matter how long or difficult the journey may we do it together. Thank you mostly for your
unconditional love. I never thought in terms of forever but with you it seems too short.
2.My niece Ashley who is my main inspiration to be a good role model, I love you
3.Mom & Dad to who lowe everything I am your investment watch me shine & you will bask in the glow.
4WTE (Fawn,Wendolyn,Kristi) now we can breathe again,my best wishes & love to you all!!!
5.My sista,my best friend (Nicolle) thank you for always keeping me real & accepting me for me. Thank you for
giving me a godson to spoil my precious Keyonne.
6.My whole family, I am but a branch of a huge beautiful tree & to our fallen leaves Uncle Ernest & Uncle Mac who
always wanted me in med school I know you watch over me from heaven you are greatly missed.
7,S.My brother Rodney we have come a long way. I will always be your "little" sister. Love you!
-To my sands in AKA not pictured but not forgotten Niki,Nina,Tina I love you on the shield & beyond with sisterly
love ever climbing like the ivy vine.
Qoe's rules of success:
-Never stop reaching for higher ground.
-Never say won't or can't.
-Never feel you are beyond making mistakes.
-Never let your ego outweigh your talent.
-Be persistant & consistant in everything you do.
-Your mind must be like a parachute because it is no good unless its open.
-A short pencil is better than a long memory.

Matthew- Tholllas Wiza, D.O.
Gannon University, B.s.
Erie, PA
"Ill matters of style, swim witll ti,e ellrmlt; III matters of principle, stolid like a rock."
Thomas Jefferson

TO AIY PARENTS: I ca n never fully express my eternallove and gratitude to you both. Your
love and sacrifices over the years have given me the streng th, coura ge and wisdom

to reach for my goals. You have always believed and supported me and, without
that, I could never have realized my dreams. My love and thanks always!
My love and my best friend. You have been there for me from the start.
Your remarkable faith and love have supported and pushed me to follow my heart.
You have sacrificed as much as lover the last few years and very soon we will be
together as husband and wife - another dream I have longed to fulfill. I will love
,you always!

TO KATHRYN:

My sister and friend. Your example of love and kindness is an inspiration to others, If only everyone had a heart as big as yours, the world would be a
much better place. Thank you for your love and encouragement.

TO MICHELE:

TO MY FAMILY:

Thank you for your continued support. I hope I have made you all

proud!
TO MY FRIENDS: Bob, George, and Jerry: You guys are not just my best friends, but my
brothers. You provide me with the ability to enjoy life to the fullest and the warmth
of true friendship. To Patti: Thanks for your encouragement and example - you
will be a fantastic physician and I wish you all the luck you deserve!

,L( AM-~ T , UJ~, D.o.
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Kenneth Robert Wloczevvski, D.O.
Community College of Allegheny County, A.S.
Saint Francis College, B.S.
Natrona Heights, PA
"We can do no great things, only small things witll great love."
Mother Teresa

To the loving memory of my Father: Dad, I know you would be proud.
I've missed having you in my life.
To my Mother: Mom, thank you for giving me your very best, for never
saying no, and for always loving me.
To my Grandparents: Gamsi and Dziadgi, thank you for all your love
and support.
To my Godfather: Johnny, thank you for being my friend and the father
I so needed.
To my Sister: Carol, thank you for your love and understanding.
To my greatest achievements, my children: Jonathan and Jacob, you are
my pride and joy. Thank you for reminding me that it's the little things
in life that really count.
To my Best Friend, my Wife: Roxanne, you are my life. You are my
great love. Words cannot express the gratitude I feel for you. Thank you
for coming into my life and sharing each and every moment with me.
Thank you for always being there and for believing in me. Thank you
for the constant understanding and patience. Most of all, thank you for
keeping our beautiful family together. Now, we can create a wealth of
memories and have new dreams to look forward to.

Gregory Ja111es Wood, D.O.
La Salle University, B. A.
South Burling ton, VT; Buckingham, P A

IVH OA ~I I???

Poe ts->

Family->

"We are seldom fully conten ted,
We may have this cross to bea r
Where elation meets disas ter.
You can always find us there.
Yes, our wisdom holds the secret,

Jim

~

the ambitious leader

Tim· the quiet success
Pete - the strong, family man
Li sa - the independent
Bryan· the traveler

Kathy· the confidant

And. ou r foolishness the key.
We are architects of innocence,

Delinquents of prestige.

Julie - she follows her heart
Dave my counterpart, my twin

M';

4

Lovers'

Day
Friends->
The peanut gapery. Shannon. Bryan. Ann. Amanda.
Stcph. Ken, Matt, Merissa, Scott, Pat, Corinne, Dawn,

Mike. John. Angela. Roger. Debbie. etc...
"Before I build a wall I'd ask to know
Spanky / Doogie /Cuervo/ Mlckey /Caroline in the City
What I was wa lling in or wa lling out,
Teresa - you'll always be special to me!
And to whom I was like to give offense.
Preceptors->
Something there is that doesn't love a
walL
"Do good things, give potions ... "
That wants it d own ...
"Exactly, only com pletely different. .. "
Good fences m ake good neighbors."
"MI's are B.A.D. I' m doing Derm ..."
RF; Mend ing Wall
"Close, BUTT cold. Ididerod . Igloo... "
"Ready, ready? Hea rts are us ... "

->1 AM ALL THOSE I' VE ENCOUNTERED.
THOSE WHO HA VE TOUCHED &
INFLUENCE D ME. 1 THAN K YOU ALl!!!
"'THE ART OF ME DICINE IS TREATI NG
PEOPLE WITHOUT DRUGS.···
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"The first thing we do,
Le~s kill all the lawyers!"

Angela Christine Wright, 'OsOe
Saint Norbert Coll ege, B.s.
Green Bay, WI
"YOll Wil/ a/ways be a winner because a loser never tries. Conli1lJLC to approach each new adventure and
challellge with the energy, euthusiasln and positive nttitude that you do and you will cOl/tin lie 10 filld

happiness and sliccess." Mom and Dad 1990

To all my PCOM friends ...
It has been a w onderful four yea rs filled with hard work but plenty of good times. As I head back to
the Midwest, I will take with me the fond memories of the times we shared.
To my roommate, Colleen Matejicka ...
Together we studied for some hard exams and stressed over challenging rotations, but we made it!!
Thank you for being su ch a special fri end. I'll treasure the lau ghs and good times we shared.
To Becky, Julie, Mary, Monica and all my friends and family back home ...
You all d eserve an honorary med ical d egree! Thank you for simply keeping in touch and su pporting
me since the day I received my letter of acceptance! I appreciate you all listening to my stories and
sharing in my experiences, as well as cheering me up when I got homesick.
To Mom and Dad, Jessica and Jason ...
Your words of wisd om and encouragement m eant a lot, even from a 1,000 miles away. I am finally
a doctor! Thank you for teaching me to always reach for the stars and work to the most of my
potential. You have given me the building blocks to accomplish anything I put my mind to!
To my one and only, Michael Gruesen ...
We are finally at the finish line! Thank you for understanding and giving me the courage and
strength to continue w hen times got tough. From the hours of studying with me first year, to helping
me with the final graduation plans, YOll have played a key role in my success. I will always cherish
the times we shared here. I love you a nd look forward spending our lives together.

I(ristie Ann Zangari, D.O.
Lebanon Valley College, B.s.
Girardville, PA
"Grallt me the serenity to nccept the thiugs I cnmlDt chnllge; the coumge to c/lnnge those that I cnu nlld
the wisdom to know the diflerellce."
The Serenity Prayer (Anonymous)

Mom and Dad: You made me study when I wanted to play. You made me share when
I wanted to be selfish. You loved me when I made it hard to be loved. All your love
and sacrifices have made me the person I am today. Our dream has become a reality. I
love you!
Nana: You and Poppy gave me everything I had ever wanted, but most importantly
you taught me I could achieve anything r ever desire. Poppy: This one's for you! Your
Queenie made it!
Kimmy and Heather: I could not have asked for two better sisters! Thanks for always
being there and never complaining! r am so very proud of both of you.
Joey: Thank you for your patience; for reading my mind, understanding my dreams,
and believing in me when I no longer believed. r couldn't have made it without you,
Bud!
Tracie and Johnathan: Who would have thought it? We're finally doctors! Thank you
for your friendship and love! r wish you both all the success and happiness the world
has to offer!
Aunt Catherine, Uncle Mike, and My Family in the Northeast: Thanks for never
letting me go hungry on Wednesday nights and for helping me remember how
important family really is!

Valerie Ann Zernich, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Aliquippa, PA
" Let no olle ever come to you WIt/lout lenvmg bettcr and happier. Be the liz'illg cxpressioll of God's
killdlless; killdlless ill your face, kindness in your eyes, kindlless in your smile."
Mother Teresa

To my family: Through the best and worst of
times, you have always been there for me. I love
you with all my heart.

Your determination, spirit, and, forcefulness to reach your goal of becoming a doctor has been realized.

We're so proud of you, Dr. Marc Greenstein.
Love,

Mom, Dad, Jeff, Grandma Jennie, and Poppa Joe.

My Goodness could this
possibly be
Doctor Lori Truman!!!
Even back then we knew you
were destined for a career of caring and healing. We are very
proud of your achievements.
We love you,

Your Mother, Father, Sister, and
Grand1110thers
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Together, we can make a world of difference.
Botsford, known nationally as a leading teaching hospital, offers extensive
continuing education programs in a wide range of specialties and sub-specialties.
Our affiliation with Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine
allows our physicians additional access to the latest research in diagnostic and
therapeutic technology.
While we continue in our commitment to progress by expanding our facilities and
training our staff in the most current techniques and procedures, we recognize that
health care is not limited to technology.
Our most fundamental activity is the provision of personal, compassionate
care that considers the entire person.
At Botsford, we believe that making a difference in the world starts in our
community.
© 1994 Botsford General Hospital
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botsford
general
hospital

An Osteopathic Organization Serving the Community
(810) 471-8224-28050 Grand River Avenue. Farmington Hills. MI 48336-5933

Pride
Courage
Objective
Maturity

{long 7-atu[ation~!

Dr. Keith B. Kappeler
a~ !lou comJn£nce !l0U7- .-!!ife'~ fJocation .
.-!!00"£,
cfli{om, r.Dad, and %i~tin

From Little Chief to Medicine Man, Congratulations!
Love,
Grandma & Aunt Helen
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Looking at the future
Building for it.

For /lIl'lhel' ill/ormalitw.

Offering the finest educational
opportunities in 15 specialty fields:
- Fallli(I'Pl'lIcticl!

- Radiologl'

- Illtl!l"llal Medicille

- Urology

Richard Butler. D.O.
Director of Medical
Educati on

- CI!III!I'lII S/lrgl!l"l'

- ElIIl!rgl!lICY Ml!dicilll!

• Nl!/Il'Ologr

• IIl!lIIatology

Oakland General
Hospital
Osteopathic

- .·fll esthesiology

- ClIstml!lItl!l"ologr

- Orthopedics
_ Opllllllllllwlogr

- "'ediwl Di.\·I!(lsl!s
oj tile Chest

• ENT (llId
Oro-Facial

- Emergellcy M edicille!
/lItl!l'Ilal M edicilll!

27351 Dequindre
Madison Heights, MI
48071

Plastic Surgel:l '

800.789.MEDI

Dr. Daniel R. Taylor
Give of yourself to those in
need, a hand held, a back washed,
a laugh shared_ Give what is
precious: your time, your compassion, your strength, for giving is the salve that heals human k zn
- d __ _"
1/

Dr. Jeannie Brewer

With pride and love,

Mom & Dad
Shantih
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Granny &Grandad
Deb & Wayne

Grandma
Margaret

"Dr. Rob" Rural Medicine
(An Early Rotation)

Congratulations to Dr. Robert E. McMichael, III
and the Class of 1997.
With our Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad, and Laurie
Dear Dawn,

Dear Dawn,

You are a very unique person
and have many special qualities. You
will make a terrific doctor as you are
a caring, considerate, thoughtful
person. You have reached this goal
in your life due to your faith, hard
work, determination, and the
sacrifices you made. Words cannot
express how proud I am of you. I
love you very much.
Remember, Daddy will always be
watching over his special "ANGEL".

I remember when you were little
and always looking up to me; now I
look up to you and admire your
accomplishments. It is truly a
blessing to have you for my sister
and my friend. Words could never
express how proud all of us are of
you; it takes a very special person to
accomplish what you have. You
have always had an uplifting spirit
surrounding you. It is now time to
use that spirit and all your wisdom
to help others. So go forth into the
world and make a difference - we
know you will. vVe love you \"ery
much.

Love always,
Mom

Congratulations

Dr. Dawn M. Warner

Love,
Dottie, Bobby, & Family.

Dawn,
Your soul reveals the doctrine of life:
to love kindness and justice and
mercy, to seek blessing, life, and
peace. Your true beauty comes from
seeing the invisible, feeling the
intangible, and achieving the
impossible. Thank you for sharing
your life and love.

Dear Dawn,
Because of "YOU" the world is a
better place.

Lope,
AI/Ht Gai & Family

All my love,
Ernie
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Congratulations Chris you have always been a major
league player and now you
have reached your professional goal.
With love and pride,

Mom and Gerry

Michele Calderoni, D.O.
(Parker's Mom)

Study and hard work were a part of your scheme to help you fulfill
your lifetime dream. Congratulations! We are all very proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad, Parker & Adam, Elaine & Don, Amy & Dave, Matt, Aunt Joyce
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Congratulations Alex

We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad, Julie & Catherine, Maria, Scott, & Jonathan

Dr. Jessica C. Otto

Dr. Keith D. Eicher

Best wishes from Your
Family & Friends

Climbing the hill may be difficult but the view from the
top is great!

"Follow you dreams"

Congratulations and Love
from your family
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Dr. Mia Lynne Van Eken

Congratulations!!
Dr. Richard A Gilbert, D.O.

Your dream was always to be a
Doctor. Determination and commitment have made it possible.
Congratulations on fulfilling your
dream.
Love,

We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Mom, Dad, & Whitney

You have fulfilled your dream and
ours. With pride and joy our
congratulations to

Dr. Armando C. Sciullo
MaIn, Dad, Antoinette, Franca, and

Your unrelenting determination
made your life's goal a reality.
Love,

Fabiano.

Mom, Dad, Michelle, Jeff, and Nan

Love,
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With Pride and Joy we
congratulate
Dr. Michelle Mattiacci Paessler

We wish you success and
happiness in the future.
Love,

Mom & Dad
and your whole family

Congratulations

Dr. Melissa Marie Pagano
We are so proud of you!
All our love and God's Blessings
always,
Mom, Dad, Ted, Dean, and Marlo

Dr. Scot Currie
Congra tula tions

Dr. Jeffrey Di Mascio
"What should I give to those ready
to embark upon an even steeper
path? An open heart. Resistance to
despair. Laughter."
Medicine Womans Lessons
Shamons Circle
Nancy Wood

With love and joy,
Your Family

For your years of determination
Congra tula tions
With great pride and love,
M01n and Dad,
len, Ryan, and Tara
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With great PRIDE & JOY,
Our congratulations to
DR. PATTI Me QUILLIN
NO WORDS CAN EXPRESS HOW PROUD WE ARE OF YOU.
WE WISH YOU THE VERY BEST OF EVERYTHING
AND THE HOST FULFILLING CAREER POSSIBLE.

LOVE
MOM

DAD

AMY
MOLLY

MOH-MOM

POP-POP

FAWN

DR. TODD A. BEZILLA
Love,
Mom and Dad

Colette Grabill Hess, D.O.
Doctor Valerie Zernich,
Your hard work and perseverance in achieving your goal make
us proud of you. May you have
continued success, happiness,
and personal satisfaction in your
chosen profession. Thank you
and Good Luck!
You have always made us proud to be
your family. Today is the icing on the
cake, Doc! Congratulations!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Scott, and Nan
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Mom, Dad, and sister, Adrienne

CONGRATULATIONS!

Dr. Gina DiNapoli
We love you for the special
daughter you've always been,
We admire the wonderful
woman you've become,
And we respect you for the
goals you've achieved.
ANNAMARIA:
Sei stata 1a nostra gioia da1 principio e per
sempre 10 sarai. Ti auguriamo una felive e
prosperosa esistenza con Robert.
Con amore,
Mamma, Papa, e Luigi

We're so proud of you!
Love,
Mommy and Daddy

Congratulations
Julianne S. Orlowski, D.O.

What gives meaning and value to
life is our capacity for giving to
others.
Congratulations and Love to you,
MOln and Dad

Dr. Michael R. Wisser

Best of luck as you "DIVE" into
your future career.
Love,
M01n and Dad, Kathleen, Ka ren,
Chris
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Congra tula tions to

Dr. Eric C. Stanger
and all your claSSlna tes

Courage and Ability have made
your dreams of becoming a doctor
reality.
Knowledge combined with compassion will be your greatest asset.
"YOU DID GOOD JEN!"
Love,
M01n, Patti, Vincie, Jmney, Bob & Andy

With Love and Pride
Our Congra tula tions To

Dr. Steven Gable
and His Classmates
We're so proud of you, best of luck
in all your endeavors! Love,
Li1Zda, Mom, Dad & Mom Shirley
Alillt Irel1 e, Uncle Bob & Kathy
Uncle George, Aunt Dellise & Uncle Mike

Mom, Dad, Janice, Howard, Sam and
Cramps

Congra tula tions

Matthew D. Crago, D.O.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Morny
Patti & Rick
Bob and Mira

With Great Joy and Pride
We Congratulate

Lisa Kernic-Rasenberg, D.O.
and Her Classmates
All Our Love,
Monl and Dad
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With Pride and Admiration
Our Congratulations to
Our Daughter

Nicole Susser
and Her Classmates

Danielle Susser and David Susser, D.O.

Congra tula tions

Dr. Laura M. Reich
Love,
M01n, Dad, Steve, Kara, Peggy, Bob and
Susan

Congratulations

With JOY and PRIDE
Our Congratulations To

Dr. Danny Matkiwsky, D.O.

Dr. Edward Firouztale

We're so proud of your hard work
and dedication.

Love,
Mom, Vida, Benny and Michelle

With JOY and PRIDE
Our Congratulations To

Dr. David A. Broyles
Dr. Melissa M. Pagano
Best of Luck in the Future!
Love,
Mom & Dad Broyles and Family

Dear Steve,
We wish you the very best of everything in your new venture
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dave, Pam, Tom & Jackie

Love,
Mom, Dad, Roxanne & Peter

Congra tula tions

Laurie Ann Fatz, D.O.
With Joy and Pride
Love,
M01n, Dad,
and Your" ever-loving" Family

Congra tula tions

Dr. Matthew T. Wiza
We are so proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michelle, The Wiza,
DiSanza, and Jezuwit Fmnilies

Congra tula tions

Dr. Dennis Probst

Dr. Cristin M. Trecoce

Congratulations for all the hours you
spent to reach your goal. We are
proud of you.

We are so very proud of you and
know you will be the best D.O. ever.
God Bless You

Mont and Dad

We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Janetta, Selena
3-11

WELL DONE

Congra tula tions

Dr. James Mansberger, D.O.
Dr. Fawn T. Manning, Jr.

We're so very proud!

Love,
Family and Friends

Love,
Mont & Dad

Congra tula tions

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
DAUGHTER,

David Lisan, D.O.
Drs. Phillip and Selma Lisan
Dr. and Mrs. R011ald Lisan
Naonzi and Elianna Lisan
Sarah Balaban

Jody Ackerman
and the entire PCOM class of 1997!
... May the love and help of family
and friends be ever present in your
though ts, and extended to those in
your future care.
William and Eugenia Eden

I

I

I

Dr. Daniel Cochran
Congratulations
"Dr. Dan"

"All's Well That End's Well"
Congra tula tions

Dr. Michelle Beloff
Our lovealways

Love,
Mom and Dad

Joseph E. Strauss, D.O.
We are all so proud of you.
You finally accomplished your second
dream, that of becoming a doctor. The
first you already did by playing
Division I baseball. This one is the Ultimate Joe, we all salute you.
All Our Love,
Mom, Dad, and Steve
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Mom, Dad, and Marcy

TRULY OUTSTANDING!
Congra tula tions

Dr. SCHROYER

I

i

I
}

With Pride and Love,

Alexis and Kayla
Mont, Dad, and Melissa

I

It
I

I
I
I
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Congra tula tions

With JOY and PRIDE
Our Congra tula tions To

Dr. Anne Mahree Priest

Pamela R. Gardner
We Love You,
Love,
Mom, Dennis, James, Charles, Charlene,
and Families

Mom, Ken, Dana, Bill, Nicholas, Haley,
Bob, Terri, Mikaela, Will, Tracy,
Mackenzie, and Reegan

Congratulations

prOlf1"aTTU in FamU"

Practice,lnlel7J4.1
M edicine, OBIGYN,
Gerural Surgery,

Stacey L. Fitch, D.O.

OrthopMdic Surgery,
Aneslheou, and Podialry.

We are so proud of your accomplishments! Life has made us sisters, best
friends, and now I am proud to call you a
Colleague! Best of Luck and Success
We Love You,

• CommLllitybasedFarmly

Pract;,eCI>n"
• OB/GYN Clhc ,mpl1as<"'l

Our 163·bed community
hONpital, located in
.uburban Phi./.,a,(klphia,
offen i!rtern., intern. and
re/iidenu .uperlor
cUniool and educational
training along with
I

~t! llenlpo.t.train.ing

.

outpabenlcare
120bed.SIoIIedNurmgFaollty

•

FI.M; complmem 01 Gerontology

Serv<e,
• S1ale<>Hto·an OB ROOt
• On si1s Coorana!B<l CNtpat:em
RehablitalionFadlily
• Reljionally acclaimed Ene~ncy
RoomFaciiay
• Oa:upalional HeaJlh Center

e

practice opporlunitU•.

Nancie J Fitch, D.O.
Christopher S. Good

Su.bu.rban General offer.
American O,kopalhi.c
AMsoclation appro~d
in.termhip., in addition
to reiidency training

~~1bpiIaI
2701 DeK.!bPU;c

Norristcrwn, PA 19401

Congratulations
Class of 1997
I'm really glad I got to know a lot of you. I enjoyed all the times we got to spend together. I'll miss you all very much especially ...
Gary 'G-ride'- It was a lot of fun living with you, and watching you do that cute little 'G-ride dance' all the time. Good Luck in your field of choice, and in
one day selecting a decent fantasy football team.
Dave 'Ph at' - "I gotta feelin' ... " I'll miss hearing that chant every football season, and who will I go to the Boathouse with??
around to make me laugh. You and Choc better keep in touch!

I'll also really miss having you

Melissa 'Choc'- I think you owe us a night out, and I'm going to collect. We all have to get together sometime in the 'Burg' before you all start your
internships.
Truman (Lori)- I don't think I will ever find another person whose tastes and habits are as much like mine. I think Keith thinks it's scary, but we amused
him at times too. You won't be far next year, so you better keep in touch.
DanO- 'Wild Man' Congratulations on your marriage and the birth of your child. I'm really happy for you. Keep those bowling skills polished, so we can
all go out again sometime in the future.
Kevin 'K-dog'- Who will I call now to hear the longest and funniest answering machine messages?? Thanks for hanging out with me the past couple of
years. You made a lot of boring nights fun. Good Luck to you and Leigh.
Keith (Rolley, Bird, Big Bro, the list goes on ... )- To my favorite doctor in the world. I am without a doubt the luckiest girl ever. I not only have the best
brother, but I have a great friend. You've always made everything ten times more fun then it should have been. That could have something to do v..ith that
extremely unique (I had to use a nice term since this is going in your yearbook. .. goofy might have been more appropriate) personality. I also always knew
you'd be there whenever I needed help (as long as I used 'tabs' and NOT 'spaces'). I will never be able to express in words how lucky I feel to ha,'e you.
Thanks for making not only these past two years but every year so incredible. I wish you only the best in everything you do because you deserve only the
best.
* Radar Snow Pig (assuming you don't give her a heart attack) and I do expect free OMM for life.

Good Luck to all of you!!!
Beeje
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Best WishesFrolll The Office Of
The Dean To The Class Of 1997.
Kenneth J. Veit, D.O.
Dean

Ruth D. Wian
Coordina tor - Dean's Office

Robert G. Cuzzolino, Ed.D
Associa te Dean for
Academic Administration

Linda Miller
CME Coordinator

James Portlock, M.B.A.
Assistant to the Dean
Kathleen Shiomos
Senior Secretary
Academic Services
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Alicia Heuser
Sr. Secretary
Academic Services

BEST WISHES TO THE
CLASS OF 1997
from the PCOM Graduate Medical
Education Department

Richard A. Pascucci, D.O., EA.C.O.1.
Associate Dean of
Graduate Medical Education,
Director of Medical Education
Congratulations and Nest Wishes for A
Successful Future to the Class of 1997.
Allan M. McCleod, D.O., M.B.A.
Director for Undergraduate Clinical Education
Danielle Cavanaugh, Rotation Supervisor
Jean Dowd, Secretary
Mary Dziedzina, Clerk Typist

Paul M. Dejoseph, D.O.
Associate Director of Medical Education,
Director of Medical Education, Parkview
Hospital
Bernice Garrison
Gladys Todd
Nancy Hausman

fJ:)£ni~£ and d-/-ank
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND
REGISTRAR

Ca!oL9-ox
:JOiiE df£:xanck!
Q).:: 9-o!io !Ba!low
Ca!o£: 1!.::tfnandt
Ch!ii 1!.::nnon-cNauLt!J
cNanc!J dlileCuL£:n
cRu.:: dfnn dlilieha.::L
:Janie.:: Clonkin
gJauL 'Wdh.::!iLL
extend their best wishes to the Class of
1997
for all of your future successes.

Cong'l-atuiat.::

CJh£ dVew fJ:). D. ~
J

Class of 1997

Dffic.:: of atudc:nt
d1{faL'l-1
rP c. D.dlI{.
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BEST OF LUCK
CLASS OF 1997
FROM THE ANATOMY
DEPARTMENT

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1997.

C1a']E. !J(lJi!1t, gJh.~.
cRobE.7.t c:::NiE.wwhul!1, gJh.:D.
cRicha7.d !XtiE.bE.[, gJh.~.
cRicha7.d c:::Notzold, gJh.:D.
gJahick Cou']h[in, gJh.:D.
o1;lind!:J CVVE.imtE.in, gJh.:D.
Camil~ ~~ullo, gJh.:D.

FROM
The Department of Microbiology and Immunology

Walter S. Ceglowski, Ph.D.
Rani Bright, M.B.B.s., HCLD
Bruno J Bromke, Ph.D.
Roseann D. Clark
Kerin L. Fresa, Ph.D.
Rosemaria Giangiacomo, B.s.
Susan T. Hingley, Ph.D.
Bruce Kleger, Dr., P.H.
James E. Prier, D.V.M., Ph.D.
Elaine Venuti, M.s.

CONGRATULATIONS

Class of 1997
It was a pleasure and honor to be
participants in your medical education.
Domenic A. Debias, Ph.D.
Chris Donovan
Charlotte H. Greene, Ph.D.
Hank W. Hitner, Ph.D.
Marcia Pastella
Peggy E. Stewart, Ph.D.

Department of
Physiology and Pharmacology
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~a7.k~il~7., gJh.~.

:DalJid CalJanau']h

gJahl!1la Cocco
C!'u.7.!:Jl §uido
§a7.!:J gJowdl

:Jac9UE.0n §E.7.hmt
d/-E.7.b ~~ahon

CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES TO THE
CLASS OF 1997

From
The Departments of Biochemistry/
Molecular Biology and Primary Care
Ruth Borghaei, Ph.D.
David Boorman
Grzegorz Gorski, M.D., Ph.D.
Valerie Hamaday
Willie-Mae Johnson
William Laidlaw
Tshela Lewis-Smith
Eugene Mochan, Ph.D., D.O.
Elizabeth Pease, PhD.
Jennifer Ross
Lois Thompson
Ruth Thorton, Ph.D.
Juanita Williams

\
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Student Council Congratulates the Class of 1997
Especially our Senior Representatives:
Michelle Beloff

Michael Mallis

Annamaria Calleo-Cross

Melissa Mutscheller-Thimons

Gina DiNapoli

Kristen Osiecki

Jeff Downing

Melissa Pagano

Glenn Fuoco

Lee Peterlin

Terrie Ginsberg

Joseph Strauss

Marc Greenstein

Sandie Thomas

Keith Kappeler

Lori Truman
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Well .....
This thing is finall y over. As I sit here and type I have to admit that I am quite glad it is over. I could not have imagined how much work this was going to take and would like to thank all those people who helped get it done:
The Staff:
Lori & Beeje: My beloved croppers! I hope that you have decided to call me Keith again instead of slavedriver.
Thanks for getting all those pictures to fit. Next time if you two learn what "TAB" is I will let you
touch the computer. Beeje, the effort that you put in when you aren't even a student was amazing,
truly amazing. Duck, once you got your ass in gear, you did a great job. Thanks to both of you.
Marc & Jeff: No more phone calls from me about the yearbook right before boards or catching you in school and
keeping you there for a couple of hours. Thanks for all the help.
Mundo:
I have to be honest, you were a surprise. You really came through at Laporte! Kept cranking out pages
with me in-between games of Maelstrom. WAHOOOP. Seriously thanks for all the help up there.
Dave:
I made you work during a Steeler game or two. I know that is a sin but I appreciated it.
Lisa Lehnert: Thanks for the help on the undergrad section, my advice for you next year is to stay far far away from the
Yearbook.

Hank: You do a lot for the class that never gets recognized, I know it about the yearbook and the class in general.
Thanks for putting up with all the hassles and getting things done when I wasn't around at PCOM.
Dad: Who says you can' t teach an old dog new tricks? If you hadn't cropped all those pictures over the holidays,
there would be a lot of empty pages. Thanks.
Val & Carl Wolf: Val wherever you ended up I hope all is well. Everyone else at Carl Wolf, thanks for the quality
photography work and putting up with our lateness.
Phil Klein & Jostens: Sorry about being late and hard to get a hold of. The Yearbooks that you put out are great and I
am sure this one will be too. Phil, thanks for getting us started in the beginning.
All the sponsors: Thank you so much, you were very generous.
Lisa Howells (My savior voice on the phone): You have done an OUTSTANDING job. No matter what disaster
happened, you always had some form of solution on the other end of the telephone line. Next time I get up
to State College, lowe you a night out. Thanks for putting forth the huge effort and always being
understanding about the life of a medical student.
To the class of 1997: I hope that the yearbook meets your expectations. I along with the above people tried really hard
to create something that you would enjoy and that would help keep the good memories of School on paper. The Senior
pages are my favorite part of this book - a page for each one of you who has made our class something special. Good
luck to all.
Keith.
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